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The piano music of Robert Schumann has long prompted discussions about the
relationship between the physical and the ideal, utterance and imagination. In the area of
Brahms studies, scholars have analyzed how, in Brahms’s works for piano, allusions and
counterpoint often gain affective meaning in the act of performance. This dissertation
filters these aspects through the dual lenses of the innere Stimme—a form of internal
vocalization encapsulated in Schumann’s Humoreske, Op. 20—and what I call “fourhandedness”—the evocation of textures and gestures from four-hand piano playing in
music for two hands. I argue that Schumann and Brahms used both as strategies to
conjure the presence of an imaginary co-performer in select works for solo piano. Such
moments simulate for the soloist notions, memories, and actual acts of collaborative
music making that can unleash highly charged private experiences in light of biographical
circumstances.
Part I lays the groundwork by developing these two lenses and assembling a range
of musical examples for each to illuminate broader trends in nineteenth-century piano
writing. Part II culminates with case studies on Schumann’s Impromptus on a Romance
by Clara Wieck, Op. 5, and Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 9,
where circumstantial evidence points to the innere Stimme and four-handedness as fertile

channels for experiencing and communicating musical knowledge and intimacy. Taken
as a whole, the dissertation adds to our understanding of the stylistic history and
performance practice of the more intimate forms of piano music, and contributes to a
larger picture of how music operated in the private sphere to forge social relationships in
German musical culture.
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INTRODUCTION

0.1

Listening to Schumann, playing Schumann
The front cover of Richard Leppert’s The Sight of Sound confronts the reader with

a well-known portrayal of musical reception by the symbolist painter Fernand Khnopff
(example 0.1).1 At the center sits a woman (the painter’s own mother) amid a plush
interior of deep, warm hues and golden tones. Her black dress looks lugubrious and not
only by virtue of its color: superimposed on the fireplace, the hearth, the dress blends into
a cavity, an abyss, where no fire presently burns. On the left is a section of an upright
piano with a hand playing the upper register of the keyboard. The colors here rhyme with
the vacant fireplace and the woman’s dress. The player’s forearm is likewise draped in
black, blending with the casket-like instrument and lending the hand a phantasmagoric,
even morbid, aspect, as if it were floating unattached to a limb.
For Leppert, these details express a bourgeois ideology that glorified music as
metaphysical sound and denied the corporeal exertion and pleasure attending musical
experience. “The performer is made sufficiently present only to remind us of his absence,
the irrelevancy of his identity,” he writes, “the listener in the painting herself refuses to
acknowledge music’s embodiment, preferring a meditative fantasy of music’s

1

Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the Body (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1995).

1

transcendent, utopian promise.”2 In his view, the woman’s covered gaze is a dramatic
repudiation of seeing or being seen during the performance. “The body of the listener is
immobilized and functionally reduced to the singular organ of the ears. The vitality of
music as an enlivener of the body is surrendered to an act of meditation.”3
For me, the pianist creeping in from outside the frame recalls Robert Schumann’s
invitations to play wie aus der Ferne in his compositions; in turn, the listener’s pose is
redolent of the innere Stimme, a Schumannesque quirk that plays a central role in this
dissertation. The illusion of distance in the former and the interiorized music in the latter
are two traits that have rendered this composer’s persona susceptible to becoming aligned
with the idealist aesthetic Leppert critiques. While the two expressive markings approach
from opposite directions (from afar and within), both thematize the faculty of listening by
hinting towards barely audible or inaudible sounds which are not “given” but available to
someone with an especially attuned aural imagination.
Leppert goes on to contrast the reception history captured here with that of
Roland Barthes’s. In a short essay titled “Loving Schumann,” Barthes remarks that
“Schumann lets his music be fully heard only by someone who plays it, even badly. I
have always been struck by this paradox: that a certain piece of Schumann’s delighted me
when I played it (approximately), and rather disappointed me when I heard it on records:

2

Leppert, 232.

3

Ibid. Leppert almost sets ear and body in opposition to each other here, a move with a long history.
For context on this opposition and how the ear became associated with the soul and interiority, see
Holly Watkins, “From the Mine to the Shrine: The Critical Origins of Musical Depth,” Metaphors of
Depth in German Musical Thought: From E. T. A. Hofmann to Arnold Schoenberg (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 22-50.

2

then it seemed mysteriously impoverished, incomplete.”4 Performance here is the
privileged mode to access Schumann’s piano music, not the unfortunate but necessary
condition for listening that Leppert believes to be for the woman in the painting.
Barthes reiterated his intuition elsewhere. Even when he adopts a listening
standpoint, corporeality takes center stage, as when he says about Kreisleriana, Op. 16, in
another essay titled “Rasch”:
[W]hat I hear are blows: I hear what beats in the body, what beats
the body, or better: I hear this body that beats. Here is how I hear
Schumann’s body (indeed, he had a body, and what a body! His body was
what he had most of all):
in the first variation, it curls up into a ball, then it weaves,
in the second, it stretches out; and then it wakes up: it pricks, it
knocks, it glows,
in the third, it rises, it extends: aufgeregt,
in the fourth, it speaks, it declares: someone declares himself,
in the fifth, it showers, it comes undone, it shudders, it rises:
running, singing, beating,
in the sixth, it speaks, it spells out, what is spoken intensifies until
it is sung,
in the seventh, it strikes, it beats,
in the eighth, it dances but also it begins snarling all over again,
beating…5
As others have noted, Barthes’s writing is striking for its erotic undertones and the
slippage between Schumann’s body and the music’s.6 Compared to the stillness of

4

Roland Barthes, “Loving Schumann,” in The Responsibility of Forms: Critical Essays on Music, Art,
and Representation, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1985), 294-95.
5

Barthes, “Rasch,” in The Responsibility of Forms, 299-300 (emphasis original).

3

Khnopff’s mother, the figure described here indulges in mercurial and exaggerated
gestures, much like the fictitious character created by E. T. A. Hoffmann that gave this
composition its name. Most of the deeds he lists are physical actions, while only two of
them (numbers four and six) could signal cognitive or propositional content. Like the
literary Kapellmeister Kreisler’s gestures and ramblings, the verbs that Kreisleriana calls
up for Barthes seem directed not at his fellow human beings but rather at the ether: one
hardly knows whether this “body” is trying to communicate at all. Indeed, his broad
argument is that Schumann’s music resists semiotic treatment; it is not a language that
expresses and beckons for interpretation.7
A consequence of this emphasis on the body is that it spotlights immediate and
first-hand experience. Thus a further contrast to draw from the painting (or at least
Leppert’s interpretation thereof) is that in place of an invisible or absent performer,
Barthes concretizes this figure as much as possible: “Schumann’s music goes much
farther than the ear; it goes into the body, into the muscles by the beats of its rhythm, and
somehow into the viscera by the voluptuous pleasure of its melos: as if on each occasion
the piece was written only for one person, the one who plays it; the true Schumannian

6

See Stephen Rodgers, “‘This Body That Beats’: Roland Barthes and Robert Schumann’s
Kreisleriana,” Indiana Theory Review 18, no. 2 (1997): 75-91. This article tries to secure more
analytical precision for Barthes’s evocative descriptions of the various movements.
7

This argument recalls the “incomprehensibility topos” that John Daverio traces in Schumann’s
reception among his contemporaries. Daverio views the source of the issue as having to do with the
fleeting and fragmentary forms of so much of his piano output, which resist traditional notions of
coherence and intelligibility. See his “Schumann’s Systems of Musical Fragments and Witz,” in
Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romantic Ideology (New York: Schirmer, 1993); and his
seminal biography, Robert Schumann: Herald of a “New Poetic Age” (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1997), passim.
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pianist—c’est moi.”8 What perspective could be more particular, more subjective, than
one’s own?
For Leppert, Barthes’s gain is Khnopff’s loss. Yet there emerges a common
denominator between Khnopff and Barthes which Leppert does not remark on: both of
them portray solitary musical experiences and ascribe an antisocial disposition to
Schumann’s music. Engaging with it unleashes a centripetal force whereby listeners and
performers cave into their own selves. According to Leppert, in Khnopff’s painting,
“Schumann is thus disembodied, or almost so, and music itself is desocialized—
sociability fails when backs are turned.”9 Then, to underscore Barthes’s sensuality,
Leppert picks the following quote, but he does not see the figurative turned back implied
therein: “Loving Schumann… inevitably leads the subject who does so and says so to
posit himself in his time according to the injunctions of his desire and not according to
those of his sociality.”10
To be sure, what counts as social or antisocial varies with the context. Aware of
the painting’s late nineteenth-century setting, Leppert notes that the space conjured up in
it is private, bourgeois, but socially conforming. The desocialization pertains specifically
to the notion that music is a vehicle for transcendent contemplation. Meanwhile,
Barthes’s late twentieth-century image of Schumann and the Schumann lover is that of a
transgressive or marginalized figure who cannot conform to the strictures of society. His
8

Barthes, “Loving Schumann,” The Responsibility of Forms, 295.

9

Leppert, 230.

10

Barthes, “Loving Schumann,” as quoted in Leppert, 233.
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antisocial stance is countercultural. Nevertheless, later on in the essay from which
Leppert quotes, Barthes makes a statement that could serve as a fitting caption for the
painting: “Schumann is truly the musician of solitary intimacy, of the amorous and
imprisoned soul that speaks to itself.”11 This statement has found ample resonance in later
Schumann research and been cited in support of just the ideology Leppert critiques via
Barthes.12
I have reconstructed Leppert’s interlocutors at some length because they help
delineate this project’s conceptual boundaries. At a general level, I reconcile the solitary,
antisocial, and anti-communicative qualities that have been evoked by and projected onto
the composer and his music with his well-documented impulse to connect and
communicate with others through evocative titles, quotations, and other means of
reference. (More personally, we know from his correspondence with Clara Wieck
Schumann that he at times longed for affirmation of his works’ communicative
intentions, notwithstanding their often mysterious and esoteric character.) This tension
has been broached by scholars. What is distinctive here is that I tease out the mechanics

11

Barthes, “Loving Schumann,” The Responsibility of Forms, 293 (emphasis original).

12

Two recent writings about the piano music by Watkins and Alexander Stefaniak quote it to
represent two related sides of the composer’s profile: his anti-virtuosity stance and reputation for
depth, respectively. See Watkins, Metaphors of Depth, 86; and Stefaniak, Schumann’s Virtuosity:
Criticism, Composition, and Performance in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2016), 6.

6

of performance whereby certain musical experiences can simultaneously bring about
solitary introspection and interpersonal communion.13
On another level, I endeavor to bridge between the two contrasting snapshots of
Schumann reception summoned by Leppert. What interests me are the manifold
possibilities for social interaction that arise in the grey area between Barthes’s
corporeality and Khnopff’s aurality, between the former’s solipsistic and the latter’s
anonymous performer. Taking Schumann and his immediate circle as my focus, I argue
that they communicated through music, often with specific persons in mind, in ways that
are contingent upon neither the metaphysical nor the purely physical but a complex
coordination between the two realms. The relation between embodiment and
disembodiment is hence not one of either/or, a dichotomy sometimes invoked by
musicological discourse for rhetorical purposes, but one of both/and.14 As we will see, the
dichotomy does not correspond accurately to the phenomenology of playing or hearing
the piano in the nineteenth century.
13

David Ferris articulates this tension in terms of private and public domains, or Kenner and
Publikum. See his “Public Performance and Private Understanding: Clara Wieck’s Concerts in
Berlin,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 56, no. 2 (Summer 2003): 351-408; and ‘Was
will dieses Grau’n bedeuten?’ Schumann’s ‘Zwielicht’ and Daverio’s ‘Incomprehensibility Topos,’”
Journal of Musicology 22, no. 1 (Winter 2005): 131-53. Following Daverio, he enlists Friedrich
Schlegel’s theory of the fragment to explain the more esoteric aspects of Schumann’s compositions,
which (in his mind) pertain to their form. My concern is wholly within the private domain and
performance parameters rather than questions of form.
14

An especially totalizing example appears in Susan McClary, “This Is Not a Story My People Tell:
Musical Time and Space According to Laurie Anderson,” Discourse 12, no. 1 (Fall-Winter 1989-90):
“Western culture—with its puritanical, idealist suspicion of the body—has tried throughout much of
its history to mask the fact that actual people usually produce the sounds that make music. As far back
as Plato, music’s mysterious ability to inspire bodily motion has aroused consternation, and a very
strong tradition of Western musical thought has been devoted to defining music as the sound itself, to
erasing the physicality involved in both the making and the reception of music” (108-09). She
qualifies this statement somewhat in a footnote.

7

0.2

The piano as ideal instrument
The solo piano medium presents an especially fruitful site of investigation into the

various communicative means exercised by Schumann’s circle. This is not least because
the dissertation’s protagonists were highly proficient pianists, but it also owes to the
affordances and limitations that were associated with the instrument during much of the
nineteenth century. In his tome on the life and works of Beethoven, A. B. Marx wrote:
Other instruments give what they can completely and are, precisely
in their one-sidedness, perfectly complete beings whose deliveries we
receive without desiring anything else. The piano, by contrast, can never
completely sustain its sound, although that is what it wants to do and, in a
general sense, ought to do; its tones lack sustain and welling life, its
melodies cohesion and meltingness. Hereby it awakens the imagination,
however. It prompts mental fulfillment and completion and points to the
realm of the ideal. The piano, which gives nothing but material sound, or
the listener, who does not get beyond that material sound, are both as far
removed from the true life of art as prose is from poetry.
Therefore, the piano is also the ideal instrument.15

15

Translated by Hamish Robb in “Imagined, Supplemental Sound in Nineteenth-Century Piano
Music: Towards a Fuller Understanding of Musical Embodiment,” Music Theory Online 21, no. 3
(September 2015). Original German in A. B. Marx, Ludwig van Beethoven: Leben und Schaffen
(Berlin: Otto Janke, 1859), 1:119 (emphases original):
Diese geben, was sie können, vollständig her und sind eben in ihrer
Einseitigkeit vollkommen abgeschlossene fertige Wesen, deren Ansprache wir
aufnehmen, ohne noch etwas zu begehren. Das Klavier dagegen kann, was es
eigentlich will, und nach dem allgemeinen Musiksinn sollte, nie vollständig
austönen; seinen Tönen fehlt Dauer und quellendes Leben, seinen Melodien
Zusammenhalt und Schmelz. Hiermit aber weckt es die Fantasie, regt zur geistigen
Erfüllung und Ergänzung an und weiset in das Reich des Ideals. Das Klavier, das
nichts als das materiell Hörbare giebt, oder der Hörer, der darüber nicht
hinauskommt, sie sind beide von diesem eigentlichen Leben in der Kunst so weit
entfernt, wie Prosa von Poesie.
Deshalb ist das Klavier auch das ideale Instrument.
This bit of generalization is embedded within Marx’s discussion of Beethoven’s chamber music with
winds. There is an ambiguity regarding whether “der Hörer” refers to every listener (as “das Klavier”
presumably refers to every piano) or some “poetic” listeners can “get beyond that material sound.” My

8

Marx echoes the familiar binaries of the material and the ideal, the embodied and the
disembodied, further characterized here as prose versus poetry. The pendulum swings
toward the latter element in each as his description of the piano invokes the idealism that
Leppert saw captured by Khnopff’s painting. (This idealism becomes more acute in a
hagiography of Beethoven, a composer whose deafness isolated him from the rest of the
world and led him to musical aspirations that transcend material concerns—or so the
myth goes.)
The binary with which Marx characterizes the piano—it “gives nothing but
material sound,” yet it is also “the ideal instrument”—helps illuminate an intrinsic
paradox, a paradox that is central to the techniques I explore. On the one hand, the
nineteenth-century piano became capable of projecting a broad textural and dynamic
range that rivaled the organ, encompassing from the most solitary to the most public, the
softest and thinnest to the loudest and thickest of sounds. Significantly, its range could be
amplified still more with the presence of multiple players at the keyboard. It was thus an
ideal domestic vehicle for approximating orchestral and chamber forces. Yet at the same
time, the piano left much to be desired. Its very ability to render the repertoire of other
instruments and performance forces escalated the demand that it approximate those
instruments and performance forces. In particular, the piano must operate on the familiar

point here is simply that the piano was singled out in the nineteenth century for requiring a marked
degree of aural gymnastics. For an extensive contemporary rumination on this and related properties
of the instrument, see Adolph Kullak, The Aesthetics of Pianoforte-Playing (1861), especially 2-7 in
the 1893 edition translated by Theodore Baker.

9

conceit that “it can never completely sustain its sound.” Connections between tones—and
by extension, musical events—are therefore as much inferred as they are materially
projected. It could be said that the instrument’s development toward greater projection
across the century aimed in part to bridge over this gap that is its inherent premise.16
Nestled within this paradox lies the dissertation’s field of inquiry. Given that
making connections between musical events relies in equal measure on pianists and
listeners to imaginatively “fill in” the gap, I argue that Schumann, and later Brahms, at
times deliberately exploited this need for co-creative inference to serve communicative
ends. Put provocatively, I claim that there are moments in their solo piano music which
appear to summon the presence of a co-performer. Such moments simulate for the soloist
notions, memories, and actual acts of collaborative music making that can unleash highly
charged private experiences when viewed in light of surrounding biographical and other
circumstantial evidence. In this dissertation, I hone in on two techniques: the innere
Stimme and what I call “four-handedness.” The former draws on internal vocalization and
comes into play in elusive melodic entities. The latter refers to the importation of textures
and gestures from four-hand into two-hand settings and constitutes the dissertation’s
primary contribution. These techniques, I believe, remain unexplored vehicles for the
musical exchange of personal meaning that we know was central to both composers.

16

Charles Rosen writes eloquently about this gap in the chapter “Music and Sound” from The
Romantic Generation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998). The article by Robb cited in
the previous footnote outlines some strategies that pianists and listeners have developed to make sense
or fill in the gaps of “real” sounds. These include “reaching,” “splitting,” and changing levels of
voicing to create the illusion of “singing.” Drawing on the work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson,
he argues that these strategies entail metaphors rooted in embodied experience, in this case, the
“fluidly traversing” mode of embodiment.

10

I locate the techniques’ potential to facilitate social communion in their shared
intimations of a second performer. One way to think about them is indeed as two
manifestations of duetting dynamics. To be sure, there is a long tradition of duets in solo
piano music (usually of a melodic sort and inspired by opera), not to mention the
innumerable occurrences when a piece contains multiple lines, each justifiable as a
musical agent in its own right. Although these common scenarios certainly have the
potential to carry out interpersonal communication (Felix Mendelssohn’s Duetto in A flat
major, Op. 38, no. 6, comes to mind, which I discuss in Chapter 2), they are typically
confined within more “normal” two-hand practices. The examples I focus on, on the
other hand (pun unintended), invoke performative contexts that lie outside the solo piano
medium. This arouses a feeling of insufficiency within the player, who must grapple with
music that hints towards additional embodied presences and invites the soloist to
experience modes of performance that call to mind actions or events, past or imagined,
with other people. Schumann appears to have been especially attracted by this
communicative potential, complicating the associations of reclusiveness that have
adhered to his artistic profile.

0.3

Recent literature
The impetus for this dissertation comes from recent developments in Brahms

studies, where scholars have shed new light on the complex symbioses between
composition and performance. My immediate interest was kindled by Paul Berry’s

11

Brahms among Friends.17 The book probes the composer’s well-known penchant for
allusion and argues that he often employed it to recast his personal relationships. An
allusion’s effect upon its intended audience would have greatly depended on the
knowledge and experiences shared by the parties involved. These Berry painstakingly
and empathetically reconstructs through careful attention to the documentary evidence
available and sensitivity to the shifting dynamics between the persons in question,
weaving an intricate tapestry of Brahms’s inner circle in the process. Since most of them
were professional performers or accomplished amateurs, he further posits that kinesthetic
experience would have been integral to the affective power of his allusive gestures. A
case study of the song “Alte Liebe,” Op. 72, no. 1, for example, revolves around an
allusion to the Capriccio, Op. 76, no. 1, in its postlude, music that at the time would have
been exclusively available to Clara Schumann.18 Berry interprets the postlude as enacting
the effort of long-term recollection described by the song’s text: while the melody and
accompanimental figuration conjured up her memory of the Capriccio, the allusion’s
transposition from F sharp minor to G minor reversed the pattern of black and white keys,
simultaneously effecting a tactile defamiliarization.
Similarly, I am interested in how Schumann tailored expression to specific
persons through performance parameters in his compositions. By extending Berry’s work
backwards in time, the dissertation adds to our understanding of the stylistic history and

17

Paul Berry, Brahms among Friends: Listening, Performance, and the Rhetoric of Allusion (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2014).
18

See Berry, 217, for a musical example summarizing the allusion.
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performance practice of the more intimate forms of nineteenth-century piano music, and
contributes to a larger picture of how music operated in the private sphere to forge social
relationships in nineteenth-century German musical culture.19 In contrast to Brahms
scholarship, Schumann studies have not yet benefitted from comparably deep
reconstructions of his social network, except for Clara and Brahms himself. Schumann
was not as public a figure. He was also not in the habit of pre-circulating his new pieces
among a small circle of friends before publication and, as a result, we do not have as rich
a paper trail registering the participation of others in his creative process. Moreover,
Schumann scholars’ longstanding and continued fascination with his literary inclinations
and positions in aesthetic debates from the time have reinforced his image as a reclusive
champion of interiority.20
Of course, there is one person whose impact upon his works has been amply
evidenced and speculated about: Clara Wieck Schumann. Yet scrutiny of this impact has

19

There has been a spate of recent studies that focus on musical practices in the private sphere. See,
for instance, the volume Brahms in the Home and the Concert Hall: Between Private and Public
Performance, eds. Katy Hamilton and Natasha Loges (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2014). The following foreground the roles of albums in personal relationships: Carolyn Carrier,
“Memory and Commemoration in Robert Schumann’s Album Leaves,” (PhD diss., Indiana
University–Bloomington, 2019); and Halina Goldberg, “The Topos of Memory in the Albums of
Maria Szymanowska and Helena Szymanowska-Malewska,” in Maria Szymanowska and Her Times:
2nd International Symposium, Paris, 2014, 98-114. A parallel tension to that outlined in this
Introduction via Leppert arises in Jennifer Ronyak, Intimacy, Performance, and the Lied in the Early
Nineteenth Century (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2018). There the tension arises when the
pressures of outward-facing performance exert upon the inward-facing German Lied.
20

John MacAuslan’s recent Schumann’s Music and E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Fiction (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2016) and Erika Reiman’s Schumann’s Piano Cycles and the Novels of
Jean Paul (Rochester: University of Rochester, 2004) follow in a long tradition of such work that
harkens back to at least Daverio’s biography and “Schumann’s ‘Im Legendenton’ and Friedrich
Schlegel’s Arabeske,” 19th-Century Music 11, no. 2 (Fall 1987): 150-63. The chapter “Robert
Schumann and Poetic Depth” in Watkins, Metaphors of Depth, is also in this vein.
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been limited to musical ciphers and quotations, which are treated as reified objects
designed to encode and represent, usually, her name or “voice,” but sometimes his or
others’.21 There has been little consideration of her own participation in said ciphers and
quotations, or of how they were intended to be communicative in the first place. Berry’s
attunement to both composer’s and receiver’s interpretive horizons helps us fill this void
and move beyond the quest to excavate and decipher Schumannesque codes. The
allusions he analyzes do not freeze meaning; rather, they are more like ambiguous
triggers that solicit the active engagement of their addressees. The intentions of composer
and receiver may not always meet, or may shift with the passage of time—indeed,
communicative failure occurs more than once in the dissertation’s case studies. Such
misfires and shifts can themselves be illuminating. Following his cue, my emphasis is on
open-ended, processual activity over fixing interpretation.
Although allusion and quotation figure prominently here as well, I focus on how
the piano itself fosters modes of performance where a soloist can simulate the experience
of interacting with others. Because the musical examples I analyze were all composed by
and intended for very capable pianists, I contend that there is something about how they
are written that calls for and enables such simulation. One avenue for thinking through
more precisely how the keyboard might operate as a medium is offered by Steven Rings.
In an essay titled “The Learned Self,” he highlights the frequent convergence of
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The classic example is Eric Sams, “Did Schumann Use Ciphers?” The Musical Times 106, no. 1470
(August 1965): 548-91. For a thoroughgoing critique of Sams’s theory of ciphers, see Daverio,
“Schumann: Cryptographer or Pictographer?” in Crossing Paths: Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 65-102.
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counterpoint and physical choreography in Brahms’s late intermezzi. Equipped with a
transformational lens, he is able to crystallize musical relations elegantly, especially that
of canon and inversion. Crucially, he points out that many passages in these pieces are
written in such a way that learned artifice can be experienced aurally, visually, and
tactilely: “[the late intermezzi] do not merely signify as sounds taken in by a listener, they
also signify as sets of actions—bodily and expressive—to be performed by a pianist.
Such meaning emerges in and through first-person action.”22 Two of Rings’s examples
encapsulate what this means and offer a taste of what is to come in this dissertation.
The opening of the Intermezzo in F minor, Op. 118, no. 4 (example 0.2a),
contains a canon that is drowned amidst the agitato hustle and bustle of the triplets. That
the soprano and tenor voices are in imitative relation does not become obvious until
wisps of melody emerge towards the end of the phrase (mm. 8 ff.). The middle section
brings a slower harmonic rhythm and distills the canonic process to a basic presentation
(example 0.2b): a chord or single note per bar in the right hand (which later become pairs
of dyads and chords) is mimicked by the left hand an octave below. The canon is not only
to be heard; it is also to be enacted physically. The exaggerated lateral movements draw
uncommon attention to the hand choreography, which in turn draw the performer and
audience’s attention to the contrapuntal procedure.
The Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 116, no. 5, engenders a different but equally
marked embodied experience. The first chord in example 0.3 features a gapped voicing
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Steven Rings, “The Learned Self,” in Expressive Intersections in Brahms: Essays in Analysis and
Meaning, eds. Peter Smith and Heather Platt (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012), 24.
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that is typical of Brahms’s piano writing. Instead of the more comfortable closed-triad
position, he asks the hands to stretch and the thumbs to overlap. Rings emphasizes the
resulting mirror configuration of the hands. While to a certain extent a single player’s set
of hands naturally generates inversional relations on the keyboard, he argues that Brahms
drew deliberate attention to them by straying from the readily available default position,
reinforced further by his own fingerings printed in the first edition.23 Thus, in passages
from both intermezzi, abstract structure and physical action are two sides of the same
coin. Examples of such stagings of contrapuntal artifice, canon in particular, recur
throughout this dissertation.
For whom, to what end might Brahms have devised his exquisite integrations of
touch and idea? Rings’s language implies that it is for self-satisfaction; the agents
invoked by his article (Brahms, the analyst) relish these musical traits alone and for their
own sake, as it were. Transformations of the opening theme in the Intermezzo in A major,
Op. 118, no. 2, for instance, become “a moment of quiet, composerly achievement.”24
Like Berry, Rings cites reactions to Brahms’s pieces from close friends like Clara
Schumann and Elisabeth von Herzogenberg, but he does not share his aim of asking how
these personal relationships inflected their engagement with his music. Instead, he
underscores each person’s independent and private pleasure, tracing a historical
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There is more nuance here than Rings describes. I engage with this example in greater depth in
Chapter 2. A surviving autograph, unmentioned by Rings, raises interesting questions regarding
Brahms’s rationale for voicings of the kind seen here.
24

Rings, 20.
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continuum from their approach to Brahms’s music to his own as a modern analyst.25
Their individual perspectives, memories, and bodies become inadvertently stripped of
their specificity.
How could passages like those Rings examines be more than objects of
“composerly achievement” and analytic contemplation to become prompts for
interpersonal connection? The examples of canon and inversion cited derive their effect
in part from suggesting two entities signified by the pianist’s two hands, as well as from
the way keyboard space intersects with pitch space. To echo a point I made earlier, these
entities overlap considerably with Edward T. Cone’s personae and the metaphorical
agencies in analytical discourse that have received renewed theoretical scrutiny.26 What
distinguishes my case studies is that circumstantial evidence points to their being more
than mere personae or metaphorical agencies by referring at times to specific persons and
mutually shared events and knowledge. Moreover, they appear in a manner that creates a
kind of vacuum, as adumbrated above. In his exhibits, Rings conceptualizes the relation
25

Rings, 46: “The habitus of the professional music analyst has its historical, modernist roots in a
tradition that leads directly back to Brahms via Schoenberg. It thus makes sense that the way of being
with music encouraged by Brahms’s works—and by Brahms’s circle—would transfer, through a sort
of historical transitivity, to the practices of the modern analyst. Though published analyses and
conference papers have a decidedly social aspect, the analytical act itself is often a highly solitary
pursuit, and a deeply inward one. Modern music theory as a research discipline is thus closely bound
up with the innig musical behavior that we witness in the descriptions of Elisabeth von Herzogenberg
and Clara Schumann as they come to know, and assimilate, Brahms’s music.”
26

See Edward T. Cone’s classic formulation of personae in vocal and instrumental music in The
Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974). Seth Monahan has recently called
for more awareness of how analysts, oftentimes unwittingly and as a matter of habit, invoke musical
agency. See his “Action and Agency Revisited,” Journal of Music Theory 57, no. 2, (2013): 321-71. I
should also acknowledge here that this dissertation shares the spirit of Edward Klorman’s Mozart’s
Music of Friends: Social Interplay in the Chamber Works (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2016). In accordance with the collaborative nature of chamber music, the book thematizes multiple
agency as an analytical approach.
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between idea and action as consisting of one-to-one mappings. There is a closed loop or
self-sufficiency between what is on the page and what one does, which arouses a feeling
of fulfillment within the performer: the hands follow each other along the keyboard in
isomorphic relation to canonic imitation, the mirror image of the hands enacts the
intervallic inversion. When intertwined with the innere Stimme and four-handedness,
however, such piano writing calls for something that exceeds what a soloist is to manage
with two hands. This opens an additional dimension, a field of play, where the pianist
conjures up a co-performer who is somehow both present and absent. It is precisely
through this vacuum, or excess, that I propose Schumann and Brahms staged interactions
with others in some of their works.
In speaking of fields of play set off by the piano’s affordances and limitations, I
invoke Roger Moseley’s Keys to Play, which interrogates the historical centrality of
keyboard interfaces in general as a “means of generating, processing, relaying, storing,
and accessing information. At the keyboard, play becomes apprehensible as a primary
means by which musical behavior can be materialized, embodied, performed, and
communicated.”27 Many of the interfaces he assembles function as an entry point to
connect with other individuals or wider communities. (This is most obvious in certain
telegraph devices and digital games.) Although my dissertation is not archaeological in
Moseley’s Foucauldian sense, his media-theoretical perspective reminds us of how the
layout of the piano keyboard is the technological precondition for the relation between

27

Roger Moseley, Keys to Play: Music as a Ludic Medium from Apollo to Nintendo (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2016), 1.
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contrapuntal and physical inversion in Rings’s example or the defamiliarization a
semitone shift causes in Berry’s study of “Alte Liebe.” Here, too, the piano emerges as an
interface that disseminates information, connects persons who are only notionally
present, and orients modes of behavior around it through culturally acquired techniques.

0.4

The course ahead
The dissertation is in two parts. Part I introduces the two strategies I propose

underpin special modes of interpersonal communication whereby a solo player is invited
to simulate acts of collaborative music-making: the innere Stimme and four-handedness.
Chapter 1 takes as its starting point a notated yet unplayed melody labeled innere
Stimme in Schumann’s Humoreske, Op. 20. This instance of Augenmusik has attracted
strong associations of disembodiment and secretive interiority, but I view it rather as an
invitation to encompass two modes of musicking: piano playing and vocalization. This is
the only known usage of the term in Schumann’s works. However, the chapter cites other
compositions that I believe partake in the same impulse and relates the innere Stimme to
common procedures that play with melodic presence and absence, especially variation.
The innere Stimme hence performs a range of work, as it goes from being a unique
instance of idiosyncratic notation, to a prompt for musical perception and performance, to
becoming a form-generating principle.
Chapter 2 submits that, given the ubiquity of four-hand piano playing,
compositional and performance techniques from such duets seeped into solo repertoire as
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well. This cross-pollination is pursued through little-noticed intersections of two-hand
and four-hand literature in music by Schubert, Felix Mendelssohn, Czerny, Chopin,
Robert Schumann, and Brahms. In the process, I develop the concept of four-handedness,
or the evocation of four-hand textures and gestures in two-handed discourse. I position
the interplay (whether real or implied) between two and four hands (or one and two
players) as a rich expressive resource. Solo piano music could channel the social
meanings of four-hand piano playing through marked textures and biographical details, a
latent possibility that becomes overt in the chapters that follow.
Although the innere Stimme and four-handedness may seem like distinct
phenomena—the former a locus for reflections on interiority, the latter prompting
discussions of embodiment—both harbor the potential that a soloist might summon the
presence of a co-performer. By teetering on the edge between the possible and
impossible, the explicit and implicit, the real and imagined, Schumann and Brahms
created a delicate field of play where intensely personal communions could take place.
To cite Moseley again, the means through which the innere Stimme and four-handedness
achieve this are analogical: the exertion to coordinate and hear or play something that
exceeds the soloist’s comfort zone recreates the process of collaboration when making
music with others, to play “as if.”28
The two conceptual chapters in Part I develop new contexts for the two case
studies that form Part II. Both feature variation sets with references to Clara Wieck
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Moseley, 2-3: “Analogical play relies on correspondences and oscillations, on one object or action
echoing, tracing, or indexing another.”
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Schumann: Robert Schumann’s Impromptus on a Romance by Clara Wieck, Op. 5, and
Brahms’s later Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 9. The network of the
two works and her variations on themes shared with them (Opp. 3 and 20) has long been
recognized for its extraordinary interconnections. Chapter 3 centers on Schumann’s
Impromptus, Op. 5. On the basis of internal and contextual evidence, it argues that two
known sources of influence—J. S. Bach and Beethoven—were filtered through the lenses
of four-hand piano playing and early manifestations of the innere Stimme. Meanwhile,
contemporary correspondence between Schumann and Clara Wieck (some of which
touches upon his Impromptus and her Romance variée, Op. 3) mentions the figure of the
Doppelgänger in highly suggestive ways. Schumann implies that playing the piano and
exchanging letters are two media which can provide access to the imaginary reunion of
their virtual selves. Letter correspondence thus emerges as a loose analogue for fourhandedness.
This discussion sets the stage for the dissertation’s culminating case study in
Chapter 4. I reconstruct some of the complex ways in which Clara Schumann, Brahms,
and others navigated trauma and disability in the wake of Schumann’s transfer to an
asylum in 1854. Two facets of everyday life—music-making among friends and the
exchange of flowers—acquired heightened significance under these circumstances. In his
efforts to provide Clara with emotional support, Brahms prepared two musical gifts for
her in that year: the Variations, Op. 9, and a piano arrangement of Schumann’s Piano
Quintet, Op. 44, for four hands. While Clara and Brahms coped with Schumann’s
absence musically, she also tried to bridge their distance by sending her husband flowers.
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I discuss this evolving floral exchange in conjunction with the compositional histories of
the Op. 9 Variations and Quintet arrangement. I argue that Brahms evoked both flowers
and the innere Stimme in a well-known musical quotation within one of Op. 9’s
variations, a doubled reference calibrated to stir the memory and facilitate the recognition
of shared experience. Drawing on music analysis, primary sources, and personal artifacts,
I elucidate the emotional power of this musical quotation at a particular moment during
the year 1854.
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PART I: SETTING THE STAGE
CHAPTER 1
THE MANY LIVES OF THE INNERE STIMME

In the Introduction, we encountered A. B. Marx’s assessment that the piano has a
limited capacity to sustain sounds, and hence melodies, yet this very limitation could
become a springboard for something beyond its acoustic properties.1 The active verbs in
his description—the awakening of the imagination, mental fulfillment and completion—
imply that the gap between the piano’s material reality and the desire for an ideal it
arouses can open up a special arena for human agency. But how could this gap be filled,
and to what end? This question launches the central topic of this chapter. My starting
point is a melody labeled innere Stimme in Robert Schumann’s Humoreske, Op. 20,
perhaps the composer’s most enigmatic and striking engagement with this phenomenon.
By virtue of remaining unperformed, the melody bears out Marx’s conclusion that the
listener is destined to be “far removed from the true life of art.” His statement could be
viewed as an affirmation of a metaphysics of musical transcendence, but here I take it as
a cue to privilege the agency of performance and aspects of embodiment.

1

See section 0.2.
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The innere Stimme is typically regarded as an instance of Augenmusik that
illustrates Schumann’s tendency towards secrecy and incomprehensibility.2 As I hope to
show, however, it is an artistic conceit rooted in existing musical practices. The chapter
then presents additional examples to argue that versions of the idea seeped more broadly
into Schumann’s—and Brahms’s—compositions, and relates the innere Stimme to
common procedures that play with melodic presence and absence, especially variation.
The result is an expanded understanding of it as a concept embracing a range of
phenomena rather than being confined to a single passage or composer. The innere
Stimme hence performs a range of work, as it goes from being a unique instance of
idiosyncratic notation, to a prompt for musical perception and performance, to becoming
a form-generating principle. Over the course of the dissertation, we shall witness how the
impulse behind it intersected with other techniques, such as counterpoint and allusion,
and private performance practices that developed musicianship, subjectivity and,
ultimately, interpersonal bonds.

1.1

The locus classicus: Humoreske, Op. 20
Example 1.1 reproduces the first section of the Humoreske’s second movement.3

This is the only known appearance of the marking innere Stimme in Schumann’s works.

2

See, e.g., R. Larry Todd, “On Quotation in Schumann’s Music,” in Schumann and His World, ed.
Todd (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 80; and Holly Watkins, Metaphors of Depth in
German Musical Thought: From E. T. A. Hofmann to Arnold Schoenberg (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2011), 86.
3

I use the term “movement” for the sake of convenience, but the Humoreske’s unwieldy length and
organization have proven difficult to parse into existing formal models. See Bernhard Appel,
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Written in the middle staff of a three-stave system, it bears what seems to be the music’s
melodic core, with accompaniment-like figuration in the upper and lower staves. There
are no instructions advising what to do with this exceptional notation: its small print and
frequent overlaps with the left hand quietly deter the pianist from playing it.
Not only does it overlap with the left hand’s register and often pitch, but it is also
echoed an octave above in the right hand’s eighth notes, like a written-out asynchrony. In
the first five measures, these eighths are played by the right middle finger, which
functions as a pivot point for the hand position that comprises each bar. This
configuration at once facilitates their resonance and hinders the pianist’s ability to
connect the dots into a line. The innere Stimme thus appears as compensation for an
inhibited capacity for melodic projection, doubly so in light of Schumann’s disabled
hand.4 One can imagine the composer at the piano, his stiffened middle finger lingering

“Schumanns Humoreske für Klavier, Op. 20: Zum musikalischen Humor in der ersten Hälfte des 19.
Jahrhunderts unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Formproblems” (PhD diss., Universität des
Saarlandes, 1981); John Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald of a “New Poetic Age” (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 178; Erika Reiman, “Schumann’s and Jean Paul’s Idyllic Vision,” in
Schumann’s Piano Cycles and the Novels of Jean Paul (Rochester: University of Rochester Press,
2004), 156-90.
4

He began complaining about his right middle finger in 1830 and resigned himself to its
incorrigibility by the end of 1832. As he revealed in a letter to Clara Wieck penned from Vienna
shortly before working on the Humoreske, he resented it for interfering with his creative work: “I
sometimes feel unhappy here, especially because I have an ailing hand… I often complain to heaven
and ask God, why did you do just this to me? It would be of such great value for me here. So much
music is ready and alive inside of me, that I ought to be able to exhale it. And now I can bring it forth
only with great difficulty, stumbling with one finger over the next. But now, of course, you are my
right hand, and you must take good care of yourself so that nothing happens to you.” Quoted from
Peter Ostwald, “Florestan, Eusebius, Clara, and Schumann’s Right Hand,” 19th-Century Music 4, no. 1
(Summer 1980): 31. See also James Q. Davies, Romantic Anatomies of Performance (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2014), 160-62, for a brief summary of the various opinions regarding
Schumann’s hand injury.
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on the first key until he takes up his right hand and puts it down again for the next
position.
In 1883 and decades after his passing, Clara Schumann received an inquiry about
precisely this passage from Georg Henschel, baritone, pianist, conductor, and member of
Brahms’s social circle. She replied:
I have just now been dealing with the inner voice during work on an
instructive edition of my husband’s pianoforte compositions, and can,
however, only explain it insofar as it should give the player a clue to the
melody lying in the right hand, whose performance must thus be of the
sort that the listener senses the melody. But the inner voice is not to be
played along with it. The composer, I think, wanted more to give a sense
of the melody fantastically than to have it emphasized as somewhat
marked. But it can also be assumed that my husband did not conceive
anything further there than that the player [would] imagine the voice
inwardly or hum it, such as one does now and then when playing with a
really full heart.5

5

Letter from Clara Schumann to Georg Henschel on May 14, 1883. I have adapted this translation
from that given by the bilingual critical commentary in Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher
Werke: Werke für Klavier zu zwei Händen, ser. 3, wkg. 1, vol. 4, eds. Michael Beiche, Sezi Seskir,
and Roe-Min Kok (Mainz: Schott, 2016), 444 (emphases original):
Mit der inneren Stimme habe ich mich bei der Arbeit einer instructiven Ausgabe der
Pianoforte-Compositionen meines Mannes gerade jetzt beschäftigt, u. kann sie doch
nur dahin erklären, daß sie dem Spieler einen Inhalt zu den in der rechten Hand
liegenden Melodie geben soll, der Vortrag also derart sein muß, daß der Hörer die
Melodie herausfühlt. Mitgespielt wird aber die innere Stimme nicht. Der Componist
hat, glaube ich, in phantastischer Weise die Melodie mehr ahnen lassen wollen, als
sie, etwa gar markirt, hervorgehoben zu wissen. Es ist aber auch anzunehmen, daß
mein Mann sich nichts weiter dabei gedacht, als daß der Spieler sich innerlich die
Stimme denkt oder mit summt, so wie man es ja öfter thut, wenn einem das Herz
recht voll ist beim Spielen.
See also her grandson Ferdinand’s memoirs, where he wrote in an entry on May 4, 1894: “Vorgestern
spielte Großmutter die Variationen aus Beethoven’s E dur-Sonate, Op. 109, heute Schumann’s
Humoreske und meinte darnach, man hätte sich bei der Humoreske melancholische, extravagante,
phantastische Gedanken zusammen zu denken… Die ‘innere Stimme’ späterhin sei die eigentliche
Melodie, und was gespielt werden solle, sei Begleitung oder Ausschmückung. Die innere Stimme
solle nicht mitgespielt werden, man könne sie aber gut vor sich hinsingen.” Ferdinand Schumann,
“Erinnerungen an Clara Schumann,” Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 84, no. 9 (March 1, 1917): 71.
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This is the earliest and nearest source to the composer stipulating that the pianist should
not play the innere Stimme. Yet Clara let slip an equivocal tone: she could not be certain
about a piece Schumann had written before they were married and during a prolonged
separation. (With the exception of the first movement, the Humoreske was mostly drafted
between January and March 1839 while he was in Vienna. It never became a staple of her
repertoire.) The locution “[ich] kann sie doch nur dahin erklären” acknowledges that she
had insufficient knowledge to offer Henschel a satisfactory explanation.
Within a single paragraph, she went from calling Schumann “my husband” to “the
composer” and back to “my husband.” The shift in register correlates with two differing
scenarios she proposed for the innere Stimme. By addressing him as “the composer,” she
regarded him with interpretive distance. Here she is conscious of her role as mediator
between composer and audience, and is concerned with determining aspects of public
performance and reception. She ascribed to his intentions an element of fantasy, which
would arise from the listeners’ sensation of “herausfühlen” and “ahnen.” Even though her
appeal to fantasy cast this scenario as something rarefied (which she then immediately
proceeded to downplay), it is congruent with how scholars and performers have come to
understand the innere Stimme. That this melody is to remain within the player’s
imagination and unenacted in the phenomenal world is typically taken for granted by
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modern scholars and performers, as are vague associations with romantic fantasy and
poeticism.6
In the second scenario, Clara reverted to addressing Schumann as “my husband.”
Here we are within the realm of private performance; there is no mention of an audience.
Viewing him under this personal and domestic light, she proposed that all he may have
intended is to imagine and/or hum the melody, “as one does now and then.” With this
shift, she underplayed the notation’s strangeness. One might with the gift of hindsight
relate this retrospective response to her pattern of decisions about his posthumous legacy.
Time and again she sought to minimize traces that could portend the hallucinations of his
final breakdown, and she urged him throughout their relationship to write music that

6

See, e.g., Charles Rosen: “It has its being within the mind and its existence only through its echo,” in
The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 9; and Edward T. Cone:
“This voice, a sustained melody implied by the active figuration of the right hand, is not meant to be
played but rather to be thought—to be heard with the inner ear. Perhaps, indeed, the entire piece is not
intended to be performed—exposed to an audience—but only to be played privately, for oneself,” in
“Brahms: Songs with and without Words,” Intégral 1 (1987): 36.
This is how the pianist András Schiff expressed his understanding of the passage in an interview with
Appel on July 6, 2016 (accessed March 15, 2019: https://www.schumann-forum.net/transcript-inenglish.html?file=tl_files/pdf/Sir%20Andra%CC%81s%20Schiff%20Prof.%20Appel%20Forum%20
Gespra%CC%88ch%206.7.2016%20englisch.pdf):
Schiff: You do not have to play the inner voice… [smiling].
Appel: OK, but you can sing it…
Schiff: But sing it only inwardly. And hear it inwardly. And this you can […] make
audible. But what the inner voice tells you, well, this again is… in a most poetical
sense… [getting up and going to the piano]. You have to hear it, but you cannot play
it [continuing to play/singing]. Perhaps something like this… [returning to his seat].
Well… but I do not know how to do that [audience laughing]. I simply think of this
voice very intensively and hope it will take me somewhere.
Schiff maintains that, even though he does not play the innere Stimme, his concentration upon it
should manifest itself audibly in his playing. His explanation registers how current concert and
recording practices reaffirm its disembodiment when, in response to further prying by Appel, he
claims that he cannot play and sing at the same time in public.
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would be accessible to a broader public.7 Her possessive reframing of Schumann from
“the composer” to “my husband” may well derive in part from her skepticism of the
esoteric, an effort to distance him from the “phantastische Weise” that had colored the
first scenario. But in the process she let out a surprising admission: that to hum while
playing the piano was a fairly frequent practice, borne out not only by her own personal
habits, but possibly his private music-making as well. This finds some corroboration in
Schumann’s review of Felix Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words:
Who of us in the twilight hour has not sat at his upright piano (a grand
piano would serve a statelier occasion), and in the midst of improvising
has not unconsciously begun to sing a quiet melody? Should one happen
to be able to play the cantilena along with the accompaniment, above all,
should one happen to be a Mendelssohn, the loveliest “song without
words” would result. Or, still easier: to choose a text and then, eliminating
the words, give in this form one’s compositions to the world.8
To hum and play simultaneously would have come naturally to Henschel (and
other singers), though for altogether different reasons. A baritone and pianist, he went on
to make recordings of songs by Schubert and Schumann with himself singing and playing
in the 1910s and 1920s.9 Certain links between the innere Stimme and practices

7

Anthony Newcomb, “Schumann and the Marketplace: From Butterflies to Hausmusik,” NineteenthCentury Piano Music, ed. Todd (New York: Schirmer, 1990), 266-67.
8

Translated by Todd in “Piano Music Reformed: The Case of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy,” The
Mendelssohn Companion, ed. Douglass Seaton (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2001), 594. As I
mention in the Introduction and repeat later in this chapter, however, while my understanding of the
innere Stimme overlaps with such vocally inspired piano music as Mendelssohn’s Songs without
Words and Chopin’s Nocturnes, it differs from them in important respects.
9

This performance mode had notable, if few, exponents in the nineteenth century. Carl Loewe
popularized it in his tours in the 1830s and 1840s. See Dana Gooley, “Carl Loewe’s Performative
Romanticism,” Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2018), 116.
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surrounding the early nineteenth-century Lied are of relevance here. Jennifer Ronyak has
recently investigated the tension between the inward orientation of the genre and the
outward pressures of performance. Before the intimate Lied became increasingly
appropriate for public performance (in the 1830s and 1840s), it was designed for the
home or the salon, to perform for a group of family and friends, or for oneself, assuming
both vocal and accompanimental roles. It was also an extension of reading poetry out
loud. Within this activity, Goethe juxtaposed recitation (simple, sincere, inward) with
declamation (dramatic, performative, outward): “There is no higher or purer pleasure
than, with closed eyes, to have a Shakespeare play recited (not declaimed) to oneself,
through an artless, fitting voice.”10 Goethe was writing about the reading of theatrical
works, but his injunction to cultivate recitation more than declamation shaped Lied
aesthetics in the beginning of the century.
Between this and the Humoreske’s composition, much happened in the
development of the genre. Yet Goethe’s statement, Schumann’s quote about the Songs
without Words, and Clara’s second scenario have a shared performance context and
disposition. Seen from the perspectives I have outlined, the innere Stimme becomes less
an example of secretive Augenmusik and more an elevation of quotidian practices,
whether the involuntary humming of pianists or the solitary performance of intimate
Lieder. The significance of Clara’s response to Henschel for my purposes is the
10

He continued: “We do indeed form certain figures in our minds according to the delineation of the
characters, but actually, we should experience what happens inside us, through a progression of words
and speeches.” Goethe, from Shakespeare without End (1815), translated by Jennifer Ronyak in
Intimacy, Performance, and the Lied in the Early Nineteenth Century (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2018), 47.
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implication that a Schumann score for solo piano could inscribe modes of performance
which extend beyond its putative medium. She introduces an additional act—beyond
playing the left and right hands—to concretize what is latent in the score, engaging the
pianist in two modes of musicking. Although she mentions that the humming may be
internalized rather than enacted, in which case the outward manifestation would not
appear to differ meaningfully from the first scenario, the point is that the innere Stimme’s
source is not an abstract musical structure but an embodied practice.11 It is this very
evocation of an additional embodied presence within the soloist’s imagination that allows
for the virtual collaboration of multiple agents. The humming is symbolic of an active
mode of participation that can articulate a desire for the presence of a second performer.
This desire is animated by a right-hand part which exemplifies the paradox Marx pointed
out: the right-hand’s fragmented character opens a space for “mental fulfillment and
completion.”
With this in mind, I turn to the innere Stimme passage once more. The thumbs
constantly interlock in the first and last phrases of this page, which seems unnecessary;
they could easily switch places for greater comfort. The placement of the hands as given
brings an element of physical intimacy, something that we will encounter time and again
throughout this dissertation. Adding to the physical intimacy is a musical one. As Charles
Rosen observed, the innere Stimme “is both interior and inward, a double sense
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My interpretation thus differs from Rosen: “Note that the melody is no more to be imagined as a
specific sound than it is to be played: nothing tells us that the melody is to be heard as vocal or
instrumental” (8), and “the impossibility of conceiving the nature of the unspecified sonority of which
the music we hear is an echo” (9).
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calculated by the composer: a voice between soprano and bass, it is also an inner voice
that is never exteriorized.”12 Indeed, it cannot be exteriorized on the piano, for amidst the
interlocking thumbs it is crowded out of the texture. With no room for it in the real world
of a single player at the keyboard, it points to the realm of the virtual. By notating music
that exists beyond the pianist’s execution, the passage appears to stage a duet with an
imagined, distant partner.13
The innere Stimme draws on the challenges that come with rendering the middle
voices of dense counterpoint at the piano. They call for the ear’s special attention as the
player navigates non-legato fingerings, voice transfers from one hand to another, and
subtle pedaling to sustain the illusion of continuous lines. This is why it is what lies in
between the soprano and bass that extends the pianist’s aural skills all the more. The
innere Stimme might be an example of Augenmusik, of music seen but not heard, yet it is
a passage that thematizes the faculty of listening. It is by listening through the sonic
fabric, through the awkward hand choreography, that the soloist wills its independent
voice. The fine line between presentation and implication that applies to middle parts
makes them a fertile place to play with the presence and absence of musical agents.
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Rosen, 9.
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It is tempting to read this through the lens of biography, as Schumann’s imaginary duet with Clara
while he is in Vienna, separated from her and unsuccessful in scouting out prospects for their life
together there. There is not enough evidence to support this hypothesis, but later in the dissertation we
shall encounter cases where the evocation of external agencies do seem tied to specific people and
circumstances. Another Schumann composition for solo piano featuring three staves, the Romanze,
Op. 28, no. 2, does present an explicit duet. Clara called it a love duet and asked that he dedicate it to
her (ultimately, he did not). The melodic work is carried out by the two thumbs, which thus appear to
stand for the two musical agents. I discuss this further in Chapter 2.
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Recent scholarship suggests that middle voices held associations of interiority for
the nineteenth-century imagination. In an article about Clara Wieck’s virtuoso persona,
Alexander Stefaniak argues that she and other pianists tried to set themselves apart from
the brilliance and dexterity of post-classical piano playing by gesturing towards what he
calls “poetic” or “elevated” virtuosity. One strategy for achieving this was an emphasis
on countermelodies—for instance, by adding them in variations of preexisting music—
typically in the middle voices, in either duetting or imitative relations. These
countermelodies not only tapped into a more “learned” musical language, they also gave
her playing an impression of emotional depth. Another strategy lay in voicing, that is, the
color and balance of individual notes struck simultaneously. Schumann compared her
playing to that of Anna Caroline de Belleville in a review in the following terms:
On the other hand, [de Belleville] perhaps lacks the magical middle
shadings of secondary voices. Because just as the basses should be the
fundamental roots, translucently overhung by the other voices, not
concealed, so with Clara they branch out throughout the whole. De
Belleville’s tone flatters the ear without demanding more; Clara’s sinks
into the heart and speaks to the soul.14
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Translated by Alexander Stefaniak in “Clara Schumann’s Interiorities and the Cutting Edge of
Popular Pianism,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 70, no. 3 (Fall 2017): 727.
Worth remembering in this connection is that middle-voice preference is a characteristic that marks
much nineteenth-century orchestration. The willingness to assign melodic material to celli in thumb
position, violas, horns, and clarinets, contrasts with the eighteenth-century predilection for clear
soprano melodies.
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Long before Clara’s reputation became entwined with processes of canon-formation, her
tone and rich voicing had already sedimented her image as a “serious” musician.15
I proposed above that the innere Stimme carves out a space where the solo pianist
can encompass two modes of performance and, by extension, simulate making music
with others. That it constitutes an agency in its own right manifests in a marked degree of
autonomy, even though it is not supposed to be played. Earlier, I described it as the
melodic core of the Humoreske passage, as if it were only a shadow of the melody
embedded in the right hand. This assumption also underpins Edward T. Cone and
Rosen’s descriptions of the passage (see n. 6). After prolonged exposure and familiarity
with the work, it seems natural to assume that the innere Stimme and the right-hand
melody are straightforward one-to-one mappings of each other. And yet, if we
momentarily suspend this prior awareness, it is not obvious why the innere Stimme
should be as it is; in other words, were a naïve listener to distill a melody from the
texture, it may very well not match that given in the middle staff.
For example, given the slur pattern and prominence of the highest notes in each
right-hand group, it is reasonable to expect that these would also partake in said melody.
In fact, when an arpeggiated variant of this music returns in mm. 447 ff. (example 1.2)
the chords’ highest pitches trace these notes as well, so that the melody takes the form DG-C-F, etc. Erika Reiman interprets this latter variant as somehow “laying bare” the
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She also cultivated her profile through program selections: in addition to older music, she
performed works by contemporaries like Adolf Henselt and Chopin, composer-pianists who were
themselves associated with interiority in part because of their proclivity for blurring melody and
accompaniment.
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innere Stimme, even though its melodic outline actually departs from it.16 Similarly, Cone
regards it as a moment of truth, when the listener obtains confirmation—or rebuttal—that
this is the melody that should have been imagined in the innere Stimme passage.17 Yet I
find the melodic divergences between examples 1.1 and 1.2 to be just as illuminating as
their congruencies, for they point towards what could have been but was not. Seen in this
light, the Eb5 in the right hand at m. 5 in example 1.1 is a pivotal pitch in the literal
sense. It is the moment when the innere Stimme departs from its pattern of anticipating
the first eighths of every right-hand bar, the junction where it conjoins the D-C-Bb thread
with its upper, parallel descent G-F-Eb. Yet nothing in m. 5’s audible surface reveals that
this shift has occurred in the innere Stimme or that the rhythmic pace has accelerated
precisely in this bar.
Other details contribute to a relation of independence and mutual influence. There
is a surplus of hairpins at mm. 11-12 and 15-16. Each of the three staves has them at
overlapping, but not exactly synchronized, timeframes (and if they were exactly
synchronized, the result would be a redundant notation). Why would the innere Stimme
have its own articulation and hairpins if it is an abstraction “never to be exteriorized”?18
That it is ascribed such performance markings is indeed odd, yet it is precisely my point
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Reiman, 183.
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At the rolled chords, Cone’s hypothetical listener exclaims: “Yes, that is like the melody I
imagined—or should have imagined!” See “The Silent Partner,” in Hearing and Knowing Music, ed.
Robert Morgan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), 29.
18

The hairpin in mm. 5-6 potentially applies to the left hand, but the pattern of left-hand hairpins in
the rest of the section (they are printed below rather than above) suggests that it belongs to the middle
staff. Unfortunately, all sources for this section—autographs, copies, proofs—except for the first
edition appear to be lost.
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that these markings show the innere Stimme to have a life of its own. Furthermore, the
right-hand evinces no traces of its delayed entrance at m. 9 or complete absence at m. 17,
where the discrepancy between the two lines is probably at its most striking. As Rosen
says, the audible surface of m. 17 is identical to m. 1, yet “for one bar a voice which was
not present before is not, now, not present.”19 While he recognizes that such delayed
melodic entries have their precedents in vocal music, he considers m. 17 an extraordinary
moment, “a poetic joke, a reminder of the impossibility of conceiving the nature of the
unspecified sonority of which the music we hear is an echo.”20 The silent bar spotlights
the delicate nature of the innere Stimme, its precarious yet independent existence vis-àvis the right hand. Not merely an echo of the right-hand melody or vice versa, the middle
staff rubs against the sonic fabric woven by the two hands. Their relation of
independence and mutual influence is therefore one of counterpoint, of musical agencies
acting upon one another.

1.2

Brahms’s songs without words
Brahms often integrated tropes and techniques he encountered in Schumann’s

compositions into his own music. As we shall see in Chapter 4, Brahms specifically
referred to the innere Stimme in his piano arrangement of Schumann’s Piano Quintet, Op.
44, and, I will argue, more covertly in his Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann,
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Rosen, 9.

20

Ibid.
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Op. 9. Both instances occurred within highly personal contexts and were intended to
serve communicative and affective ends. But Brahms’s engagement and personalization
of the innere Stimme may have been broader and more extensive. In an article called
“Brahms: Songs with Words and Songs without Words,” Cone proposes that much of his
instrumental music is steeped in this notion. (He cites the Humoreske as a “beautiful
precedent,” without necessarily positing conscious modeling.21) Cone first identifies
several passages where, as he says, “the structure or the expressive intent seemed
unclear.”22 The problem manifests itself in two ways: on the one hand, melodies that
exhibit signs of redundancy and expansiveness, with themes “developing in an almost
uncontrolled manner;”23 on the other, a marked rigidity of rhythm and grouping, yielding
what seem like relentlessly strict patterns and a general tunelessness. Both of them
amount to insufficiently articulated thematic and melodic profiles.
Cone’s proposed solutions to these issues came by way of Brahms’s songwriting,
after finding various close analogues in the piano accompaniments to his Lieder. He notes
that the vocal parts frequently exhibit markedly different grouping structures from those
inherent in the piano parts alone, with the latter typically carrying greater moment-tomoment continuity than the former. Acknowledging (or assuming?) the voice’s primacy
in a song context, the articulation of the vocal part brings clarity to the otherwise
excessively continuous repetitions and ambiguous groupings of the piano part. Calling
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Cone, “Brahms: Songs with Words and Songs without Words,” 36.
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Ibid, 31.
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Ibid, 32.
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the incongruity between the two parts a kind of “double articulation,” Cone returns to the
“problematic” passages in Brahms’s instrumental works with an eye towards resolving
the aforementioned difficulties. His solution is to imagine the presence of an underlying
and controlling Hauptstimme that, crucially, is not equivalent to the linear sounding
surface of the music. In cases where this surface seems to exhibit a certain redundancy,
the points of excessive repetition could be reconceived as stretches of repose in the
Hauptstimme punctuated by the “accompaniment.” Similarly, in passages of tuneless
rigidity (his example here is the Intermezzo in F minor, Op. 118, no. 4, see examples
0.2a and 0.2b), imposing a Hauptstimme helps him structure the beginning of the piece
as an accompaniment to an absent melody, with the piano’s cadential melodies emerging
just as the voice falls silent.
Another example is the Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 119, no. 2. Here Cone avails
himself of a comparison with the Lied “Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer,” Op. 105,
no. 2. (Both are juxtaposed in example 1.3.) He observes that when playing the piano
part of the Lied alone it gives the impression not of an accompaniment but a self-standing
entity. Viewed in this way, it signals ambiguous groupings. Its first phrase articulates an
ending at m. 2. Its second phrase, however (and here there is already a question of
whether it begins in m. 3 or 4: is the first half of m. 3 on the dominant an interjection or
the beginning of this phrase?), seems like an overlong statement that keeps going until it
cadences in the tonic at m. 9. Similarly, the piano intermezzo begins with a short phrase,
followed by a second phrase that seems overlong and in odd proportion to the first.
Again, the status of the second half of m. 2 is ambiguous. Superimposing a vocal line as
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in “Immer leiser” can provide clarity by casting this half measure as the piano’s
interjection into the vocal line, for example, and the protracted second phrase as
containing within itself some form of interaction between an imagined vocal part and
piano.
Filtering such passages through the lens of voice-accompaniment interactions thus
helps Cone to parse the surface into moments when the vocalist is in the spotlight versus
moments when the accompaniment interjects. The implication of his arguments for the
presence of a kind of innere Stimme in much of Brahms’s instrumental music is that this
manner of listening and performing requires the performer to engage creatively with the
printed notation. Put another way, the notation goads the performer into conjuring an
underlying innere Stimme with and against the printed score. As Cone acknowledges,
these imagined melodies, which he argues are quite necessary for a convincing
performance, can be nevertheless vastly variable. In the case of Op. 119, no. 2, he
proposes two possibilities for the opening section of the intermezzo and two possibilities
for the return of the opening material at m. 72. It is this potential for co-creativity that I
argue facilitates a space for interpersonal interaction. What the innere Stimme alerts me to
is a kind of vacuum in certain passages, textures that are designed to be hollow in order to
prompt the performer’s imaginary supplementation. By goading a (at times specific)
person to actively “fill in the blanks,” the score as template defines a field of social
engagement that, as I will show in the case of members of the Schumann circle, becomes
an important means to forge personal relationships.
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1.3

Late incarnations: Gesänge der Frühe, Op. 133
Thus far the innere Stimme’s presence has been mostly vertical or synchronic, by

which I mean that it bears upon textures concurrently with its appearance. It provides
cues for performance and registers a mode of music perception. The examples in the
following two sections are by contrast more horizontal or diachronic. The innere Stimme
exerts its influence across disparate or extended periods of time. It is not only a
performative and perceptive but also a generative principle, with the capacity to shape
long-range formal discourse.
The second of the Gesänge der Frühe (see example 1.4), a set of five pieces
representing Schumann’s last publication for solo piano, shares many traits with the
Humoreske’s innere Stimme. Some of these are obvious, but others exceed what meets
the eye. As in the earlier work, the Gesang’s opening features three layers, with the
middle voice bearing the melodic material. Below it is a bass line and above it a recurring
descending undulation that functions as accompanimental figuration. In contrast to the
Humoreske, however, the outer layers stand rather far apart and the accompanimental
figuration does not echo the middle voice. With the exception of B4 in m. 2, no pitch
overlaps preclude the pianist from playing the melody. No additional staff, small print, or
innere Stimme marking point towards its being in a different realm from the outer layers.
While here the melody is in fact to be played on the piano, doing so requires a
constant switching between right and left hands, with each hand taking no more than two
consecutive pitches from it at a time. Like the Humoreske, this music stages multiple
close encounters between the hands, overlaps and crossings that engage them in an
40

intricate choreography. Unlike the Humoreske, the choreography does not prevent the
pianist from playing the middle voice on the piano; rather, it is precisely the effort to play
it while managing the bass and accompaniment that brings the hands together amidst the
physical distance of the outer layers. This extreme yet necessary alternation between the
right and left hands again points beyond the solo keyboard medium and complicates the
performer’s task of tracking the melody through the diffuse textures and awkward hand
positions. In this sense, this music partakes in the same spirit as the innere Stimme; it
engages the performer in an intense listening exercise to sustain a melody that appears to
escape what is practicable at the piano.
But there is another sense in which the Gesang’s middle voice represents an
innere Stimme. This piece is in intimate relationship to the first one in the Op. 133 set,
shown in example 1.5. No. 1 starts with unison ascending (D-A) and descending (B-E)
fifths. The sixth span encompassing them is then filled in by G and F#. The unisons are
like an opening call soliciting a communal response; a chorale-like texture takes over in
m. 3, giving the whole an aura of a hymn. Measures 5 onwards present the opening call
once more, this time harmonized and elaborated sequentially. The entire piece is
organized by a succession of these calls, now in unison, now harmonized, traversing
various tonal stations. Indeed, the opening call exerts its influence beyond the confines of
this piece: echoes of it continue to reverberate in No. 2 through its middle voice. A
comparison between the initial measures of both pieces shows that the same pitches are
present in No. 2, but permuted and plotted along a different metric grid. The sequence of
the first two pitch classes is switched; D is not first but second, and A is now down an
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octave, so that the fifth that began No. 1 is inverted to a fourth. The sequence of durations
stays almost the same, short-long, but the quarter note is no longer an anacrusis but a
downbeat. The next four notes—B, E, G, F#—reappear in pitch, only the latter two are
switched. A reversed order here, a rhythmic alteration there render the recognition of No.
1’s opening call difficult. The melodic recall breaks off already at m. 3, as each piece
seems driven by its own logic. But then, m. 7 again closely parallels m. 19 in No. 1. This
subdominant iteration of the opening call suggests that the dialogue between the two
pieces extends beyond thematic material to aspects of form. Both share a sequential and
rotational organization that is largely punctuated by the opening call.
In light of these resonances, one could regard No. 2 as a kind of free variation of
No. 1, as if the first two pieces formed part of a chorale-prelude. In contrast to the relative
clarity of No. 1’s melodic profile, phrasing, and harmonic underpinnings, however, No. 2
has a distinctly fragmented character. Its melody is an angular, questioning theme that
does not appear to be followed through. Harmonically, it begins in medias res; the bass
line’s first pitch is ^#4 on its way to ^5, setting up a pattern whereby the bass constantly
wants to slip to the dominant. In fact, the piece hovers on V almost throughout, with a
stable tonic not appearing until four bars before the end. Cumulatively, the diffuse
texture, fragmented melody, and unsettled harmonies create a questioning quality; it is as
if the pianist were searching for something at the keyboard, as if the music were enacting
the effort of hearing through the surface, trying to recall something that lies beyond what
is in the notation.
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That something, I suggest, is No. 1’s hymn. It is surprising, then, that even at a
late stage of preparation for publication, Schumann intended to omit the first piece from
the set altogether.24 On the one hand, this intention may have well been motivated
precisely by the similarities between the first two pieces; on the other, it is curious that he
would choose to leave out precisely the music that is more immediately intelligible. For
the person encountering Schumann’s hypothetical edition for the first time, it would have
made for a puzzling experience to open up the volume and be confronted at the outset by
such harmonically and melodically amorphous music as No. 2. This temporary bump in
the publication history raises the specter of the innere Stimme in a yet different and potent
sense. Withholding the first piece, the source of its materials and blueprint of its
trajectory, means that the middle voice of No. 2 would have amounted to almost as
radical an instantiation of the innere Stimme as that in the Humoreske. Through the
almost pointillistic hand exchanges required to play it, the pianist would be trying to trace
a melody whose source in No. 1’s hymn would not have been known. To put it
provocatively, No. 2 would have been a variation on no theme.

1.4

The leiser Ton of the Fantasy, Op. 17
In fact, “variation on no theme” was an idea that had preoccupied Schumann

around the time of the Humoreske’s conception. In a letter from January 1839, he wrote
24

On the copy that Schumann reviewed for publication, he wrote (and then struck out) “Die erste
Nummer bleibt aus.” He likewise wrote on the title page “Vier Stücke” before replacing it with
“Fünf.” See Margit L. McCorkle, Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke: Thematischbibliographisches Werkverzeichnis (Mainz: Schott, 2003), 556.
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to Clara: “Sonst hab’ ich fertig: Variationen, aber über kein Thema: Guirlande will ich
das Opus nennen; es verschlingt sich Alles auf eigene Weise durcheinander.”25 Precisely
which of his compositions he was referring to remains something of a mystery. None of
his extant works bears this odd denomination. Margit L. McCorkle’s thematic catalog
tentatively suggests that it may have been the Arabeske, Op. 18. Daverio likewise
surmised that he was referring to that composition,26 though he later presumed it to be a
lost work.27
As Nicholas Marston observes, the idea had already appeared in Schumann’s
writings a couple of years earlier. In a review of a series of variation sets, he described
Heinrich Elkamp’s Op. 15 as “a variation-fantasy without a theme… a ruin, if you like,
for which no critic can establish any rules.”28 This review was published in August 1836,
soon after he had first drafted our next musical example: the first movement of the
Fantasy, Op. 17. “Ruinen” is one of the titles that Schumann envisioned would head the
movement.29 On the basis of these circumstances, Marston proposes that the idea of a
“variation-fantasy without a theme” could be a way into the two interrelated issues that
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Quoted in McCorkle, 79.
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Ibid, and Daverio, “Schumann’s ‘Im Legendenton’ and Friedrich Schlegel’s Arabeske,” 19thCentury Music 11, no. 2 (Fall 1987): 162.
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See Daverio, Robert Schumann, 176.
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As translated by Nicholas Marston in Schumann Fantasy, Op. 17 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 74. The review was originally published as “Variationen für Pianoforte” in
the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 5, no. 17 (August 26, 1836).
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According to the critical commentary in Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke, the first
movement bore the title “Ruinen” at least for the duration between December 1836 and March 1838.
See Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke: Werke für Klavier zu zwei Händen, ser. 3,
wkg. 1, vol. 4, 372-73.
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have haunted the analytical tradition surrounding this piece: its formal-cum-thematic
process and the presence of quotation(s).30
Scholars have noted that (with the exception of the “Im Legendenton” section) its
formal, harmonic, and thematic characteristics tend towards the amorphous. Its opening
hints at a C major tonic only by implication and the shifting key areas in the rest of the
movement do not seat comfortably with our understanding of tonal relations in any single
form.31 Relatedly, its thematic materials hardly ever settle into a presentational mode,
lurching mostly from moment to moment in ways that sound in medias res, while at the
same time being united by a series of motivic relationships. It is only in the final
measures of this sprawling movement that a root-position tonic appears (example 1.6).
The harmonic resolution is accompanied by a thematic one: after a myriad of melodic
transformations, mm. 295 ff. introduce music that, excluding “Im Legendenton” yet
again, constitutes the most clear and closed thematic material.32 The sense of relief is not
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He drafted the first movement in June 1836 and revisited it in January-March 1838. It finally
appeared in print in early 1839, while he was at work on the Humoreske. The Humoreske’s first
movement was first written in April 1838, before adjoining it to the rest, which, as mentioned earlier,
he wrote between January and March 1839.
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Analysts have thus invoked a range of models and concepts to account for these properties, such as
Witz and the Arabeske (Daverio), sonata and romantic fragment (Rosen), and ternary form (Adriana
Ponce). A recent article by Adriana Ponce offers a brief but helpful summary of the most salient
interpretations of the movement in “Form, Diversity, and Fulfillment in the First Movement of
Schumann’s Fantasy, Op, 17,” Music Theory Online 20, no. 3 (September 2014).
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This general structure recalls Lawrence Kramer’s observation about ternary forms in Brahms and
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middle section involves an effort to overcome a burdensome necessity, to recuperate a loss or limited
acknowledged in the outer sections. The middle section, accordingly, often involves imaginary
satisfactions that the outer sections interdict.” See Kramer, “Dangerous Liaisons: The Literary Text in
Musical Criticism,” 19th-Century Music 13, no. 2 (Fall 1989): 163.
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only harmonic and thematic. Having been primarily occupied with agitated, metrically or
harmonically unstable figurations, the hands can finally settle on a mostly four-part,
chorale-like texture. Rosen does not hesitate to call this passage, set off texturally and
temporally from the rest of the movement, a quotation from Beethoven’s An die ferne
Geliebte, “at once the source and the solution of everything in the music.”33
By drawing on Schumann’s own formulation “variation-fantasy without a theme,”
Marston both confirms and complicates these threads in the movement’s reception. He
acknowledges the connections among its thematic material, hence a loose variation
principle denoted by the hybrid “variation-fantasy,”34 but he also wonders whether there
is a “theme” in the sense of “theme and variations”: “While we may appreciate the
multifarious relationships between the thematic elements, we are at a loss to identify any
one statement as the definitive theme from which all other material flows.”35 He asks: “Is
it the thematic statement at the beginning of the first movement? The allusive phrase at
its end?” Furthermore, he questions the evident assurance on the part of many
commentators (such as Rosen, Bodo Bischoff, and William Kinderman) that what
functions as a theme is the quotation at the end, and that this quotation stems without a
doubt from Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte.36 Proposing that mm. 295 ff. sound just as
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In an interesting twist, Brahms famously expressed to Adolf Schubring a (passing?) wish in 1869
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much like the end of Schubert’s “An die Musik,” he submits that, even if we were to
accept that what functions as a theme is this quotation, we cannot be sure what it is a
quotation from. It is in this sense too that he considers the movement a variation-fantasy
without a theme.
Marston does not go much further into Schumann’s review, but there is more to
what the composer wrote about Elkamp’s Variations that could apply to the Fantasy’s
first movement:
Jetzt zu einem komisch-originellen Stück von Hrn. Heinrich Elkamp, einer
Variationsphantasie ohne Thema. Schlüssel ohne Bart, Räthsel ohne
Auflösung, Paganini ohne Violine, ein Stück für sich, – eine Ruine, wenn
man will, für die kein Kritiker eine Regel aufstellen kann… Manchmal
scheint zwar das irrsinnige Glöckchenrondo von Paganini, manchmal der
Hexentanz aus Faust von Spohr durchzuklingen. Deutlich kömmt aber
nichts zum Vorschein; die kleinen Flämmchen verlöschen vollends,
stockfinster ist es ringsum. Ermesse hiernach Jeder, ob die Variationen
nicht romantisch und interessant seien und ziehe sich sein Theil heraus.37
Like the modern reception of Op. 17, the Variations called to his mind multiple
references from other composers and seemed marked by a lack of clarity. In the same

edition of his Robert Schumann (Berlin: Harmonieverlagsgesellschaft für Literatur und Kunst, 1910),
64: “Am Schlusse, klingt’s wie fromme Ergebung, und gewiss nicht ohne Absicht hat Schumann hier
wiederum Beethovens ‘ferne Geliebte’ herausbeschworen, die schon im 14. Takt erschienen war.”
Intriguingly, there is no mention of an allusion to Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte in the first edition
of 1903.
That we have no contemporary sources (whether from the Schumanns, their circle of friends,
audiences and critics) acknowledging the allusion has spawned lively debates about the claim’s truth
content and interpretive traction. Thus Newcomb asks: “I was forced to wonder whether the
Beethoven reference was made by Schumann or created by a more recent critical tradition.” See his
“Schumann and the Marketplace,” 295. See also Todd’s skeptical question about whether it belongs
more to “generic resonances, covert allusions, or nothing more than coincidental resemblances,” in
“On Quotation in Schumann’s Music,” 93-95.
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review but while discussing a different set of variations, Schumann expressed a curious
view about a theme’s role and place:
Das allgemeine prosaische Mantellied kann aber schwerlich zu
Außerordentlichem begeistern, und dürfte es nicht einmal, da eben auch
Variationen ein Ganzes bilden sollen, das seinen Mittelpunkt im Thema
hat (daher man dies manchmal in die Mitte oder auch zum Schluß setzen
könnte). Daran denken freilich die Wenigsten; die Meisten ziehen die
bequeme, im Grund sinnlose Art, sogenannte brillante mit soliden
Variationen abwechseln zu lassen, vor. So vermisse ich auch in den
Veränderungen des Hrn. Endter irgend Beziehung, Bedeutung, Idee.38
The clause in parenthesis voices the rather extraordinary possibility that a theme could be
placed in the middle or at the end of a variation set. This resonates with Rosen’s
statement that the final measures of the Fantasy movement serve as “at once the source
and the solution of everything in the music.” In light of Schumann’s review, to think of
the final measures as a kind of “theme” might not be so problematical, after all.39
To reflect upon how all of this could relate to the innere Stimme, I return to
Cone’s article about Brahms discussed in section 1.2. In that article, Cone suggested in
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Ibid, 2:48.
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On the basis of Schumann’s sometimes provocative tone as a music critic when he reconsiders a
genre, I take him to mean that the theme could be put in these less-default positions instead of at the
beginning. The entire set should build a whole, and the organic connections between theme and
variations be such that the theme is a point of orientation for the variations even if it does not appear
until the middle and/or the end. Thus, I think he is toying with an idea that goes beyond stating the
theme in the end in addition to the beginning (as in Bach’s Goldberg Variations or the last movement
of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in E major, Op. 109) to approach something like Charles Ives’s
“cumulative form.” Ives himself described the last movement of this Third Violin Sonata in terms that
resonate with the first movement of Schumann’s Fantasy: “The last movement is an experiment: the
free fantasia is first. The working-out develops into the themes, rather than from them. The coda
consists of the themes for the first time in their entirety and in conjunction.” See Peter Burkholder, All
Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1995), 159.
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passing that the innere Stimme passage in the Humoreske resonates with the motto which
Schumann famously appended to the Fantasy when he prepared it for publication:40
Durch alle Töne tönet
Im bunten Erdentraume
Ein leiser Ton gezogen,
Für den, der heimlich lauschet.
Cone did not elaborate then, but in a posthumous essay (“The Silent Partner”) he
revisited the Humoreske passage within a broader discussion about the role of memory
and auralization in the perception of music. Citing how this role comes to the fore when
engaging with music that deploys variation techniques, he proposed that the innere
Stimme (although it is neither a theme nor a variation, strictly speaking) embodies to an
extreme degree aural processes that are regularly elicited from listeners by variations.41
Crucially, of course, in the Humoreske there is no given theme to be auralized: “the
listener’s construction of the melody, insofar as it is possible at all, cannot depend on a
specific memory.”42
Cone’s essay, first published in 2009, anticipated recent trends in thinking about
variations. In a series of articles about Mozart’s recourse to the technique, Roman
Ivanovitch has expanded our understanding of its use beyond the form of theme and
variations to highlight its pervasiveness in that composer’s output. One of his key
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contributions is a renewed emphasis on the listening experience—Cone’s auralization.
For Ivanovitch, variation is as much a property “in the music itself” as in the
consciousness that apprehends it.
At root, the basic act of construing variation is a comparative one: the task
of a listener is to relate two stretches of music, to hear one passage “in
terms of” another… Yet in the aural realm this activity is necessarily
reconstructive. Once sounded, the theme is never again literally present for
the listener: temporally extinct, it must be revived anew each time… From
an experiential standpoint, that is, a theme is not a static arrangement of
structural elements. Rather, it stands in a complex and reciprocal
relationship to the variations: it bequeaths to them a set of expectations
about how they might proceed, and yet exists as a mutable collection of
possibilities or potentialities to be activated and reshaped by the course of
the variations themselves. What is “in” a theme turns out to be more
complicated than it first seems, for a theme is partly what we remember it
to be.43
Such a starting point leads to several important ramifications. It destabilizes or explodes
what we might consider a theme to be; determining what it is and what “counts” as a
variation becomes a co-creative exercise between composer, performer, and listener.
Variation is not merely an exercise to be found in the clearly structured format of theme
and variations:
Creative engagement on the part of the listener is always vital in the realm
of variation. To hear an element of the theme were none literally exists on
the page, to imbue a scale with the properties and implications of a theme,
indeed, to hear a theme or variation at all—these are crucial aspects of the
environment of variation that take place with the creative cooperation of
the listener; they are not to be found by pointing at notes.44
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The reader may rightly protest that this concept of variation has become too
diluted to be useful. The listening process Ivanovitch describes could apply to a range of
musical procedures, anything that features repetition or resemblance (whether local or
long-range, as in the outer sections of ternary or sonata form); moments of quotation,
allusion, or intertextuality; and music or listening practices that rely heavily on
conventions. In his dissertation, he does add constraints that delimit what he calls
“hearing through” to certain contexts. For example, the predictable pacing that
accompanies the recursive rhetoric of variation means that a listener should carry a sense
of where he or she is in the form. This premise is clearly established in the genre of
theme and variations (and, more loosely, in the expositions of sonata form), but it does
not apply to many of the above-listed situations, including the Fantasy’s many allusions
and thematic transformations.45
Notwithstanding the issues of definition and limit pointed out above, there is
something to be gained from an expanded understanding of variation for the repertoire
and attributes I explore in this dissertation. First, we should remember that Schumann’s
own early compositional efforts primarily took the form of variations. We tend to lose
sight of this fact amid a reception of the composer that privileges the audacity of his early
piano cycles. Many of his variations are based on themes by others and partake in the
numerous transcriptions, souvenirs, paraphrases, and fantasies on popular and operatic
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In his PhD thesis, Ivanovitch too recognizes the problem of definition. Ultimately, drawing on
Joseph Dubiel, he refers to variation as an “attitude” which he is reluctant to theorize, and reverts to an
examination of case studies. Ivanovitch, “Mozart and the Environment of Variation” (PhD diss., Yale
University, 2004), passim.
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tunes that entered the musical currency of the time. Scholars have renewed our
appreciation for the enormous impact these arrangements exerted upon the circulation of
knowledge and repertoire in nineteenth-century Europe. Thinking of arrangements as
extensions of the variation impulse alerts us to what extent Ivanovitch’s “hearing
through” shaped the listening attitudes and sonic environment of Schumann and
Brahms’s milieu, especially as orchestral and operatic repertoires continued to be
somewhat inaccessible, even for professionals like Schumann, except through such
mediated forms.
More importantly, Schumann appears to hold a still more flexible view of
variation than Ivanovitch, for the latter still subscribes to a traditional temporality where
“once sounded, the theme is never again literally present for the listener: temporally
extinct, it must be revived anew each time.” Schumann’s comment that the theme could
be placed in the middle or in the end radically scrambles this sequence. A theme does not
have to be a preexisting standard of comparison, for recollection and recreation, but can
be an open-ended source of orientation that points in multiple different temporal
directions. It is not necessarily available to impart a regularity of musical structure from
one unit (the theme) to the next (the variation). The first movement of the Fantasy could
be a case in point. As Rosen writes:
Most of the themes in the first movement are based on the quotation, but
we must wait to hear this until the final page of the movement… When the
phrase finally arrives, we recognize it as the source of so much of the
material already heard, but it appears as a new theme in a new slow
tempo—and with the first satisfying resolution to a tonic chord in root
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position that we find in the movement. The quotation is therefore the point
of rest and the center of gravity.46
Rosen thus captures the commonly-held intuition that the movement’s harmonic and
thematic argument proceed like a series of breadcrumbs which guide the performer and
listener as they search for a stable core. In sum, I suggest that the innere Stimme
manifests itself here not quite in Marston’s “variations without a theme,” but a reverse
variation process where instead of proceeding from a source to its variants, the movement
goes from obfuscation to clarification. Like the innere Stimme, the leiser Ton invoked by
the motto solicits an attentive mode of listening through a performance that sifts through
the phenomenally available acoustic surface to glean something that lies beyond. Unlike
the case of the Humoreske, however, the exercise is temporally extended. In the Gesänge
der Frühe, Op. 133, Schumann almost omitted the “theme” in No. 1 from which No. 2
derives. By leaving it in, these two numbers chart a trajectory from clarity to opaqueness;
the Fantasy movement instead proceeds in the opposite direction.
*

*

*

The issue of the motto’s “leiser Ton” has generated much hermeneutic
speculation. Fueling it is a letter to Clara Wieck where Schumann asks “The ‘tone’ in the
motto is you, isn’t it? I almost believe it.”47 This has been taken to reinforce the An die
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Letter from Schumann to Clara Wieck on June 9, 1839, in The Complete Correspondence, trans.
Hildegard Fritsch and Ronald L. Crawford, ed. Eva Weissweiler (New York: Peter Lang, 1996),
2:237. Original German in Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 5, pt. 2, 530 (emphasis original): “Der
‘Ton’ im Motto bist Du wohl? Beinahe glaub ich’s.”
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ferne Geliebte hypothesis, which remains much debated (see n. 36). As Bodo Bischoff
and, most recently, William Kinderman have argued, Schumann was wont to draw
parallels between his difficult courtship of Clara Wieck with Beethoven’s (and Goethe’s)
works that deal with the topics of fidelity and the distant beloved (Fidelio and Egmont, in
addition to An die ferne Geliebte). Kinderman concludes that the “double allusion—to the
distant beloved archetype as embodied in An die ferne geliebte and to Clara Wieck as his
own entfernte Geliebte—resonates just too well with the Beethovenian aura of their
personal mythology as an embattled couple, as Florestan and Klärchen.”48 He even
proposes that the movement’s final adagio may not only be a reference to the beginning
of the song “Nimm sie hin denn, diese Lieder, die ich dir, Geliebte, sang,” as is usually
supposed, but also to a later moment where the same music accompanies a new text: “und
du singst, was ich gesungen.”49
Kindermann’s hypothesis overlaps with the innere Stimme in that they both stage
an idealized musical collaboration involving song. If we accept that the content of mm.
295 ff. is somehow conceptually “prior,” whether because it quotes preexisting music or
because it functions as a “center of gravity,” then one could say that it functions as an
innere stimme, the “beyond” towards which the pianist playing through the movement
has been goaded to seek out or supplement. Furthermore, this scenario depicts a
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reciprocal exchange, in which it is not only he who offers his music to her, but inscribes a
desire or fulfillment for her gesture of return.
In this connection, how Schumann wrote to her about the work after they resumed
their correspondence and after she had the opportunity to study and play it is intriguing:
“Tell me what you think about during the first movement of the Fantasy. Does it bring
many images to mind? I like this melody best.”50 (This melody is transcribed in example
1.7a.) Here he was trying to counteract Clara’s repeated enthusiasm for the second
movement at the expense of the others, bringing her attention back to the movement that
he considered to be the most successful and personally meaningful. She finally replied
about the first movement (but then quickly swerved back to the second):
It’s strange that my favorite passage in the first movement of the Fantasy
is your favorite passage, too. I like to dwell on that passage; it’s so
pleasant, so peaceful! Yes, my Robert, many images come to my mind as
I play the Fantasy, and I think they coincide with yours. The march seems
to me like a victory march by warriors returning from battle; and the Asharp major [sic, mm. 114 ff.] makes me think of the young girls from the
village, all clad in white, each with a wreath in her hand, crowning the
warriors who kneel before them; I imagine many other things, which you
know already, I often imagine that I am very fond of the composer; when
the A-sharp major [sic] comes I imagine myself standing among the young
girls and crowning you, my dear warrior and conqueror, and other things
as well.51
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This exchange has been much discussed in the scholarly literature. Schumann’s
letter offers a glimpse into how he hoped the person for whom a composition was
intended would receive the work. It is curious that he singled out as his favorite excerpt a
melody that is not at all marked within the movement. It stems from a transitional
passage that is harmonically static but unstable locally and ushers in the exposition’s
subdominant area (example 1.7b). Why would he draw Clara’s attention to such
unassuming music?
In his discussion, Kinderman uses Schumann’s citation of this passage as an
occasion to shift our attention to what follows: the imitative duet and, most of all, the
slowdown to the adagio, which (he concurs with Berthold Hoeckner) represents a second
allusion to An die ferne Geliebte. Kinderman’s evasive handling of Schumann’s “favorite
melody” evinces a suspicion, which I share, that by singling it out in his letter, Schumann
could have been trying to direct Clara’s aural memory elsewhere, perhaps to the ensuing
subdominant, which presents the most intimate and obvious reference the An die ferne
geliebte thus far, replete with a duetting countermelody. If this suspicion is right, it means
that he was guiding her engagement not by giving her “answers” but by nudging her to

mein Robert, viel Bilder steigen wohl auch in mir auf wenn ich die Fantasie spiele,
und ich glaube sie werden sehr übereinstimmen mit den Deinigen. Der Marsch
kommt mir vor wie ein Siegesmarsch von Kriegern, die aus der Schlacht kommen
und bei dem as Dur [T. 114 ff.] denke ich mir die jungen Mädchen aus dem Dorf,
alle weiß gekleidet, Jede mit einem Kranz in der Hand, die vor ihnen knieenden
Krieger bekränzend, und noch Vieles, was Du schon weißt, auch das denke ich wohl
oft dabei da ich den Componisten recht lieb habe, und beim as Dur denke ich mich
auch unter den jungen Mädchen stehend, und Dich meinen liebe Krieger und
Eroberer bekränzend und noch mehr wohl.
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fill in the excerpt’s surroundings. This, of course, is speculation. But in a harbinger of
what is to come, it was essential to both parties that their reactions match. The acts of
recognition and reciprocity, as well as their concomitant fallibility, will gain increasingly
poignant significance through the case studies of Part II.
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CHAPTER 2
“FOUR-HANDEDNESS”

2.1

Monster talk
The Forte/Piano festival at Cornell University in 2015 featured a performance of

Beethoven’s “Hammerklavier” Sonata, Op. 106, but as arranged by Carl Friedrich Ebers
in 1834 for four hands. In the program notes, one of the performers, Tom Beghin, put his
own spin on the Riddle of the Sphinx: “Which piano sonata leaves a pianist wishing he
had four hands, then accepting he only has two, and along the way mustering the
confidence to pretend playing with three?”1 This was a reference to Hector Berlioz’s
review of Franz Liszt’s 1836 performance of the “Hammerklavier,” in which Berlioz had
declared Liszt “a new Orpheus” who had finally resolved Beethoven’s pianistic riddle.2
The work seemed like an open challenge to the ever-growing technical prowess of
nineteenth-century pianism. The sonata’s marked textures, reception, and Eber’s
arrangement prompted Beghin to ask: “Where does difficulty stop and monstrosity take
over… Is two-bodied multi-handedness an essential component of Op. 106 and can an
actual enactment of it add value to our consciousness of this gigantic piece?”3

1

Tom Beghin, program notes for a concert on August 8, 2015, during the Forte/Piano festival at
Cornell University.
2

For more on the reception of this performance, see Michael Turabian, “The Riddle of the Sphinx,
Liszt as Oedipus, and Opus 106,” Keyboard Perspectives 7 (2014): 59-80.
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Beghin, program notes.
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The idea that Beghin pointed towards, but did not pursue, is that the sonata’s
difficulties might be construed as a compositional approach to the instrument’s rapidly
developing technical affordances in which a soloist was called upon to accomplish the
task of two performers.4 Yet his proposal appears to flatten chronology, for how could
“two-bodied multi-handedness” be “an essential component of Op. 106” on the basis of
another person’s arrangement which postdates it? Ebers’s four-hand version was in fact a
rare specimen at the time, a piano arrangement of a piano composition.5 Unlike
transcriptions of orchestral and chamber music, those of piano repertoire, especially from
two to four hands, were not very common early in the century. In the second half,
however, they exploded. Most of Robert Schumann’s oeuvre was arranged for two or
four hands (as the case may be) in the 1860s and 70s. Brahms’s earlier piano works were
likewise mostly arranged during the 1870s, and by the time his Opp. 116-17 were

4

See also his article “Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata, Opus 106: Legend, Difficulty, and the Gift
of a Broadwood Piano,” Keyboard Perspectives 7 (2014): 81-122.
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Op. 6, 2nd movement: Sonata for piano four hands, arranged for two hands, published by Lischke
(Berlin, 1832)
Op. 13: Grande sonate pathétique, arranged for four hands by Friedrich Mockwitz, published by
Böhme (Hamburg, 1825) and Cranz (Hamburg, ca. 1830)
Op. 26, 3rd movement: “Marcia funebre sulla morte d’un eroe,” arranged for four hands by Franz
Xaver Chotek, published by Haslinger (Vienna, 1837)
Op. 45, nos. 2 and 3: Marches for four hands, arranged for two hands, published in Musikalisches
Pfennig-Magazin für das Piano-Forte (Vienna, 1835-36)
Op. 89: Polonaise, arranged for four hands, published by Mechetti (Vienna, 1819)
Information collated from Beethoven thematisch-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis, eds. Kurt
Dorfmüller, Norbert Gertsch, and Julia Ronge (Munich: Henle, 2014).
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published in 1892-93 respectively, four-hand arrangements of them by Paul Klengel
appeared within a year.
In the intervening period, composers themselves at times explored the porous
boundary between two- and four-hand piano writing. A project started in one form and
then turned into the other, for example. This chapter analyzes a selection from these
forays to develop the notion of “four-handedness”: a term that captures how a range of
four-hand textures and gestures could have seeped into the solo repertoire. Ultimately, I
answer Beghin’s question in the affirmative, not with respect to the “Hammerklavier”
specifically, but its broader implication that certain pieces seem colored by “two-bodied
multi-handedness.” Given the centrality of this form of collaborative music-making, I
propose that it could be a point of reference for other musical contexts in ways that are
analogous to eighteenth-century topics.6 My working hypothesis is that in certain
instances four-hand piano playing was a source of expressive meaning for composers and
performers as they approached music for solo piano.
Ubiquitous pastime of the nineteenth century, four-hand piano playing has drawn
scholarly attention for facilitating two general functions: the dissemination of musical
knowledge and the cultivation of personal relationships. As the piano became a fulcrum
of musical life both public and private through its growing availability and repertoire,
playing it à quatre mains could open the door to a wide range of experiences. By way of
arrangements, players could approximate at home the textures, timbres, and scope of
6

Here I mean the field of topic theory spawned by Leonard Ratner’s Classic Music: Expression,
Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer, 1980), which analyzes the tendency of eighteenth-century
compositions to draw upon other musical genres and styles.
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operatic, orchestral, and chamber works that might otherwise remain inaccessible due to
economic or logistical limitations. By bringing two people at one instrument, four-hand
duets were a form of social interaction that could build a sense of community—hence the
marches, polonaises, and other dances that stirred or exoticized national sentiment—and,
crucially for our purposes, personal bonds of a more intimate nature.7
The pastime’s very ubiquity appears to have rendered it largely invisible, with
mentions of it scattered frequently but unremarkably in surviving documents. The labor
of arranging preexisting music for four hands was often carried out anonymously, and
because original compositions for this medium were mostly targeted at domestic rather

7

On four-hand arrangements as mediators and disseminators of musical knowledge, see Thomas
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than public settings, they have received less attention. Nevertheless, four-hand piano
playing has attracted a growing interest from scholars of social contexts and performance
practices. The most sustained recent treatment is Adrian Daub’s monograph FourHanded Monsters. As a non-musician and literary scholar, Daub adopts the perspective of
an observer on many levels. His experience as concertgoer attuned him to the awkward
position the audience member is put in during a four-hand performance. He writes about
his attendance at a concert by Martha Argerich and Nelson Freire: “My gaze sought to
read all manner of stories into these two pairs of hands—comedies, tragedies,
romances—but at the same time each of my readings came to seem to me questionable,
perhaps even inappropriate… I realized that the performance was not intended for me,
that I was out of place, and that my presence disturbed rather than ratified the
performers.”8
The contribution of Daub’s book rests in describing the extent to which this mode
of music making triggered heightened associations of intimacy for the nineteenth-century
imagination. His interests thus fall in the more private end of the spectrum, in how the
physical proximity of four-hand piano playing both evoked and complicated metaphors
for close kinships like marriage, siblings, and friendship. As a scholar of German
literature, his objects of inquiry come primarily from nineteenth-century fiction in
German and, secondarily, visual art. It is in this sense too that his position is that of an
observer: by commenting on everyday life, works of art register cultural aspects that may
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otherwise slip out of view. Even at the level of individual literary works, it is usually an
onlooker who remarks upon the visual spectacle of four-hand piano playing.9
When art forms comment on other art forms, however, their commentary tends to
be very selective. As Daub shows, nineteenth-century literature and visual arts depicted
complex—even transgressive—fantasies and fears, latent narratives suggested by or
imposed upon four-hand duets. Yet nonmusical art forms can be lenses that not only
elucidate but also distort our understanding of this musical phenomenon; their readings
may “disturb” or be “questionable, perhaps even inappropriate.” While Daub’s study
opens interpretive horizons, the focus on the observer’s gaze risks conflating fictional
representation with historical practice. Rather than adopt an observer’s stance, I draw on
my experience as a practitioner for musical insight and approximate the perspective of
historical protagonists through contextual evidence.
There are several moments in Daub’s book when a scenario like the one to be
explored in this chapter—a single agent playing four hands (or something more or less
like it)—arises. One of them is from Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray. In the
novel’s second chapter, Lord Henry first meets Dorian, who was supposed to have joined
Lady Agatha recently in a piano duet. Lord Henry says to him in jest: “I don’t think it
really matters about your not being there. The audience probably thought it was a duet.
When Aunt Agatha sits down to the piano, she makes quite enough noise for two

9
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people.”10 The joke draws on duet etiquette to expose her self-centeredness, but Daub
senses that there is something further driving the humor.
The fact that Lady Agatha is loud enough by herself to convince
her listeners she is two duettists points to something monstrous—what by
rights, by nature, should take two, for her takes only one.
Playing four-hands means being monstrous—either merging one’s
own ego with another or else inflating one’s own ego to the point that it
can pass for two. There is something unnatural in either process. Lady
Agatha represents these two discomfiting processes in personal union: her
solo four-hand playing is part of her bluster, her liking to take enough
space for two. But she also usurps… both roles at the piano, and unites the
latent sexual division of labor.11
His interpretation is in keeping with the trope of sublimated eroticism that has largely
attended the discourse surrounding four-hand piano playing. The gendered roles
commonly ascribed to primo (feminine) and secondo (masculine) parts mean that such
duets could be laden with sexual potential. Lord Henry summons a particularly corporeal
image of Lady Agatha sitting at the piano.
Both Daub’s imagery here, already declared by his book title, and Beghin’s
program note quoted above, derive from Edward T. Cone’s famous dictum that: “the aim
of four-hand music should be to invoke a single persona, not by the interaction of two
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in the novel seems curiously specific.
11

Daub, 105. In another literary example of ambiguity between two and four hands (from Fanny zu
Reventlow’s 1916 Der Geldkomplex) what sounds like four-hand piano playing emanating from a
neighbor upstairs who is supposed to be playing by herself raises suspicions that said neighbor may be
engaged in an adulterous affair. See Daub, 43.
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agents, but by the blending of the two players into a single four-handed monster.”12 What
Cone was driving at is that there is something special about this way of playing that
distinguishes it from other forms of joint musicking. The limitations of this performance
medium on each player go further than in most other ensembles and are imposed on
individuals who are used to being entirely self-sufficient. Daub’s reliance on literary
representations, however, leads him towards sexually-charged descriptions of what Cone
would call “the complete musical persona.” I temper Daub’s conclusions with music
analysis and historical awareness. Still, there is some overlap between the undertones
excavated here and those I consider in this chapter. The ambiguity between one and two,
the physicality of piano playing—these themes will recur.

2.2

Of arms, hands—and thumbs?
In an essay about Beethoven’s four-hand arrangement of the Große Fuge, Robert

Winter notes that from Mozart to Schubert an unspoken etiquette of four-hand piano
playing “precluded hand crossings. Voices could cross in only the rarest of
circumstances. This applies to voices assigned to the same player as well as voices
between players.”13 The taboo (his word) existed in Viennese musical culture
notwithstanding the famous portrait of the Mozart siblings at the piano in precisely this

12

Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 135.

13

Robert Winter, “Recomposing the Grosse Fuge: Beethoven and Opus 134,” in Variations on the
Canon: Essays on Music from Bach to Boulez in Honor of Charles Rosen on His Eightieth Birthday,
eds. Robert Curry, David Gable, and Robert L. Marshall (Rochester: University of Rochester Press,
2008), 136.
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position by Johann Nepomuk della Croce from 1780-81. The context provided by Winter
underscores that the painting’s bold gesture claimed respectability only when reserved for
the closest of personal, indeed family, relationships.
Winter finds no hand crossings in four-hand works by Mozart or Beethoven, and
only same-note collisions, and near collisions, among Schubert’s duets.14 The hand
crossings in Beethoven’s arrangement of the Große Fuge are therefore exceptional in this
regard. They are driven by contrapuntal concerns and result from the highly angular
theme and the string quartet’s range and voicing. How to maintain the integrity of these
constraints was the bone of contention when Beethoven, displeased with Anton Halm’s
arrangement for splitting the voices between the players too much, later decided to make
his own.15 And yet, as Winter points out, Halm was only following the protocols of his
time. While Beethoven let some hand crossings between the players be (many more
within the primo part), he often resorted to recomposition.
Winter’s discussion provides the backdrop against which the examples in this
section gain significance. We will witness how swiftly, and to what end, the constraint on

14

Ibid. He mentions a single instance of hand crossing in m. 85 of the Fantasy in F minor, D. 940, but
I have been unable to find it on the score. On the other hand, he does not mention instances of hand
overlap within a single player, such as when the primo’s left hand plays between the first and fifth
fingers of the right hand in mm. 192-94 from the then-very popular Variations on a Theme from
Hérold’s Marie, D. 908.
15

Anton Halm as quoted in Winter, 133: “Während dieser Zwischenzeit ersuchte mich B. eine Fuge,
die als letztes Stück von diesem Quartett componiert war und einmal öffentlich gespielt wurde und
später wegblieb, zu 4 Händen fürs P.F. zu arrangieren.—Nachdem dieses Arrangement fertig war,
brachte ich dasselbe zum B…—Er sah es durch und äusserte sich: ‘Sie haben nur diese Stimmen zu
viel zertheilt in prim und Second.’ Nähmlich ich hatte das Spiel zu erleichtern gesucht, indem ich das
Überspringen der Hände vermeiden wollte, und deswegen mehreres in die rechte Hand gegeben, was
die Linke spielen sollte. Freylich war der Effect ganz derselbe, aber nicht für das Auge. Beethoven hat
die Fuge deshalb selbst arrangirt und so wurde sie herausgegeben.”
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hand crossing in four-hand piano playing lifted in the years after Beethoven and
Schubert.16 Moreover, I propose that once this gesture was “liberated” and acquired
specific expressive connotations, it inflected on hand crossing in solo compositions as
well.

“Notre amitié est invariable”: Schubert’s Rondo in D major, D. 608
Schubert’s Rondo in D major, D. 608, features several conventions of four-hand
duets: while the secondo’s rhythmic profile evokes the polonaise (next to the march, one
of Schubert’s favorite kinds of music for this setting) the primo plays the tune in octaves
split among the hands. The latter allows greater melodic fluidity than playing octaves
with a single hand, which, along with its placement in the treble range, are largely
responsible for the twinkling timbre that is characteristic of such duets.
As the Rondo draws to a close, however, something remarkable happens.
Example 2.1a shows the approach to the final PAC and ensuing coda. Throughout the
work, there has been a clear separation between primo and secondo roles. The players’
parts differ rhythmically, they occupy discrete registral spaces, and fulfill distinct
functions (melody vs. accompaniment). Their relationship is redefined two measures
16

On the heels of the publication of Beethoven’s Große Fuge arrangement in 1827, Czerny’s fourhand arrangements of Beethoven’s symphonies nos. 1-8 appeared (they were advertised in 1827 and
sales probably began in 1828). See Beethoven thematisch-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis, 701.
Early in the finale from the Eroica Symphony the thematic bass line is interjected by countermelodies
above and below. Czerny’s arrangement, which Robert Schumann owned, retains the allocation of
voices to players. The secondo must thus play above and below the primo. Hence, already in 1827-28
Czerny called for hand crossing between the players in a four-hand setting, perhaps following the cue
of Beethoven’s arrangement, for the integrity of contrapuntal voices.
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before the coda. In m. 230, they play the same rhythm; their hands approach as the
register narrows. A scalar figure in the next measure causes the players’ right hands to
perform the same action and two arms to interlock; the secondo’s right hand finds itself
above the primo’s left hand, where it remains until the end in a kind of open-armed
embrace. The merging of bodies begets a merging of functions. No longer allocating
melody to one part and accompaniment to the other, each player now assumes both
simultaneously, sharing the melody through canonic imitation. To counter Cone’s terms,
they do not blend into a single four-handed monster, but both of their parts have a
coherence that enables each to assert a persona.
Unsurprisingly, this ending has been interpreted as a performance of friendship, a
musical “hug.” The physical proximity that might otherwise cause some embarrassment
is celebrated here as a sign of trust and affection. But here we must pause for a point of
correction, for we have likely been steered in this interpretive direction by the editor
rather than the composer. This Rondo was published posthumously by the firm of Anton
Diabelli in 1835. The only other extant source is the autograph, which, as shown in
example 2.1b, lacks the unusually drawn-out hand crossing. These and other alterations,
as well as the fanciful title “Notre amitié est invariable,” likely arose from the editor.17
Perhaps Diabelli’s decision to publish the Rondo in this form registers the currency of
this association, as consumers must have been expected to make the connection between

17

Otto Deutsch, Franz Schubert: Thematisches Verzeichnis seiner Werke in chronologischer Folge,
rev. Werner Aderhold (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1978), 353. The thematic catalog further states that,
should these be traceable back to Schubert (e.g. via a currently unavailable source), the hand crossing
and motto might be a gesture to his duet partner Joseph von Gahy.
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the given title and physical act. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the editor highlighted
canonic imitation as sign of friendship. Singing canons, like four-hand piano playing, was
an activity often done among friends, and the act of sharing a melody grants canons the
potential for interpersonal connection: your song is my song.18

Felix Mendelssohn’s Duetto, Op. 38, no. 6, and Allegro brilliant, Op. 92
Mendelssohn’s arguably most celebrated duet is a metaphorical one: neither a duo
for two instruments, nor a vocal or four-handed duet, the sixth of the Op. 38 Lieder ohne
Worte is a work for solo piano. The composer nevertheless called it “Duett ohne Worte”
in a manuscript for Cécile Jeanrenaud’s autograph album. A connection between the
piece’s warm affect and personal circumstances has been habitually drawn in its
reception. Having recently become acquainted with and enamored of Cécile, he wrote it
during a two-week separation while she visited Heidelberg and he stayed in Frankfurt. R.
Larry Todd registers this interpretive tendency when he remarks that “Felix’s euphonious
18

Mozart and Beethoven’s humorous canons are well known. On the reception of Mozart’s social
canons, see David Buch, “Mozart’s Bawdy Canons, Vulgarity, and Debauchery at the
Wiednertheater,” Eighteenth-Century Music 13, no. 2 (September 2016): 283-308; and Neal Zaslaw,
“The Non-Canonic Status of Mozart’s Canons,” Eighteenth-Century Music 3, no. 1 (March 2006):
109-23.
Felix Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, and Brahms associated canons with, among other things,
friendships and convivial contexts. On Mendelssohn, see Douglass Seaton, “Mendelssohn in 1825: A
Snapshot with Two Canons,” Journal of Musicological Research 29 (2010): 159-70. William
Sterndale Bennett became very close to Schumann during his Leipzig visit of 1836-37. His canon on
the following text is transcribed in J. R. Sterndale Bennett, The Life of William Sterndale Bennett
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1907), 58: “Herr Schumann ist ein guter Mann, er raucht
Tabak als Niemand kann, ein Mann vielleicht von 30 Jahr mit kurze Nas’ und kurze Haar.” David
Brodbeck discusses more emotionally entangled canons in “The Brahms-Joachim Counterpoint
Exchange, or, Robert, Clara, and ‘the Best Harmony between Jos. and Joh.,’” Brahms Studies
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994), 1:30-80.
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Lied could almost stand as a musical metaphor for his idyllic courtship of Cécile, and for
what traditional biographers, following Sebastian Hensel, have depicted as a stable,
blissfully happy marriage.”19
Conducive to such an interpretation is the presence of two musical personae—a
soprano and tenor voice—differentiated by appearing above and below the
accompanimental figuration. As if the point needed further reinforcement, Mendelssohn
added the following nota bene: “Both voices must always be brought out very clearly.”20
The interaction between the two constitutes the narrative backbone of this piece; it has
elicited gendered interpretations from the start. An anonymous review in the Neue
Zeitschrift für Musik described it as a conversation among lovers,21 while Julius
Schubring half-jokingly tried to establish whether the male or female gets the final word:
“Regarding the duet you played for us, I was not entirely clear whether you composed it
‘musically’ or ‘ideally.’ My little joke, that the woman gets the last word, was entirely
inappropriate, for it was after all only the echo of the manly motive, against which she
originally struggled, but in which she, overcome, must join.”22

19

R. Larry Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 322.

20

“Die beiden Stimmen müssen immer sehr deutlich hervorgehoben werden.”

21

“Beim ‘Duett’ ist es mir nicht recht, daß diese reiche deutsche Sprache kein Wort hat, um so etwas
ungeziert auszudrücken; Liebende sind es aber die hier reden, leise, traulich und sicher.” Anonymous
review in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 7, no. 15 (August 22, 1837): 58. Christa Jost states that the
reviewer was Robert Schumann in her preface to Lieder ohne Worte: Mit Erstdrucken einiger bisher
unveröffentlichter Lieder ohne Worte (Vienna: Wiener Urtext, 2001).
22

Letter from Julius Schubring to Mendelssohn as quoted and translated in Brooks Toliver, “Thoughts
on Love and Marriage as Envisioned in Mendelssohn’s Duetto,” Music Observed: Studies in Memory
of William C. Holmes, eds. Colleen Reardon and Susan Parisi (Warren, MI: Harmonie Park Press,
2004), 470. I say “half-jokingly” deliberately to highlight in Schubring’s tone the underlying contrast
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Brooks Toliver picked up on Schubring’s moralizing undertone in a recent
analysis of this work. He mapped its ternary form into an introduction-conflict-outcome
scheme. (A score is provided in example 2.2.) The A and B sections stage a melodic
back and forth that finally yields to a coming together in octaves at the thematic return in
m. 32. The trajectory is simple—from dialogue to unison—but the details that sustain it
are worth considering. The first two periods, beginning from mm. 2 and 10 respectively,
establish a dynamic whereby the soprano initiates and motions towards a half cadence,
and the tenor responds by grounding the melody in the local tonic. The “corrective” role
of the latter voice is nowhere more in evidence than at the end of the first consequent (m.
9) when it echoes the soprano’s C-Bb-Ab-G at the end of its antecedent (mm. 4-5) and
resolves it by returning to Ab. (In fact, despite appearing as if it were a quite different
melody from the antecedent, close scrutiny reveals that the consequent more or less
reframes its pitch sequence.) For Toliver, this dynamic appears to fit very neatly with
gender expectations of the time.
The interchange accelerates in the B section and moves on to more distant
harmonic realms. After forays into F minor, the soprano reaches what will prove to be the
structural dominant in the middle of m. 29, but it does so precariously, unsupported by
bass or tenor. The latter reemerges after a long silence and the two protagonists begin to
appear simultaneously rather than sequentially. A fleeting canonic imitation in m. 30 is
followed by their locking in rhythmic sync at the two sforzandi in mm. 31-32. The

between the “just-kidding” scenario where “the woman gets the last word” and the serious,
“appropriate” reality where she “must” submit to her male partner.
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dominant is still in 6/5 position at this point. It is only at the pick-up to the thematic
return in m. 32, when the soprano and tenor match pitch as well rhythm, that the
structural dominant (emergent since m. 29) appears in root position. They now perform
all gestures joined in fortissimo octaves, which create an apotheotic physical sensation in
the player, until the structural close at m. 39. In short, the piece stages a gradated process
of unification.
Todd relates the fact that the personae appear first separately and then together to
a prominent convention of vocal love duets: “The conceit was familiar enough; Felix
would have known precedents in Mozart’s duettino ‘Là ci darem la mano’ in Don
Giovanni, in which the Don seduces Zerlina, and in Carl Maria von Weber’s (text-less)
depiction of courtship through the medium of the waltz in the piano composition
Aufforderung zum Tanze (1819).”23 As we shall see, he drew upon these conventions
again when writing a work for a literal, four-hand duet. To it he added a further layer of
physical choreography that we saw in Diabelli’s edition of Schubert’s Rondo above.
When Mendelssohn had to provide a newly-composed duet for himself and Clara
Schumann to perform four hands at a concert on March 31, 1841, he drew in a pinch
upon the Duetto’s template. This is what was published in 1851 incompletely and
posthumously as the Allegro brilliant in A major, Op. 92. Todd and Jon Finson have
reconstructed the circumstances leading up to this concert from different angles.24 Todd’s

23

Todd, 322.

24

Todd, “Zu Mendelssohns ‘Allegro brillant’ Op. 92. Ein Duo für Clara Schumann,” in Dem Stolz und
der Zierde unserer Stadt: Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy und Leipzig, ed. Wilhelm Seidel (Leipzig:
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article is primarily a source study that brings to light the hitherto missing Andante
introduction (since published jointly with the Allegro by Henle). Finson writes from the
perspective of Robert Schumann’s symphonic aspirations, as the concert featured not
only the premiere of Mendelssohn’s Op. 92 duo but also that of Robert’s Spring
Symphony, Op. 38, the program’s centerpiece. In the process, both authors hint at
overlapping personal and professional motivations for the event and remark upon its
importance for the Schumanns’ relationship with Mendelssohn.
In late January 1841, Robert’s long-standing desire to compose a symphony was
finally producing results. This desire had acquired particular urgency with his efforts to
marry Clara Wieck as a way to counter her father’s allegation that he was a composer of
low stature.25 With a symphony sketched by January 26, he now proceeded to the task of
scoring it, for which he solicited the feedback of various friends in Leipzig. Finson
believes that Robert really wanted it to come to Mendelssohn’s awareness, and that he
broached the topic of his symphony to him in a way that appeared casual yet was
deliberately planned, probably at a soiree on March 2.26 He then visited Mendelssohn’s
home to formally solicit his opinion on March 6 and was elated by the promise that his
positive judgment and enthusiasm signaled.
Peters, 2004), 249-60. Jon Finson, Robert Schumann and the Study of Orchestral Composition: The
Genesis of the First Symphony, Op. 38. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989).
25

Finson, 27.

26

Finson, 67. Robert’s respect for Mendelssohn can be gleaned from his many written remarks about
him. See also J. R. Sterndale Bennett’s biography of his father about his time in Leipzig, 57:
“[William Sterndale] noticed the quiet deference shown by Schumann and others to the leader of the
musical circle, and was himself impressed with the distinction of Mendelssohn’s personality. ‘I cannot
describe what I mean,’ he would afterwards say, ‘but Mendelssohn’s entrance into a room caused a
check, and everything seemed different.’”
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It appears that on his way out Robert let slip a remark about Clara that he
immediately regretted. We will never know what he said, but it ate at his conscience and
he later it confessed to her.27 When Mendelssohn visited the Schumanns some time later
on March 10, he brought a gift for Clara (a copy of Goethe’s Hermann und Dorothea)
and suggested that she give a concert for the benefit of the Gewandhaus orchestra’s
pension fund in which he would also conduct the premiere of Robert’s new symphony.28
The prospect of a concert featuring his music with both his wife and Mendelssohn must
have been doubly welcome to Robert.29 Todd surmises that in the midst of planning for
this concert Clara proposed to Mendelssohn that he compose a duet for them to play
together.
Many of the details above would remain insignificant for our purposes except that
they register the lingering effects of the Schumanns’ fractious courtship on their young
marriage. Professional aspirations, a misspoken remark, Hermann und Dorothea—a
poem whose plot about the conflict between a desired bride and paternal disapproval hit
close to home for them—hint at the percolating feelings out of which Mendelssohn’s Op.
92 duet and the concert as a whole arose. The truth is that, for a little while, Robert had
been wanting to give a joint concert with Clara, but precisely how that should happen,

27

Robert wrote about it in both the household book and marriage diary.

28

This is according to Finson, 66, which Todd then takes up in “Zu Mendelssohns ‘Allegro brillant’
Op. 92,” 251. In fact, it is not possible to date exactly when Mendelssohn invited the Schumanns to
give a concert. The marriage diary, which Finson cites as a source, discusses the plan after the fact, as
something that has been already decided.
29

Nancy Reich also mentions Robert’s envy of Clara and Mendelssohn’s friendship in her biography
of her in Clara Schumann: The Artist and the Woman, rev. ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
2001), 78.
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their first concert as a married couple, remained unclear.30 Finson writes that it was
strategic to disseminate his “first” (in a sense) orchestral work through her fame at this
point. Yet the strategy was likely not without its conflicts given their pre-marital
struggles with Clara’s father and balancing their personal and professional roles.31 There
also remained some unfinished business: Robert’s anti-defamation lawsuit against
Friedrich Wieck was ongoing and about to be decided in his favor very soon. Meanwhile,
on her side, there were acrimonious negotiations to have Wieck return her piano, which
stirred alternating bouts of sympathy and resentment within her.
I have mentioned these circumstances at some length in order to frame the
duetting strategies in Mendelssohn’s Andante and Allegro brilliant as responding to
Clara’s many identities. In it and the concert in general, he balanced her profile as a
friend, virtuoso (though, as we shall see, one not without some insecurities), and betterknown half of the Schumann pair (though devoted married woman). The task appears to
have been a bit of a burden for him: notwithstanding the tight schedule (from about
March 10 to the originally scheduled concert date of March 27), he requested extra time
to continue work on it and feel confident about going forth with the duet. After much

30

Marriage diary entry from February 14-21, 1841, in Robert Schumann Tagebücher, ed. Gerd
Nauhaus (Leipzig: VEB, Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1987), 2:149. After the concert, both Robert
and Clara noted the significance of their first appearance as the Schumann couple and hers as Clara
Schumann. See ibid, 157.
31

On the libelous declaration that Friedrich Wieck gave in court, see Reich, Clara Schumann, 73. He
thought that Robert was “all talk and no action” when it came to his wish to compose a symphony. As
is well known, he further argued that he wanted to marry Clara in order to use her, that she would be
unable to continue her career as a virtuoso once married, that he would not be able to take care of her
financial needs, etc. See also Reich’s chapter “Breaking with Wieck” on the lovers’ shifting
projections of their roles in married life.
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delay, he finally showed her a draft of what would become the Op. 92 Andante and
Allegro four days before the performance was set to take place:
Saturday the 27th Mendelssohn brought the Duo composed for my concert.
We played it, it displeased him, and he fell into an amusing rage because
he had imagined some places would be more beautiful. He played several
Songs without Words for us, including a uniquely beautiful folk song. His
playing put me in a melancholy mood, I no longer wanted to think about
my own [playing]; while this went on I saw Robert beaming with joy, and
it was so painful for me to have to feel incapable of ever offering him such
playing. Later I felt ashamed by the tears I shed in Mendelssohn’s
presence, but I could not help it—one’s heart sometimes just overflows
like that!32
From this we glean that, despite her tremendous abilities and title as Königliche und
Kaiserliche Kammervirtuosin, she could easily harbor feelings of inadequacy about her
playing in front of Mendelssohn. She wrote about an evening with friends and
acquaintances on March 12: “I played a lot, for which Mendelssohn’s incessant requests
were to blame. He never stops doing that, and thereby often puts me in a quandary. I only
want to know whether he really finds my playing enjoyable? (Here my Robert makes an
angry face! Hm?)”33 This would have occurred just before or after their concert was first
proposed.

32

The Marriage Diaries of Robert and Clara Schumann: From Their Wedding Day through the
Russia Trip, ed. Gerd Nauhaus, trans. Peter Ostwald (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1993),
70-71. “Sonnabend d. 27. Brachte Mendelssohn sein zu meinem Conzerte componirtes Duo. Wir
spielten es, es mißfiel ihm, und er gerieth in einen komischen Zorn, weil er sich Einiges schöner
gedacht. Er spielte uns einige Lieder ohne Worte, darunter ein Volkslied einzig schön. Es stimmte
mich sein Spiel melancholisch, ich mochte nicht mehr an meines denken; ich sah Roberts
Freudestrahlenden Blick dabei, und es war mir so schmerzlich, daß ich fühlen mußte dies ihm nie
bieten zu können. Ich schämte mich später meiner Thränen, die ich in Beiseyn Mendelssohn’s
vergossen, doch konnte ich nicht anders—das Herz strömt Einem nun manchmal so über!”
33

Ibid, 66.
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In the Andante introduction (see examples 2.3a and b) the secondo begins with
the antecedent of a period (mm. 2-5) that is brought to a close by the primo’s consequent
(mm. 6-9). This is the same opening gambit as the Duetto. Instead of distinguishing the
two personae by register and the inner and outer fingers of a hand, however, they are now
embodied by two separate pianists. The register they occupy for much of the introduction
is similar and, in fact, encompasses what would be a typical range for a soloist. But this
makes for highly atypical four-hand piano writing. Each player must contort himself and
herself to take charge of the keyboard. The antecedent is followed by the consequent so
seamlessly that the primo player has only one 16th note to manage its entrance at the third
beat of m. 5. Because the secondo player passes on the baton via a V7 ascending arpeggio
up to B4, the primo player must be at the ready to enter swiftly with its B#4 passing tone
in the right hand and left-hand bass firmly in what would usually constitute secondo
territory. The secondo player must likewise clear out of the way quickly. It takes a degree
of comfort, goodwill, and choreography that is exceedingly high even for experienced
duet partners. Pedaling exacerbates the issue. In mm. 6-7, there are marks in both
secondo and primo parts. Though it is more common for the secondo player to assume
responsibility for the pedal throughout, given the primo’s very soloistic phrase here, it is
not out of the question that he or she might take over the pedaling for the length of this
phrase. Either way, the setup is such that this performance parameter also requires much
trust and negotiation.
The same challenges apply to the next exchange of phrases starting with the pickups to mm. 10 and 14. This back-and-forth goes on for the first 21 measures, but from the
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third beat of m. 17 the two parts begin to disentangle their ranges subtly, and by the
thematic return at m. 22 they play simultaneously a duet of interweaving melodies. We
have heard this narrative before: as Todd already remarked in passing, the trajectory from
individual to joined voices is familiar from the Duetto. The thread is picked up once more
in the second theme of the Allegro section (shown in example 2.4a). This material
clearly derives from the Andante introduction’s opening tune, with its characteristic 7-6
suspension. The second group in effect begins with a summary of sorts of what had
transpired in the introduction: each player takes turns executing a self-standing extended
passage in the solo range of the keyboard; they then unite to play simultaneously. The act
of coming together is further intensified here by having the secondo’s right arm and
primo’s left arm cross over as they double the melody. This is again a phenomenon that is
familiar to us from Diabelli’s edition of Schubert’s Rondo. Surprisingly, the posture
received no commentary from surviving reviews of the premiere.34 This may be due to
the existence of another version, written three days later and shown in example 2.4b.
Here Mendelssohn refrained from crossing the arms; such a visual and physical
enactment of their friendship might have proved inappropriate for what was, after all, a
highly public concert featuring Robert’s symphony, and Clara Schumann’s first
appearance as his spouse, no less.
Todd calls Mendelssohn’s Op. 92 a duo for Clara Schumann. By that he simply
means that it was composed for the purpose of playing it with her at this significant

34

See the review by Oswald Lorenz in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 14, no. 29 (April 9, 1841): 118;
and an anonymous review in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 43, no. 16 (April 21, 1841): 330-34.
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concert in 1841. I have been working towards an interpretation of the piece that pushes
further in that direction through context and analytical observation. I consider its various
duetting strategies as speaking to her multiple roles: married woman, virtuosa, and friend.
Perhaps befitting the entrance of two high-profile soloists, the phrases in the opening
allow each to be in command of the instrument with their own touch, sound, and
inflection. He also took care in the Allegro to write both parts in a balanced way so that
neither of the two formidable virtuosos would eclipse the other. We have seen that the
Duetto was understood by at least Julius Schubring and an anonymous reviewer as a
metaphor for idealized couple behavior. This understanding appeared to be strongly
encouraged by its musical features and the role and timing of its composition in the midst
of Mendelssohn’s courtship of Cécile. Surely this angle did not escape Mendelssohn’s
awareness as he drew upon it for his Op. 92, a work commissioned to feature in the
Schumanns’ first public concert as a married couple.

Brahms’s Andante from the Piano Sonata in F minor, Op. 5
The preceding discussion sought to demonstrate that Mendelssohn remade a
template from one of his pieces for two hands into a four-hand composition. In the
process, he layered a four-hand technique, arm crossing, in ways that recall its use in
Schubert’s Rondo. Pace Cone, both works for four hands exploit the presence of two
performers to represent the interaction of two agents and do not always coalesce into a
single persona. Through the next example, I argue that the technique in turn gave a
distinct flavor to certain instances of hand crossing in solo repertoire.
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Brahms famously added a poetic motto to the slow movement of his Piano Sonata
in F minor, Op. 5. Example 2.5 shows its opening. The verses by C. O. Sternau portray
not only the image of a couple but their physical action as well:
Evening grows dark, the moonlight shines

Der Abend dämmert, das Mondlicht scheint

There two hearts are united in love

Da sind zwei Herzen in Liebe vereint

And hold each other embraced in bliss.

Und halten sich selig umfangen.

The movement begins with a string of descending thirds that encompasses the oddly
unvocal interval of an eleventh. As the marking ben cantando already suggests, a melody
rises in m. 11 over pulsating sixteenths, which, were it not for the register, would evoke a
vocal, and therefore human, quality. This is answered by its transposition a fifth above in
m. 15. In requiring that the left hand initiate the phrase by crossing over the right hand,
Brahms ensures that the experience of playing it is radically different from m. 11. Not a
mere transposed iteration, this phrase suggests a new agent. The line is then quickly
retaken by the right hand so that the left hand can play its chromatically altered echo
below in m. 16. Nevertheless, the temporary hand crossing in m. 15 is sufficient prompt
for the player to consider it a new voice.
This line could have been easily initiated by the right hand as in m. 11. But would
the meaning then remain the same? The question leads to a broader issue: the relationship
between concept and action in music. Without resorting to a one-to-one mapping (which
would prove insufficiently nuanced), there are moments where the meanings associated
with concept and action align strongly. Rearranging a physical choreography that has
been specified through notation in the score can sometimes dilute musical meaning. I
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propose that m. 15 of this movement is one such moment. The hand crossing recalls the
musical “hug” from Schubert’s Rondo and relates to the physical action in the poetic
motto: the lovers’ embrace. Of course, hand crossing appears in various two-hand
contexts (e.g. for virtuosic or comic effect, playing ease, etc.); it is not specifically tied to
four-hand piano playing. But it is a gesture that acquired potent connotations intimacy
precisely through the physical proximity of two players.35
As we noted above, the new voice that emerges in m. 15 responds with a
transposition of mm. 11-14. It also kicks off a duet dynamic: in addition to the hand
crossing, the chromatically altered echo in m. 16 coexists with the melody, and they soon
settle into an exchange yielding canonic imitation. This intertwining of the two personae
delays and then subverts the arrival of the local tonic F. It is a passage that expands upon
the quicker slippage out of the local tonic Bb in m. 14. But what is important for our
purposes is the confluence of canons and physical traits that allude to four-hand piano
playing and, by extension, close personal relationships.

Roles of thumbs in Schumann and Brahms
In Chapter 1, we encountered Robert Schumann’s Romanze in F sharp major, Op.
28, no. 2, in a footnote connecting it with the innere Stimme from the Humoreske, Op. 20.
Both date from 1839 and share in their published forms a three-stave notation that alludes
35

The Intermezzo in E major, Op. 116, no. 4, is another interesting example from the older Brahms.
First titled “Notturno,” it likewise paints an intimate night scene enhanced by hand crossing. Its
choreography contrasts markedly with the intermezzi that follow, in E minor (discussed in the
Introduction and below) and in E major.
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to a private duet (see example 2.6a).36 Clara Wieck explicitly called this Romanze a love
duet and requested that he dedicate Op. 28 to her as his bride.37
Arguably no other Schumann piano work comes as close to Mendelssohn’s
Duetto—his gift to his bride—as this one. Two melodic entities proceed in parallel thirds
and draw on classic duetting tropes. There is something physically satisfying for the
performer as the two thumbs follow each other to carry out this melodic work, while the
contours of the accompanimental figuration in the outer portions of the hands resemble
mirror images of one another. Curiously, an extant sketch is written in four staves instead
of three: the two middle ones for the melodic voices and the outer ones for
accompanimental figuration. (This is reproduced in example 2.6b). Were it not for the
indications “Rechts” and “Links” in the top left, the notation would have looked like a
four-hand duet. Their compression into the three staves of the published version may
have arisen out of budgetary reasons. An engraver’s copy had compressed them even
further to fit into the “normal,” two-stave system.38
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The thematic catalog places the composition of the three Romanzen, Op. 28, simply as prior to
December 11, 1839. See Margit L. McCorkle, Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke:
Thematisch-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis (Mainz: Schott, 2003), 121. A sketch, which I will
describe shortly, was written on paper bearing the mark “Wien, bei A. Diabelli & Comp. Graben No.
1133,” increasing the likelihood that he began working on it before he left Vienna on April 4, 1839, or
shortly thereafter. This brings it within closer range of the innere Stimme (no later than March 10,
1839).
37

Letter from Robert to Clara on December 30, 1839: “Die Romanzen will ich dem Simonin de Sire
in Dinant; zuerst u. beim Componiren hatte ich Dich im Sinn; es ist mir aber beides Deiner nicht gut u.
würdig genug.” Schumann Briefedition (Cologne: Dohr, 2014), ser. 1, vol. 6, pt. 3, 476. She replied on
January 1, 1840: “Auf die Romanzen mache ich aber Anspruch; als Deine Braut mußt Du mir
durchaus noch etwas dedicieen, und da weiß ich den doch nichts Zarteres als diese 3 Romanzen,
besonders die Mittelste, die ja das schönste Liebesduett.” Ibid, 483.
38

This is also the way Schumann copied it into the album of Ferdinand Möhring on February 19,
1840, D-B Mus.ms.autogr. S 2.
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In the Romanze, Schumann uses the thumbs as referents for the duetting personae.
Perhaps this sheds light on a quirk that appears frequently in his piano writing:
overlapping thumbs, a hand position for which he had an unusual predilection. One could
say that it is a driving idea in “Des Abends,” Op. 12, no. 1, for example, where the
combination of the right hand’s undulating compound melody and left hand’s descending
arpeggio makes the thumbs cross at almost every bar. Especially intriguing in this
connection are instances in “Träumerei” and “Am Kamin” from Kinderszenen, Op. 15,
which cannot be explained in terms of voice leading (example 2.7a). I would venture to
speculate that the gesture lends a solipsistic flavor to the intimacy of these passages. The
care required to coordinate the hands in such close proximity invites the player to savor it
all the more. Consider the feeling of detachment, not only physical but also affective, that
arises from the more “normative” voicing shown in example 2.7b.
Brahms, too, had a proclivity towards gapped chords and occasionally laid them
out with interlocking thumbs as in the examples from Kinderszenen. We already
encountered one instance in the Introduction, the Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 116, no. 4,
given again in example 2.8a. Steven Rings explains this voicing primarily in terms of
inversion, that by avoiding the default position of closed triads for each hand, Brahms
was drawing attention to their status as mirror images.39 More recently, Diego Cubero,
deploying Schekerian analysis, has highlighted the compound melody that governs much

39

Steven Rings, “The Learned Self,” in Expressive Intersections in Brahms: Essays in Analysis and
Meaning, eds. Peter Smith and Heather Platt (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012). Another
example is the final chord of Op. 119, no. 1, which Rings describes in similar terms.
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of the Intermezzo’s first section.40 He points out that the structural voices are hidden in
the inner parts; this is within a larger discussion in which Cubero connects inner-voice
melodies with a sense of inwardness in Brahms’s late piano works.
Neither author discusses the autograph, which (as shown in example 2.8b)
contains a well-known ossia. The chords in parenthesis, of course, are in their more
common form. This is the way Brahms suggested to Clara Schumann that she play them:
“In the little E-minor piece, it’s probably better if you always take the 6th eighth as
indicated on the first beat, in parentheses. Of course, the peculiar appeal which is always
connected with a difficulty is then lost, as here, the strong pliant curve of the hands—of
large hands!”41 While the autograph captures Brahms’s sensitivity to the relationship
between concept and action, his description of the hands in the letter is surprisingly
corporeal.
Again, neither Rings nor Cubero explicitly articulate the simplest connection: that
the peculiarly introspective character of this passage might be bound up with the overlap
40

Diego Cubero, “Inwardness and Inner Melodies in Brahms’s Piano Works,” Music Theory Online
23, no. 1 (March 2017).
41

Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, ed. and trans. Styra Avins and Josef Eisinger (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 698. “In dem kleinen E-moll-Stück nimmst du wohl besser das 6. Achtel
immer so, wie es in Auftakt in Klammer angegene ist. Es geht freilich der eigene Reiz erloren, den
eine Schwierigkeit immer hat, so hier die starke geschemidige Biegung der Hände–der grossen
Hände!” Avins explains that at the time she was suffering from pain which affected her playing, but
Camilla Cai attributed the ossia to “her small hands.” Cai also offers a rather convoluted reason for
Brahms’s awkward voicing of the chords: “The hand, in the original awkward, outstretched position,
inclines to a more delicate and carefully controlled touch than in the easy, compact hand position for a
1-3-5- triad. Such a delicacy of touch makes it possible to balance the weight of six notes on the
weakest beats of the measure against two non-tonic notes on the important downbeat and beat four. A
light sound on those weak-beat chords is essential in helping the listener to locate that downbeat and
therefore to perceive this unusual and ambiguous rhythm correctly.” Cai, “Brahms’s Short, Late Piano
Pieces, Opp. 116-119: A Source Study, an Analysis, and Performance Practice” (PhD diss., Boston
University, 1986), 183-86.
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of the thumbs, not only because they foreground the compositional craft of inversional
logic, but also because of the sheer physical sensation they generate. Thumb crossing
prompts a centripetal attention within the player through the care required to coordinate
which thumb is atop which and as the body contracts. Thus when the hands recede into
their separate registers for the next chord on the third eighth of m. 1, the feeling of
difference, of neutral detachment becomes still more palpable. Much of the expressive
power resides in this regular oscillation between proximity and distance. In Chapter 4, we
will see an early variation by Brahms that thematizes a similar oscillation, though with
hand crossing taking the place of thumb crossing.

2.3

Special persons and occasions
Despite being one of the first composers to provide four-hand arrangements of his

orchestral and chamber works with some regularity, Mendelssohn left behind only a
small corpus of music that was conceived for four hands. Setting aside two youthful
works (a Fantasy in D minor from 1824, and a lost set of variations from 1825) the only
other original composition besides the Andante and Allegro brilliant, Op. 92, is a
fragmentary Andante in G minor. His remaining contributions to the medium reworked
existing pieces for solo piano into duet settings: a set of variations and arrangements of
select Songs without Words. Like Op. 92, they arose from special occasions and were
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tailored for specific performers, revealing that in his mind this mode of music making
was strongly linked to interpersonal relationships.42
The Andante con variazioni in B flat major, Op. 83, originated as a work for solo
piano—along with the Variations sérieuses, Op. 54, and the Variations in E flat major,
Op. 82—during the summer of 1841. The themes for all three sets conspicuously share a
number of traits: they have the same meter, similar rhythmic profiles, and a mostly fourpart texture. (These are reproduced in example 2.9.) All three openings are different
elaborations of the appoggiatura as opening gambit and play with the interactions
between metric stress and harmonic weight. They then strike out on separate paths: close
to the time of their composition, Mendelssohn characterized Opp. 54 and 82 as “serious”
and “sentimental” respectively, whereas the next set, what became Op. 83, was to be
“graziös.”43

42

Brahms, too, once reworked an existing piece for solo piano—albeit not his own—into a duet
setting: the Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 23, based on Schumann’s so-called
“Geistervariationen.” In his book and an unpublished lecture, Paul Berry has shed light on this work’s
publication and reception, a delicate affair by virtue of being based on his older mentor’s “last musical
idea” before he was transported to Endenich. Clara Schumann had kept the Geister “guarded as a
private relic.” See Berry, Brahms among Friends: Listening, Performance, and the Rhetoric of
Allusion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 124 ff.
Berry does not consider why Brahms chose the four-hand medium for his variations. On the musical
level, he could have been partly responding to idiosyncrasies in Schumann’s piano writing, also
evident in the Gesänge der Frühe, Op. 133, which at times hint at discrete layers that cannot be well
accommodated by two hands. On the personal level, this setup obviously brought two people to come
together to reflect on the memory of a loved one. Brahms dedicated his Op. 23 to Julie Schumann and
naturally intended it for Clara to play as well.
43

Letter from Felix Mendelssohn to Rebecka Lejeune on July 30, 1841: “Der Flügel ist heut schon
einiges gebraucht worden, morgen fange ich irgend eine neue Arbeit an. Daß ich seitdem in die
Variationen gerathen bin, und nicht wieder hinausfinden kann, weißt Du wohl schon? Ich variire jedes
Thema das mir vorkommt. Erst 18 ernsthafte, nun 6 sentimentale hab ich gemacht, jetzt will ich 10
graziöse machen, und dann welche mit Orchester…” Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Sämtliche Briefe
(Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2013), 8:154-55.
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Op. 54 distinguishes itself in its theme’s stricter four-part writing with much
inner-voice motion that reinforces its chorale-like quality. The themes of Opp. 82 and 83
also allude to four-part writing, which, however, tends to oscillate flexibly with freer
textures. The Variations sérieuses were composed at the Viennese publisher Pietro
Mechetti’s request for a contribution towards the Beethoven Album, a fundraising effort
for the Beethoven monument to be erected in Bonn. Christa Jost argues that these
circumstances shaped the music and details the implications of the modifier “sérieuses”
in the title.44 Mendelssohn made it a point to distance his work from the variation sets in
the brilliant style that were ubiquitous at the time. Learnedness, for example, is on
display in the canonic entrances of variations 4 and 10.
In contrast to Op. 54’s more public and historicist context, the afterlife of the Op.
83 variations was primarily as music to be played with friends and family in the form of a
four-hand duet. What prompted Mendelssohn to prepare a version in this form was the
resumption of the private concerts held every other Sunday at his sister Fanny’s
residence. This was a tradition initiated by their mother Lea that dated back to the
siblings’ childhood, which regularly featured the young Fanny and Felix playing
individually as well as in pairs. After a hiatus, these Sunday concerts were scheduled to
resume on February 11, 1844. It is for this occasion that Felix recast Op. 83—not yet
published then and years after its composition—as a duet for himself and Fanny. Not a
mere arrangement, the four-hand version also acquired new variations. He playfully
44

Christa Jost, “In Mutual Reflection: Historical, Biographical, and Structural Aspects of
Mendelssohn’s Variations sérieuses,” trans. J. Bradford Robinson, in Mendelssohn Studies, ed. R.
Larry Todd (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 33-63.
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wrote on the title page of the manuscript: “composto per la musica delle Domeniche in
casa Hensel dalla (vecchia) Vedova Felice.” The meaning of this wordplay is still a
mystery, but its very presence is indicative of the convivial atmosphere for which he
prepared this music.45
The theme of Op. 83 is unique among the three in that it begins in the warm tenor
range, as if the music emerged from a deep recess. After the opening articulates a PAC in
the tonic, the music shifts up more than an octave at m. 9. (By contrast, the melodies of
the two other themes stay within a restricted soprano ambitus.) This middle section
sounds precarious by virtue of its register and harmonic distance, gaining solidity only as
it approaches the register and harmonic sphere of the opening, which returns at m. 17. An
aural and expressive consequence is that the two phrases (from mm. 1 and 9 respectively)
appear as if emanating from two altogether different sources. Mendelssohn’s autograph
of the original two-hand version corroborates this intuition visually by placing all of the
music in mm. 1-8 in the lower staff (see example 2.10a).46 A pragmatic explanation for
this notational choice is of course expediency and to prevent the ledger lines from
cluttering the score. But this issue could have been considerably ameliorated by prefacing
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See Todd, Fanny Hensel: The Other Mendelssohn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 302.
Although the Sunday events were not public concerts per se, their private nature must be qualified, as
they could attract a rather large and distinguished audience.
46

The layout here recalls another autograph of a slow variation movement: Beethoven’s
“Appassionata” Sonata, Op. 57. This movement also begins with a keyboard-style four-part texture
written in the lower staff. It is as if the chords, with their simple harmonic progressions and limited
melodic range, were some latent and submerged force, out of which spurts of melodic activity try to
rise above the ever-present and trudging tonics and dominants. Jeffrey Kallberg has made a similar
point about the notation’s visual impact in the first two measures of the funeral march from Chopin’s
Sonata, Op. 35. See his “Chopin’s March, Chopin’s Death,” 19th-Century Music 25, no. 1 (Summer
2001): 25.
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the upper staff with a bass clef. Breitkopf & Härtel’s edition (shown above in example
2.9) opted for precisely this route.
Although Mendelssohn began writing the return of the A material at m. 17 split
between the upper and lower staves, I suspect that he was steered in this direction here by
beaming convention, which made it more elegant to write the F-D in the top voice thus at
m. 16. With the opportunity of a new system at m. 18, he reverted to the opening’s way
of notating it. (Another motivation for having written mm. 16-17 thus may have been to
continue a more obviously four-part distribution. He did appear to tinker with whether to
place Bb3 in the upper or lower staff, as his subsequent crossing out reveals.) A
comparison between mm. 1 and 17 highlights how a different visual representation of the
same pitches can yield a different impression of the voicing, from the rich keyboard style
of m. 1 to the more open chorale style of m. 17.
These aspects of notation were cues that Mendelssohn picked up as he recast the
theme for four hands a few years later. The autograph for this version can be consulted in
example 2.10b. The registral distance between the first period and the next phrase is
exploited by assigning the first phrase to the secondo player and the next phrase starting
at m. 9 to the primo. Thus what only appeared to be different sources for their respective
music in the solo version becomes manifest through the embodiment of two pianists. This
added possibility for interplay seems to have spurred Mendelssohn to reconceive the final
section of the theme. In the two-handed original, the reprise of A the section from mm.
17 ff. is truncated. Only the consequent portion of the period reappears so that the theme
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quickly wraps up back in the tonic. In the four-handed version, the entire period is
reprised.
Here the autograph is instructive because what Mendelssohn crossed out reveals a
more extreme manifestation of an impetus that he later restrained. His first inclination
was to cast the reprise as something to be played by both primo and secondo players in an
enriched texture. At the consequent, the effect of a collective coming together was to be
taken still further by the primo player moving up an octave and doubling of the parts
among the hands. The thematic melody would have traveled up multiple octaves as a
result, from the first D4, up to D5 in m. 17, and to D6 in m. 21. The full reprise in this
four-handed version would have therefore staged the culmination of a duet dynamic
much like the template we saw in the Duetto, Op. 38, and its remake in the Andante
introduction of Op. 92. Perhaps sensing an overly premature valedictory ending to what
is, after all, still only a theme that is to be developed by subsequent variations,
Mendelssohn crossed out much of the primo’s part from mm. 17 to the end.
Although Op. 83 in its four-hand version was not published during his lifetime
(the two-hand version also appeared posthumously), it had a rich afterlife as a piece that
he played many times over with his friends. Just a few months after reworking and
playing it for the first time with Fanny at her Sunday concert, Mendelssohn traveled to
London, where he played it again multiple times with his once-mentor now-friend Ignaz
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Moscheles, as well as with William Sterndale Bennett.47 The work thus developed the
firm imprint of friendship.
Mendelssohn’s arrangements of select Songs without Words represent another
instance where he recast a work for solo piano into a duet for four hands. Their intended
performers were not highly accomplished musicians like Fanny but English royal
amateurs: Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. Mendelssohn established a personal
connection with them over the course of his many trips to England. While the
arrangements followed upon his meetings with the royal couple during the trips in 1844
and 1847, the most vivid and detailed accounts of their interaction stem from the initial
meetings in June and July 1842. From Mendelssohn’s letters and Queen Victoria’s diary
we learn that she knew his first four books of Songs without Words (among other works)
“so well.” She asked him to play seven of them during their first meeting in mid-June
before moving on to other works and improvisations on requested themes.48
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Letter from Mendelssohn to Ignaz Moscheles on April 12, 1844: “Daß ich etwas Geeignetes
4händiges dafür vorräthig habe, glaube ich nicht. Zwar bringe ich [to London where Moscheles is]
4händige Variationen auf ein Thema aus bdur mit, die mir im Zimmer recht gut gefallen, aber für den
Concertsaal eignen sie sich gar nicht. Geht es dagegen an, etwas Neues bis dahin zu schreiben, da
wäre ich am liebsten dabei. Aber freilich wird es knapp mit der Zeit. Könnte wir denn nicht auf der
Orgel etwas 4händiges spielen? Etwa gar phantasiren? Oder uns eine 4händige Fuge für Orgel
componiren? — Wie gesagt, alles was Du, und wie Du bestimmst.” Mendelssohn played the
variations with Moscheles on the day of his arrival in London on May 8, 1844. Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy Sämtliche Briefe (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2016), 10:143.
Letter from Felix to Paul Mendelssohn on May 21, 1844: “Dann bin ich Mittags aus; dann bei Lady
Essex die mit Adelaide Kemble Comödie spielt, dann in einer Gesellschaft wo Moscheles die 4händ.
(Fanny) Variat. mit mir spielen will.” Ibid, 10:174.
He then played the work again in a concert of William Sterndale Bennett’s on June 25, 1844.
48

For accounts of the meeting, see the following:

Queen Victoria’s diary entry on June 16, 1842, as quoted in Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music, 439:
“After dinner came Mendelssohn Bartholdy, whose acquaintance I was so anxious to make. Albert
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What appears to have begun as a one-way relationship (with the composer ready
to fulfill each of the royal highness’ requests) became a more collaborative affair by July
9, when Mendelssohn asked them to play for him. The Prince began the session with a
chorale on his chamber organ. Then, as Mendelssohn started to play “Wie lieblich sind
die Boten” from Paulus, the Prince and Queen allegedly joined at the chorus
spontaneously and seamlessly. The Prince meanwhile also pulled the organ stops from
memory, revealing his knowledge of this work. Mendelssohn felt further emboldened to

had already seen him the other morning. He is short, dark & Jewish looking—delicate—with a fine
intellectual forehead. […] He is very pleasing & modest, & is greatly protected by the King of Prussia.
He played first of all some of his ‘Lieder ohne Worte’ after which, his Serenade [Op. 43] & then, he
asked us to give him a theme, upon which he could improvise. We gave him 2, ‘Rule Britannia’ & the
Austrian National Anthem. He began immediately, & really I have never heard anything so beautiful;
the way in which he blended them both together & changed over from one to the other, was quite
wonderful as well as the exquisite harmony & feeling he puts into the variations, & the powerful rich
chords, & modulations, which reminded one of all his beautiful compositions. At one moment he
played the Austrian Anthem with the right hand he played ‘Rule Britannia,’ as the bass, with his left!
He made some further improvisations on well-known themes & songs. We were filled with the
greatest admiration. Poor Mendelssohn was quite exhausted, when he had done playing.”
Letter from Felix to Lea Mendelssohn on June 21, 1842, as given in Letters of Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy from 1833 to 1847, eds. Paul and Carl Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, trans. Lady Wallace
(London: Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, & Green, 1863), 281. The following excerpt and the
Queen’s diary entry should describe the same event, but the dates do not match: “…the pretty and
most charming Queen Victoria, who looks so youthful, and is so gently courteous and gracious, who
speaks such good German and who knows all my music so well; the four books of songs without
words and those with words, and the symphony, and the “Hymn of Praise.” Yesterday evening I was
sent for by the Queen, who was almost alone with Prince Albert, and who seated herself near the
piano and made me play to her; first seven of the “songs without words,” then the serenade, two
impromptus on “Rule Britannia,” Lützow’s “Wilde Jagd,” and “Gaudeamus igitur.” The latter was
somewhat difficult, but remonstrance was out of the question, and as they gave the themes, of course
it was my duty to play them. Then the splendid grand gallery in Buckingham Palace where they drank
tea, and where two boars by Paul Potter were hanging, and a good many other pictures which pleased
me well. I must tell you that my A minor symphony has had great success with the people here, who
one and all receive us with a degree of amiability and kindness which exceeds all I have ever yet seen
in the way of hospitality, though this sometimes makes me feel my head quite bewildered and strange,
and I am obliged to collect my thoughts in order not to lose all self-possession.”
Letter from Felix to Lea Mendelssohn on July 19, 1842, as given in Sebastian Hensel, The
Mendelssohn Family (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1882), 2:168-71.
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ask the Queen to sing one of his Lieder.49 The Prince did as well. All in all, both Prince
and Queen sang together and separately with the composer at the piano. Mendelssohn
culminated the session with an improvisation that interweaved all of the music that the
Prince and Queen had performed that day. In the midst of it all, he received a ring
engraved “V. R. 1842.” These encounters are familiar from primary and secondary
literature. Since the basis of our knowledge largely rests on Mendelssohn’s letters to his
mother, the near hagiographic description of the royal couple’s engagement with his
oeuvre must qualify his account of what transpired.
The four-hand arrangements of Songs without Words, which must derive their
significance from meetings like those detailed above, have to my knowledge not received
scholarly attention. Following his next private audiences in June 1844, he arranged the
recently published Op. 62 and the as yet unpublished Op. 67, no. 1, as a token of
appreciation. Information about the meetings on this later trip is scant. It is reasonable to
suppose, however, that the four-hand arrangements were a kind of souvenir which, like
the engraved ring given to him in 1842, memorialized the occasion.50 By playing them in
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As is well known, the Queen unwittingly selected one of Fanny’s, and Mendelssohn had to
embarrassedly admit that it had been written by his sister. He then urged the Queen to sing another
Lied from Op. 8, but one of his.
50

On musical souvenirs and their relationship to public and private performance, see Alexander
Rehding, “Sounding Souvenirs,” Music and Monumentality: Commemoration and Wonderment in
Nineteenth-Century Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 73-108. Emily Green’s
analyses of composers’ dedications to figures of high standing for personal gain of social and cultural
capital are also pertinent here, though these arrangements derived their value precisely from being
unpublished and autograph manuscripts, lending them an aura of authenticity, intimacy, and
exclusivity. Besides, Mendelssohn had already dedicated a public work—the Scottish Symphony—to
Queen Victoria in 1842. On nineteenth-century dedications, see her “Between Text and Context:
Schumann, Liszt, and the Reception of Dedications,” Journal of Musicological Research 28, no. 4
(2009): 312-39.
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their privacy, the Queen and Prince could on some level reenact the joint music-making
that had taken place in 1842 (and perhaps in 1844), conjuring Mendelssohn’s presence in
a palpable and intimate way. There could scarcely have been a musical gift more befitting
a couple known for its public representations of domestic bliss. By setting these Lieder
for the mode of performance most closely associated with the home and family, the
composer intensified their already private nature.
Mendelssohn appended the following dedicatory letter addressed to Prince Albert:
Your Royal Highness,
You have permitted me to make for you a four-hand arrangement of the
fifth book of my Songs without Words. I therefore make so bold as to lay
the same at the feet of Her Majesty the Queen and Your Royal Highness. I
have done my best to follow the suggestions about the easy manner of
Czerny’s arrangements etc., and in order to outdo my predecessor in at
least one respect I have added an as yet unpublished seventh Song in a
four-hand version. May the composer be excused for any mistakes that the
copyist may have made here and there—and vice versa! May Your Royal
Highness occasionally play from these pieces and consider them as an
earnest of sincerest gratitude for the gracious reception and the
unforgettable hours in which you have allowed me to participate once
again during my present visit in the past weeks.
Always Your Royal Highness’s most devoted
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy51
51

Letter from Mendelssohn to Prince Albert on June 9, 1844, translated by Oliver Neighbour in “An
Unknown Mendelssohn Autograph,” The British Library Journal 4, no. 2 (Fall 1978): 200. Original
German in Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Sämtliche Briefe, 10:194.
Ew. Königliche Hoheit
haben mir erlaubt das fünfte Heft meiner Lieder ohne Worte für Sie vierhändig zu
arrangiren. So wage ich es denn dasselbe beifolgend Ihrer Majestät der Königinn und
Ew. Königlichen Hoheit zu Füßen zu legen; die Winke hinsichtlich der Leichtigkeit
des Czernyschen Arrangements etc. habe ich benutzt so gut ich konnte, und um
meinen Vorgänger wenigstens in einem Puncte zu übertreffen habe ich ein noch
ungedrucktes siebentes Lied in 4händigem Auszuge beigefügt. Möge dem
Componisten zu Gute gehalten werden, was der Notenschreiber hier und da gefehlt
hat, — und umgekehrt! Mögen Ew. Königliche Hoheit zuweilen etwas davon spielen
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Of interest is his mention of Carl Czerny, whose four-hand arrangements of the first three
books of Songs without Words (Opp. 19, 30, and 38) were then available. The letter
implies that these were discussed by Mendelssohn and the royal couple, and the latter
commended them for their ease. Of additional interest is whom Mendelssohn referred to
as the “copyist.” Since the manuscript of the arrangements was in his own hand, it is
strange or humorous that he would refer to himself as “composer” and “copyist,” while at
the same time creating a distance between the two roles. At any rate, supplying them
could be a preemptive move before Czerny’s arranging enterprise reached Op. 62. His
would bear the stamp of authority by being in the hand of the composer himself, and
tossing in an unpublished song from Op. 67 would offer a feeling of exclusivity.52 He
could thereby exert some influence over the monarchs’ musical tastes.

und es als einen Beweis der innigsten Dankbarkeit betrachten für die huldvolle
Aufnahme und die unvergeßlichen Stunden deren Sie mich auch bei meinem
dismaligen Aufenthalt in vergangner Woche theilhaftig werden ließen!
Stets Ew. Königlichen Hoheit
ergebenster
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy
52

“Tossing in” is likely an unfair locution. Mendelssohn appears to have vacillated until the very last
about which piece should open Op. 62. Op. 67, no. 1, was a strong contender for this position. In a
letter to Carl Klingemann on February 1, 1844 (i.e. several days after he sent engraver’s copies to
Simrock in Bonn and the very same day he sent engraver’s copies to Ewer in London) he asked
whether he preferred what became Op. 67, no. 1 in E flat major or Op. 62, no. 1 in G major.
Klingemann replied with his preference for the former. By including Op. 67, no. 1 in the collection for
the Queen and Prince, Mendelssohn was therefore in a sense having his cake and eating it too. See
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy: Sämtliche Briefe, 10:63.
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Czerny’s arrangements of Op. 62 were printed by Simrock sometime between
1844 and 1851.53 (I have been unable to pin down the exact year, but I think it is safe to
conjecture that they were unavailable in England before Mendelssohn’s.) The existence
of their two parallel sets creates a tightly controlled environment for comparison.
Mendelssohn claimed to have taken his cue from the general ease of Czerny’s existing
arrangements, but each most likely worked on his without awareness of the other’s
version of Op. 62 specifically. Their intended styles and performers should be similar,
both should work well with amateurs at home, and not alter the original too much, for
example, with flourishes of bravura (though what “Leichtigkeit” means in the letter
remains somewhat open to interpretation).54 Neither composer strayed far from the twohanded version, making only limited use of the added register and textural options
afforded by an extra pair of hands. Despite these constraints, we shall see that they
sometimes create quite different musical experiences. Similarities between the two reveal
standard tropes of four-hand writing, while the disparities, though often subtle, offer a
window into divergent criteria for music geared to this medium. I will discuss these in
relation to selected excerpts from their respective settings.
A common technique for enhancing the reappearance of a melody is, of course, to
provide it with a richer texture. In piano music generally this may often take the form of
53

Determined by comparing the 1844 edition and 1852 supplement of C. F. Whistlings Handbuch der
musikalischen Literatur oder allgemeines systematisch-geordnetes Verzeichniss der in Deutschland
und in den angrenzenden Ländern gedruckten Musikalien auch musikalischen Schriften und
Abbildungen mit Anzige der Verleger und Preise, ed. Adolph Hofmeister (Leipzig: Friedrich
Hofmeister, 1852).
54

Jordan Musser has recently discussed Czerny’s arrangement of the last movement of Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony in relation to his pedagogical approach in “Carl Czerny’s Mechanical
Reproductions,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 72, no. 2 (Summer 2019): 363-429.
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octave doubling, a strategy that becomes especially routine in compositions for four
hands. Depending on whether the context is solo piano or four hands, the doublings
typically engender different experiences and sonic effects, among other reasons because
the physical acts required are themselves different. Melodic octaves in pieces for solo
piano tend to lock the hand into a stretched position. In duets for four hands, such octaves
are very often split between a player’s two hands, contributing to the sensation that both
of his or her hands are involved in the same act. This not only lends the doubling a
particular kind of fluidity but also a more sustained somatic connection to the melody.
Symptomatic of the doubling trope’s ubiquity is the extent to which both Czerny
and Mendelssohn resorted to it, sometimes even on the same passage. In “Frühlingslied,”
Op. 62, no. 6, the octaves begin not right at the thematic return in the primo part but
leading up to it (shown in examples 2.11a and b). It is worth noting that the two
arrangers came independently to a similar decision at the same point in the piece. While
Czerny continues the octaves all the way until the closing gesture in m. 87, however,
Mendelssohn relinquishes them in m. 47, shortly before the reprise. In the former, the
momentum carries through until nearly the very end; in the latter, reverting back to a
single line at the thematic return offers relief from the high level of tension at the
retransition. In Op. 62, no. 1, too, both Czerny and Mendelssohn doubled the primo’s
melody at the onset of the reprise in mm. 22 ff. (see examples 2.12a, b, and c) for an
enhanced thematic return akin to the Op. 38 Duetto. Unlike the Duetto, the theme
precedes the piece’s climax rather than coincides with it. Czerny maintains the melody in
octaves through the climb to the high Gs and subsequent diminuendo, almost until the
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song’s end. Yet again, however, Mendelssohn stops the doubling earlier, at m. 26, so that
the climax must be enacted by a single line.
My discussion of nos. 6 and 1 thus far hints at different priorities with
implications for the interplay between hands and players. Put simply, Czerny seems to
prefer consistency, whereas Mendelssohn aims for more variety within the constraints of
the task at hand. In both songs as arranged by Czerny, the melodic doubling encompasses
most or all of the final section in the ternary form. In addition to the bass turning into
octaves in mm. 20 ff. in Op. 62, no. 1, and the half note bass replacing the staccato
eighths in mm. 50 ff. in Op. 62, no. 6, the doubled melody serves as a visual, physical,
and aural cue for where the players are. Were the players unaware of the formal trajectory
of the piece—which could happen when reading parts rather than a full score—the
arrangement is set up in a way that it can still play itself as a culmination or enhanced
final section.
Mendelssohn, by contrast, does not set this portion of the ternary form as a
monolithic bloc. As we saw in Op. 62, no. 1, he requires greater effort from the primo
player to create a satisfactory ascent to the high Gs in mm. 29 and 33 with single notes.
His arrangement of this section in particular illuminates latent aspects that are not
captured by Czerny’s more schematic representation of the form. At m. 28, he begins to
enlist the primo’s left hand as a quasi-independent voice. In the two-handed version, this
bar is encompassed by one long slur, implying one group steadily ascending from F#4 to
G5. Mendelssohn breaks up this slur into two groups for the four-hand arrangement. The
first group from F# is played by the left hand, and the second from D# by the right hand,
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creating the effect of an interjection. A call-and-response between the hands is strongly
suggested a bit later by his arrangement of mm. 33-34. He assigns the two punctuating
final chords to the secondo, which sets them apart as a narrating voice outside the story.
Czerny on the other hand makes both primo and secondo players partake in the
concluding chords, thus ensuring a continuity of voice.
In short, in the final section of his arrangement of Op. 62, no. 1, Mendelssohn
encourages a higher degree of interaction between the primo player’s hands as well as
between the players, with suggestions of various timbres and personae. Czerny’s concern
with consistency manifests itself even in the way the secondo’s 16th-note figuration is
notated. It remains firmly within the upper staff, even if this entails somewhat frequent
changes in clef, as in mm. 6-7. Mendelssohn is quite happy to have the figuration straddle
the upper and lower staves, inviting the player to redistribute the notes between the hands
when the right hand must be in an awkward position and the left hand can easily
accommodate redistribution, such as mm. 2-3. (The fingerings in example 2.12b are
editorial.)
In the secondo’s left hand too, subtle discrepancies between the two arrangements
point to divergent criteria. Mendelssohn begins to double the bass line in octaves in mm.
6 ff., while Czerny’s remains in single notes as in the two-hand original. The former not
only calls for a deeper tone from the secondo player, but nudges the primo player to
change the tone of the melody as well. In other words, it is a cue in the spirit of chambermusic collaboration. Czerny only begins to double the bass at m. 20, when longer slurred
half notes appear in the two-handed version, and the bass has a more prominent melodic
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role than elsewhere. It is for the sake of consistency, formal clarity, and balance with the
doubled melody that I think he chooses to retain the octave bass line all the way until the
coda ensues.
The most striking visual deviation between the two occurs in Op. 62, no. 5, one of
Mendelssohn’s characteristic Venetian gondola songs. Examples 2.13a, b, and c
juxtapose the two-hand original with his and Czerny’s four-hand arrangements. The main
technical obstacle in the original arises from the left-hand figure, whose wide range with
the dyad on top make it a clumsy proposition to move about pianissimo. The problem is
exacerbated later on as the range widens to exceed two octaves at times (e.g. mm. 5, 14)
and even more so when the right hand enriches the opening theme with large chordal
positions (mm. 13 ff.) This issue can be easily addressed when there are more hands at
one’s disposal. So how do the two arrangers go about it? Both handle the difficulty of the
A-C dyad by having the primo’s left hand punctuate C4. At first it looks like Czerny’s
setting resembles the solo version closely. In the introductory bars, the secondo’s left
hand plays a hollow A-E arpeggiation that is beamed and slurred in a way that
approaches the original much more than Mendelssohn’s own arrangement. The latter
splits this figure among the secondo’s two hands, inserts eighth-note rests throughout and
shorter slurs. He thereby injects a rhythmic inflection that is missing from Czerny but
present in the two-hand original, though starting only with the left-hand slurs in m. 4.
The notations diverge radically when the melody proper begins at this point.
Czerny resorts to a quarter-note plus eighth-note pattern in the secondo’s right hand that
alternates with a left-hand syncope. Though the pitch content from the second half of
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mm. 4 ff. is identical, the two arrangements elicit widely divergent reactions and
expressions. The overall effect here is to render the accompanimental figure passive, as if
sitting on the back of the beat. The hands remain relatively still. The secondo’s task
appears to be to manage an undifferentiated and atmospheric sonic cushion—more like
still water rather than rocking afloat. The slurs in Mendelssohn’s secondo part
deliberately lighten up downbeats and emphasize offbeats. This results in a more active
engagement between the hands. The subtle rhythmic urgency inscribed by the slurs calls
for greater awareness of how it fits with the primo part as well. The attention to hand
choreography is perhaps nowhere more evident in this Lied than in m. 3, where in both
Mendelssohn versions the secondo player must negotiate their physical overlap. Czerny
averts the awkwardness here by bringing the secondo’s left hand down an octave.
It could well be that the various divergences outlined above are indicative of the
arrangers’ assumptions about their respective players. Perhaps what we see in the greater
regularity of Czerny’s setting are traces of the pedagogue. His setting of the secondo part
in no. 5 encourages a quieter and steadier accompanimental figure that is in line with
many of the secondo parts he wrote for four-hand piano etudes. As the very title of his
Praktische Taktschule, Op. 824, reveals, he considered the ability to keep time a primary
benefit of duet playing.55 A scan through the volume makes clear that the secondo
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This goes back to Charles Burney’s 1777 preface for his four-hand sonatas (which he claimed to be
the first of their kind), where he writes that one of the primary benefits of playing in this setting is “a
particular attention to Time… Errors committed in the Measure, by either of the performers of these
pieces, who may accelerate, retard, or otherwise break its proportions will be sooner discovered, and
consequently attended with mores disagreeable effects, than if such errors were committed by a single
player, unaccompanied” (emphases original). See Burney, Four Sonatas or Duets for Two Performers
on One Piano Forte or Harpsichord (London: Robert Bremner, 1777).
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parts—featuring the most basic duple and oom-pah-pah rhythms—are designed to render
meter absolutely regular and unambiguous. In his arrangement of no. 5, not only does the
long-short pattern of the secondo’s right hand fulfill this function, but he even shifts the
A-E echo in m. 3 by half a bar so that its strong-weak beat relationship is the same as m.
2 (I have marked this in brackets in examples 2.13b and c). This metric shift should
prevent confusion among the players. Looking at her own part, the primo player could get
thrown off if the secondo were to play the A-E echo as it appears in Mendelssohn’s two
versions. Czerny’s preference not to disturb an established pattern, noted throughout this
discussion, is calculated to help the less flexible anonymous amateur. But the cumulative
effect of his decisions is that the pianists are placed in a more disengaged stance.
Mendelssohn’s performers, by contrast—Queen Victoria and Prince Albert—would have
relished the closer musical relationship between their two parts.
The preceding discussion has focused on passages from the Songs without Words
that feature clear melody-and-accompaniment textures. Op. 62, no. 3, is arguably the one
piece in the set that resembles orchestral rather than song-like music. It has come to be
known as “Trauermarsch” since it was arranged for an instrumental ensemble by
Moscheles to be performed at Mendelssohn’s funeral.56 In the two-hand version of this
Lied, the primary theme makes three appearances (at mm. 5, 13, and 33) that anchor a
large-scale crescendo shaping this piece. (See the scores in examples 2.14a, b, and c.)
56

As Hans Eppstein has shown, the particular march character evolved gradually in Mendelssohn’s
conception of this work. See “Zur Entstehungsgeschichte von Mendelssohns Lied ohne Worte, Op. 62,
No. 3,” Die Musikforschung 26, no. 4 (October-December 1973): 486-90. Indeed, at one stage
Mendelssohn gifted an earlier incarnation to Clara Schumann on the occasion of her birthday(!) in
1843.
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Czerny and Mendelssohn exploit the added resources of the four-hand context to realize
its latent orchestral qualities. In particular, both arrangements expand the reharmonized
return of the main theme at m. 33 through register.
But how did the two arrangements negotiate the distribution of parts in music that
is primarily chordal, without melodies and accompaniments that are easily disentangled
by rhythmic and textural differences? Czerny and Mendelssohn’s approaches to the
opening fanfare differ along the lines elucidated above. In the former, the entire
introduction is distributed among the two parts. Mendelssohn assigns the first two
measures to the secondo only before splitting up the chords among the two players in
mm. 3-4. This is, after all, the part that may be played with less rhythmic precision in the
solo version, since the alternation between I and V chords as written present there the
slight difficulty of shifting to the V chord quickly and accurately. More fundamentally,
however, their settings betray or result in different conceptions of the fanfare: whereas
Czerny makes it a more continuous and consistent opening, Mendelssohn suggests that
different groups of the orchestra are involved in the first and second halves.
Conceptualizing the voicing of the chords as various orchestral parts characterizes
much of Mendelssohn’s arrangement of this Lied. In mm 5-8, for example, he tasks the
secondo with only the bass line. This role is less distinct in Czerny’s setting due to the
right-hand eighth notes in m. 5 (some of them added notes that are missing in the twohand original), which then inexplicably disappear in the next bar. These eighth notes
hardly make sense as an inner line. The balance of the voices is diametrically opposed at
m. 6 in the two arrangements: Czerny voices so that the primo’s right hand has most of
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the notes and the left hand only a single line; Mendelssohn assigns the right hand with
single notes while the left hand takes the bulk of the voices. The two arrangements
encourage the primo player to voice differently. In the Czerny, the thirds will more
readily be heard as doublings, with the top line being primary and shadowed by a third
below. By having the third below in the left hand, Mendelssohn nudges the player to
render it as the counterpoint between two voices.
Perhaps nowhere is Czerny’s willingness to compromise the integrity of a voice
for the sake of comfort more evident than in m. 10. The triplet F#-A-C clearly constitutes
the melodic top, yet he splits it between the hands so that the primo can reach the notes
easily without having to twist the body. Mendelssohn’s arrangement here is again
contrapuntal: he assigns the melody of this entire phrase to the primo’s right hand, while
the left hand engages in a descending inner voice. In m. 13, he has the secondo player’s
right hand double the melody until it diverges in m. 14, as if it were brass or wind
reinforcement. This melodic appearance is so fragmented in Czerny’s setting (the pick-up
note B is in the secondo part, the repeated E is in the primo’s left hand, and then G-A-B,
etc. in the primo’s right) that both pianists could easily stumble into this thematic
appearance unawares. In Czerny’s setting, melody or bass line are often mixed with
scattered appearances of inner voices, so that the score presents the players with a
haphazard view of their roles within the overall texture. Mendelssohn is much more
concerned with maintaining the integrity of the parts, including middle ones. For a
cultivated amateur like Prince Albert, it would make for a satisfying experience
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approaching the score-reading of a string quartet, where individual parts are dependent
upon the others yet still intelligible as their own parts.

2.4

From four hands to two
We have encountered several instances where composers have turned what was

two-hand music into a four-hand duet, but not the other way around. Well-known
examples of the latter include Brahms’s Op. 39 Waltzes, which he arranged for solo
piano after initial reluctance, and the Hungarian Dances. As editor of the motley
assortment of 20 Schubert Ländler that appeared in 1869, Brahms anonymously arranged
dances by Schubert for two hands and four hands.57 He probably had already engaged in
this activity spontaneously, before editing them for publication, to incorporate the dances
into his solo programs. Like so much of the music discussed in this chapter, the Waltzes
and Hungarian Dances were entwined with friendships, but of a habitual, unmarked
nature.58
Paul Berry and John Daverio have speculated that certain passages from Robert
Schumann’s solo piano music allude to four-hand playing. In an 1838 letter he sent to
57

On this project, see Brodbeck, “Brahms as Editor and Composer: His Two Editions of Ländler by
Schubert and His First Two Cycles of Waltzes, Opp. 39 and 52” (PhD diss., University of
Pennsylvania, 1984). Brahms arranged of D. 814, no. 1, from four hands to two apparently unaware of
the existence of Schubert’s own two-hand arrangement now known as D. 366, no. 17.
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Brahms famously wrote to Eduard Hanslick in April 1866: “Soeben den Titel zu vierhändigen
Walzern schreibend… kam mir ganz wie von selbst Dein Name mit hinein. Ich weiß nicht, ich dachte
an Wien, an die schönen Mädchen, mit denen Du vierhändig spielst, an Dich selbst, den Liebhaber
von derlei, den guten Freund, ich fühlte die Notwendigkeit, Dir es zuzuschreiben.” Quoted in
McCorkle, Johannes Brahms: Thematisches-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis (Munich: Henle,
1984), 139. The Hungarian Dances were in turn marked by Brahms’s playing them with Clara
Schumann.
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Clara Wieck with a Christmas gift, Schumann wrote of the exchange of gifts, embraces,
and kisses, depicting a future scene on Christmas Eve as a married couple. The gift
enclosed was a manuscript of what was later published as Stücklein, Op. 99, no. 1.
Interpreting the music against the letter’s backdrop, Berry writes that “the interlocking of
the hands across the center of the keyboard could stand as a musical analogue for
harmonious partnership. Clara might even have imagined playing the Stücklein as a fourhand duet, with the primo player’s left hand and the secondo’s right inevitably touching
as they alternated in measured rhythm.”59 The convergence of affect and physical
choreography, which suggests the proximity of two entities, prompts Berry to see fourhandedness in this solo piece.
For Daverio, it is the confluence of waltz topic and octave melodies that evokes
such duets. He makes this point with regards to the theme of the Abegg Variations, Op. 1,
and the first waltz of Papillons, Op. 2.60 Although these two musical features may in
themselves be insufficient to elicit four-handedness, in the case of Papillons there is more
than meets the eye, for the set contains two numbers that reworked older pieces for four
hands into two-hand settings. Here then we have examples of music for solo piano that
were shaped in a quite literal and direct way by four-hand models. The models in this
case were initially provided by Schubert. The young Schumann got hold of as many
works by Schubert as he could and particularly immersed himself in the dance cycles
during the summer of 1828, often playing them four hands with friends. The Rondo in D
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Berry, Brahms among Friends, 345-46.
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John Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald of a “New Poetic Age” (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997), 66, 80.
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major, D. 608, discussed above, had not yet appeared in print, but Schumann was
probably familiar with the Polonaises D. 599 and D. 824.61 In his diary, he recorded
multiple instances of playing them with people in his circle around this time. This is the
background out of which the earliest morsels that eventually became part of Papillons
came into being.62
Schumann noted many other occasions when he played four hands with friends.
Most of them pass without comment, but two exceptions occurred in that same summer
of 1828. He wrote on August 15: “Doppelconzerte [probably in reference to Czerny’s
Concerto for Four Hands, Op. 153]: wenn man sich beym vierhändigen Spiel versieht, so
bittet man sogleich um Entschuldigung u. bittet, von vorne anzufangen, wenn’s nur bey
moralischen Versehen nicht anders wäre u. finge man wieder von vornen an, um den
Fehler zu verbessern.”63 This entry expresses his wish that the codes of conduct implicit
in four-hand piano playing would transfer onto other aspects of life. The second instance
comes after having played with Johann Friedrich Täglichsbeck (a philology student in
Leipzig) just two days later on August 17: “Musikduette werden leicht Herzensduette u.
die Unterhaltung u. Sprache der verwandten Seelen; dann haben sie den schönsten Werth.
Das vierhändige Clavierspiel bleibt doch der schönste erste Genuß.”64 Here again we
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Ulrike Kranefeld, “Werke für Klavier zu vier Händen und zwei Klaviere,” in Schumann-Handbuch,
ed. Ulrich Tadday (Stuttgart: Metzler; Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2006), 284-86.
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In 1828: August 17, 19 (with Böhner?), 24 (with Hirtenknabe?), September 5. In 1829: January 3, 9
(with Meißner), 11 (with Piltzing). In 1831: May 25/26? Information collated from Robert SchumannTagebücher I. See also Emil Flechsig, “Erinnerungen an Robert Schumann,” first written in 1875 and
published in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 7/8 (July/August 1956): 392-96.
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have the connotations of intimacy that regularly adhere to four-hand piano playing. Both
comments portray this performance medium as an arena that involves an unusual degree
of intersubjective negotiation. In the former, it is a potential model for ethical conduct,
patience, and forgiveness; in the latter, it facilitates communication and sympathetic
connection.
Schumann wrote his own set of four-hand polonaises in Schubert’s style in the
same year (now known as the VIII Polonaises Anh G1). These were not serious
compositional efforts but written to be casually played with friends. Several sections
from these youthful Polonaises found their way into Papillons, offering a glimpse into the
transformation of music for four hands to two hands. One of these, “La fantaisie,” is
given in example 2.15a; its corresponding Papillons passage is reproduced in example
2.15b. Although the real-life duet, the presence of two players, is lost in its two-hand
form, I argue that the idea of a duet is rendered through texture and gesture. If anything,
the Papillons version gains richness. A basso cantando replaces long-held notes in the
early polonaise, actively shaping the sonic fabric. In mm. 3-4 of the four-hand polonaise,
a single D5 bifurcates into two voices that participate in a short-lived imitation. This
imitation is loosened in Papillons, yet the polyphony is enhanced through increased
activity in rhythm and contour. The soloistic filigree of mm. 6-8 of the four-hand
polonaise becomes a call and response underscored by the kinesthetic experience of the
rolled chords.
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Something about “La fantaisie” must have struck Schumann as particularly
suitable to render a chosen passage from Jean Paul’s Flegeljahre.65 The passage
obviously describes a duet, and is a moment of quiet recognition between two of the
story’s main characters amid the bustle of the masked ball setting:
For a second he stood alone next to the quiet maiden—the crowd
momentarily served as a mask—with freshness and charm the half-rose
and lily of her face emerged from the half-mask as if from the blossom of
a drooping bud.—From behind their dark masks they gazed at one another
like foreign spirits from two distant planets, as if they were two stars in a
solar eclipse, and each soul observed the other from a great distance,
wanting thereby to appear all the more distinct.66
To be sure, Schumann’s adaptation of “La fantaisie” for Papillons might not have been
motivated by a desire to retain four-handedness per se. The music does not clearly project
two personae the way we have seen in Mendelssohn’s Duetto. But four-hand piano
playing may have been in the composer’s mind a background that sets the scene as
convivial and intimate, while in the foreground, it is the medium for the “Herzensduette
u. die Unterhaltung u. Sprache der verwandten Seelen” that the two protagonists desire.
The expressive context of the couple in a ball renders more plausible Daverio’s
suggestion that the first waltz of the cycle, though not one of the numbers based on
Schumann’s early polonaises, evokes the sound of four hands within a solo setting.
Indeed, the entire set is an ingenious exploration of voicing and timbre.
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Schumann marked various passages in his own copy of Flegeljahre and added numbers
corresponding to the dance numbers in his Papillons.
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Jean Paul, Flegeljahre, as translated by Daverio in Robert Schumann, 495. On Papillons’
programmatic links to Flegeljahre, see Eric Frederick Jensen, “Explicating Jean Paul: Robert
Schumann's Program for Papillons, Op. 2,” 19th-Century Music 22, no. 2 (Fall 1998): 127-43.
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Papillons has the most explicit and extensive points of contact between solo and
duet writing in Schumann’s early piano compositions, but it is not alone. The intermezzo
in the Scherzo movement of the Piano Sonata in F sharp minor, Op. 11, likewise
featuring a polonaise, began as music for four hands, and many other instances of crosspollination may lurk among other composers. With respect to Chopin, for instance,
Jeffrey Kallberg proposes that the funeral march movement from the Piano Sonata in B
flat minor, Op. 35, might be connected to a sonata for four hands that Chopin offered to
Breitkopf and Härtel in 1835. Citing Julian Fontana’s four-hand arrangement of the
march prepared during the composer’s lifetime, Kallberg says that the arrangement may
have echoes of the now-lost sonata or another four-hand work.67 If so, this would help
explain the relentlessness and particular voicing of the chords in mm. 11 ff., (example
2.16) somewhat unusual for Chopin’s fluid writing. (The same could be said for the
Scherzo movement, which Fontana arranged as well.) The parallel chords with their
multiple doublings in m. 15 bring to mind how the primo player in a duet often plays the
same chords in both hands. In the trio, the large leaps in the left hand make the
pianissimo dynamic awkward to manage; Fontana splits them up between the secondo’s
hands for his arrangement (see example 2.17). As Kallberg stresses, however, unless

67

Kallberg maintains that it would have been exceedingly odd for Fontana to take such a liberty with
Chopin’s music while he was alive. (By contrast, he did produce a number of relatively free versions
of Chopin pieces after the composer died.) There are a number of other reasons that lead Kallberg to
suspect that Fontana worked from either a source of a four-hand duet or his recollection thereof. See
his “Chopin’s March, Chopin’s Death.”
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more circumstantial evidence comes to the surface, his proposal remains very much a
conjecture.68
I conclude with some provisional observations as to what facilitates fourhandedness. This chapter has assembled a number of examples that plot a continuum
from literal duets to metaphorical ones with varying degrees of intimacy. Some solo
passages evoke the sounds of four-hand piano playing through their topic and voicing,
such as the funeral march by Chopin, or the Schumann waltzes with octave melodies that
Daverio mentions. Other passages feature duet dynamics with physical cues, as in the
hand crossing in Brahms’s Andante movement, which encourage the soloist to regard a
musical voice as if it came from a different source.69 The degree to which a passage can
be split into primo and secondo parts is also a consideration. The excerpts from “Im
Legendenton” shown in example 2.18 can be read as if the primo player read the top staff
and the secondo the bottom staff. The difficulty of mm. 141 ff. lies in coordinating the
legato octave melodies in the right hand with the articulation of the two distinct voices
68

This is a good time to point out some differences in Chopin’s sense of musical intimacy from
Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Brahms. The latter three partook in four-hand piano playing almost
habitually with friends and acquaintances. (Mendelssohn and Brahms also often performed publicly in
this mode.) Chopin was known to play duets with his students, but records of him doing so with
friends are scarce. Setting aside the seemingly lost sonata just mentioned, he left only one composition
for four hands, the Variations on a Theme by Moore in D major, a very early work written in Warsaw
in 1826. In addition, his variations are not on themes with a personal connection, as many by
Schumann and Brahms are, but are in the more public register of the operatic paraphrase.
69

By contrast, the duetting melodies in Chopin’s Nocturne in G major, Op. 37, no. 2, for instance, do
not elicit four-handedness because they are both soprano melodies played by the right hand which do
not intersect with experiences associated with four-hand piano playing. James Parakilas writes that the
duets in Chopin’s nocturnes tend to draw on the Parisian vocal nocturne, where “even though the
performance may be given by two singers, the poetry they sing does not on the whole embody two
distinct roles; on the contrary, the two singers sing a single poetic text, representing a single persona,
or ‘voice.’” See his “‘Nuit plus belle qu’un beau jour’: Poetry, Song, and the Voice in the Piano
Nocturne,” Polish Music Journal 3, no. 2 (Winter 2000).
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and the leaps between them in the left hand. Measures 181 ff. likewise lend themselves to
being split in this manner; mm. 133-36 ask the pianist’s hands to play in almost identical
positions, a common gambit of primo parts in duet settings.
Some variations in the Symphonic Etudes, Op. 13—originally called “Etüden im
Orchestercharakter”—feature sonorities that evoke the timbres of four-hand piano
playing. Indeed, as we will see in the following chapter, Schumann’s early engagements
with orchestral textures were mediated by his experiences playing four-hand versions of
symphonic literature. The penultimate variation in G sharp minor is an intimate and
lyrical duet, yet it cannot be convincingly described as bearing traces of four-handedness,
for the overall texture cannot accommodate division between two players, nor does it
exhibit the physical and sonic cues outlined in this chapter.70 The sum of the above
obviously does not amount to a formal theory of the concept. Four-handedness can only
be argued for when there are contextual details that hint at the influence of four-hand
piano playing. The case studies of Chapters 3 and 4 revolve around works by Schumann
and Brahms where such details are indeed present.

70

In this sense, it is more like the duets in Chopin’s nocturnes mentioned in the previous footnote.
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PART II: CASE STUDIES
CHAPTER 3
MUSICAL SYMPATHIES AND DOPPELGÄNGER IN ROBERT SCHUMANN’S
IMPROMPTUS ON A ROMANCE BY CLARA WIECK, OP. 5

Seldom analyzed and performed among Robert Schumann’s early compositions,
the Impromptus on a Romance by Clara Wieck, Op. 5, is an audacious work that forms
part of his broader reorientation away from the post-classical pianism that characterized
earlier efforts like the Abegg Variations, Op. 1.1 It was, in his own retrospective
estimation, written under the influence of J. S. Bach, whose music he had been studying
intensely. Another widely-cited source of influence, Beethoven’s “Eroica” Variations,
1

Dana Gooley has written about post-classical pianism in the Abegg Variations and Toccata, Op. 7, in
“Schumann and the Agencies of Improvisation,” Rethinking Schumann, eds. Roe-Min Kok and Laura
Tunbridge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 129-56. Gooley takes the term “post-classical”
from Jim Samson: “A world of post-classical concert music [was] firmly centered on the piano and
designed principally for performance in benefit concerts and salons. This was music designed to be
popular, and happy to accept its commodity status. Its basic ingredients were a bravura right-hand
figuration that took its impetus from the light-actioned Viennese and German pianos of the late
eighteenth century and a melodic idiom, associated in its early stages with English and French
instruments, that was rooted either in Italian opera, in folk music or in popular genres such as marches
(including funeral marches), dance pieces, pastorales or barcarolles.” Samson as quoted in Gooley,
“Schumann and the Agencies of Improvisation,” 153, n. 6.
Schumann’s reorientation away from post-classical pianism was doubtlessly steered by his growing
abandonment of virtuoso aspirations. By November 1832, he feared that his right middle finger had
become incorrigible. By “reorientation,” I do not imply a clean break, however. As a protracted
project bisected by Schumann’s pre- and post-hand injury selves, the Toccata reveals both virtuosic
and compositional ambitions through a combination of etude-like figuration with formal organization
derived from sonata form. See Stefania Neonato on this tension, “Irony and the Overcoming of
Mechanics in Schumann’s Toccata, Op. 7,” Keyboard Perspectives 3 (2010): 23-48. On his
idiosyncratic use of sonata form in the Toccata, see Joel Lester, “Robert Schumann and Sonata
Forms,” 19th-Century Music 18, no. 3 (Spring 1995): 189-210.
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Op. 35, went unremarked by Schumann himself. Finally, the most immediate point of
departure was acknowledged overtly in the title: Clara Wieck’s Romance variée, Op. 3.
The aim of this chapter is to illuminate some of the distinctive textures and
pianistic techniques that surface in the Impromptus. I argue that four-hand piano playing
(and its metaphorical manifestation, four-handedness) lurks in the background as a kind
of hub or point of access into Bachian and Beethovenian discourses, and as trace of the
real and imagined interactions at the piano in which Schumann engaged with Wieck.
Furthermore, the innere Stimme shapes the set’s variation processes in ways that both
build upon and depart from his models. The chapter unfolds in three cumulative passes
through the Impromptus. I begin with the more immediate biographical circumstances
and existing interpretations of the work’s relation to Clara. I then proceed to Robert’s
engagement with Bach and, finally, Beethoven. At each junction, four-handedness will
shed new light on the piece and what is known about it.

3.1

“Doppelgängercompositionen”: her Op. 3, his Op. 5
Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3, and Robert’s Impromptus on a Romance by Clara

Wieck, Op. 5, were published in quick succession in late July and August 1833,
respectively, and constitute the first public compositional collaboration between the
young composer-pianists. (His Op. 5 was timed to appear around her father’s birthday.)
Both are variation sets which famously share a theme, especially its melody, though it is
dressed differently in each (example 3.1). Because the title of Robert’s Impromptus
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gestures towards Clara’s Op. 3 as a preexisting work, this melody is traditionally
associated with her both in terms of authorship and musical persona. Scholars have
pointed out, however, that its first appearance is an incipit found in a diary entry by
Robert probably dating from late September 1830.2 It is thus unlikely that this material
originated with Clara, who began composing her Romance no earlier than 1831. Yet
nothing in the sources betrays a sense of ownership on his part. In fact, as we shall see in
the next chapter, utterances made by Clara over two decades later suggest in retrospect a
mutual understanding that this melody somehow “belonged” to her.3
The question of authorship acquires special significance because Robert’s Op. 5
has been construed as the musical representation of two specific people. This is a set of
variations that seems to be grounded on not one but two themes: the above-mentioned
melody and the bass line opening with descending fifths. Association of the former with
Clara has been accompanied by association of the latter with Robert. This bass line is
absent in her Romance, where a tonic pedal appears in its place. Like the melody, the
descending-fifths motive has a complex history. It was intertwined with Robert’s

2

Reproduced in this chapter as example 3.14 from Robert Schumann Tagebücher, ed. Georg Eismann
(Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1971), 1:321. The incipit appears with the more static
tonic pedal that also characterizes Clara’s rendition in her Op. 3. It is undated, but according to
Claudia Stevens Becker, Robert’s note “Von Paderborn n. Detmold” signals September 30, 1830. At
this point, he would not have returned to Leipzig (which he did in October) from his year in
Heidelberg to study piano with Friedrich Wieck. See her “A New Look at Schumann’s Impromptus,”
Musical Quarterly 67, no. 4 (1981): 570.
3

Of course, there remains the possibility that she played or sung the tune before it was ever recorded
in writing. Whether Clara or a male composer was the first to have a certain idea is an issue that rears
its head again in the next chapter with regards to a quotation of this very melody 20 years later in her
Op. 20 and Brahms’s Op. 9. It is under these later circumstances that she called this theme hers.
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contrapuntal exercises and the unfinished finale of his Symphony in G minor, in addition
to the Impromptus.
In Wolfgang Boetticher’s account, the bass line should take both chronological
and structural precedence due to its origins in Robert’s studies in counterpoint, while the
melody “unmistakably Clara’s property—serves decorative aims instead.”4 A hierarchy
of masculine-contrapuntal and feminine-decorative clearly underpins his discussion, even
though the above-noted incipit in Robert’s diary runs counter to his conflation of
functional and biographical attribution.5 Claudia Stevens Becker acknowledges the
chronology of the available sources; still, she interprets the two voices as signifiers for
Clara and Robert as a matter of compositional and aesthetic practice. She even carries the
process of personification further—too far in my view—by considering the inner voice
played by the right-hand thumb E-D-F-E to be a transposed B-A-C-H motive. This, she
proposes, is “an incipient ‘Raro’ figure, mediating between the personae of Robert and
Clara, one lustily earthbound, the other childishly lofty.”6

4

Wolfgang Boetticher, Robert Schumanns Klavierwerke: Neue biographische und textkritische
Untersuchungen, 1:138, my translation: “[U]nverkennbar Claras Eigentum—eher dekorativen
Zwecken dient.”
5

Becker believes that Boetticher does recognize the distinct possibility that the melody also originated
with Robert. I have been unable to locate her reference, however (Boetticher, Klavierwerke, 1:141).
Nevertheless, she senses a gender-driven desire to privilege the bass. See “A New Look at
Schumann’s Impromptus,” 517.
6

Becker, 577. Her hypothesis is made possible by a separate orchestral sketch containing both the
descending fifth bass line and B-A-C-H motive in the tenor. I find the many leaps needed to get from
B-A-C-H to E-D-F-E (transposition of the whole and alteration of the first semitone, not to mention
the assumption that the B-A-C-H motive in the orchestral sketch was intentional in this sense) are too
many to make her reading convincing. Her characterizations also strike me as too specific for the
amount of musical data available in the theme.
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John Daverio writes:
The work, after all, is the first in a long and impressive series of “Clara”
pieces, musical lyrics of personal experience intimately bound up with the
young woman destined to play a crucial role in Schumann’s life.
Schumann summons up Clara’s theme (in the second half of no. 1),
elaborates it (nos. 2-4), gradually converts it into a dreamy recollection (a
process culminating in no. 11), effaces it (for the bulk of the Finale), and
only at the last moment restores it as a fleeting reminiscence in the closing
measures of the piece. The composition, in other words, turns on the
transformation of Clara’s melody into a memory.7
Daverio does not identify the bass line with Robert, but he does regard the melody as
standing for Clara. His description introduces a temporal and processual aspect that he
does not pursue, but will feature prominently in this chapter. Cues from our protagonists’
diary entries and letters lead me to propose alternative ways to think of the personae and
duet dynamic described by the above commentators. Although I do not contest the
resonance of their interpretations, they strike me as relying on an overly representational
approach. They stem primarily from the perspective of composition, and from a view of
musical personae that equates them with fixed identities. In this regard, they are not far
removed from Eric Sams’s theory of ciphers, a theory that elsewhere Daverio takes pains
to problematize.8 Like Sams, Becker’s usage of personae maps identities onto pitch
structures and her transposed B-A-C-H motive is itself a cipher.
The duet dynamic suggested by the Impromptus can be reevaluated in more
performative terms through hitherto neglected details in the primary sources. I analyze
7

John Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald of a “New Poetic Age” (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997), 109.
8

See Daverio, “Schumann: Cryptographer or Pictographer?” in Crossing Paths: Schubert, Schumann,
and Brahms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 65-102.
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them not so much as representing identities, whether biographical or fictional personae,
but as bearing traces of various modes of interpersonal interaction. Much of the
composition’s affective meaning, I argue, resides in the act of performance at the
keyboard and the shared activities and knowledge that this act calls up. Both fourhandedness and the innere Stimme emerge as artistic conceits that can approximate the
experience of real-time musical collaboration.
After Clara’s Op. 3 appeared in print, she sent Robert an exemplar along with the
following letter dated August 1:
I am truly sorry that I have dedicated this modest piece to you, and I really
wish that I did not have to see these variations in print, but unfortunately I
have done it, and now it can’t be undone. I therefore apologize for the
enclosed. Your brilliant rendition of this little musical idea should make
up for my poor work, and I request herewith that you send it to me, as I
can hardly wait to hold it in my hands [or: become more familiar with it].
Incidentally, you will see from the title of my Romance that my
Doppelgänger has not been forgotten, even though I had not asked for it to
appear. Should this perhaps suggest to us that my Doppelgänger
compositions will hold some promise?9

9

Letter from Clara to Robert on August 1, 1833, in The Complete Correspondence of Clara and
Robert Schumann, ed. Eva Weissweiler, trans. Hildegard Fritsch and Ronald L. Crawford (New York:
Peter Lang, 1994), 7-8, with my edits in brackets. Original German in Schumann-Briefedition, Ser. 1,
Vol. 4, Pt. 1, 66-67 (Cologne: Dohr, 2012):
Sosehr, wie ich es bereue, Ihnen beifolgende Kleinigkeit dedicirt zu haben, und so
sehr wie ich wünschte, diese Variationen nicht gedruckt zu sehn, so ist das Uebel
doch nun einmal geschehen, und ist folglich nicht zu ändern. Deshalb bitte ich um
Verzeihung wegen des Beifolgenden. Ihre so geistreiche Bearbeitung dieses kleinen
musikalishen Gedankens soll die Meinige schlechte wieder gut machen, und somit
ersuche ich Sie denn um dieselbe, da ich dessen nähere Bekanntschaft kaum erwarten
kann. Sie werden übrigens auf den Titel dieser meiner Romanze bemerken, daß mein
Doppelgänger nicht vergessen ist, ohne daß ich ihn bestellt habe. Sollte dieß
vielleicht ahnden lassen, daß meine Doppelgängercompositionen mehr versprechen
werden?
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This was not the first time that the word “Doppelgänger” surfaced in their letters. Their
earliest surviving correspondence is a letter he drafted on January 16, 1832; that is, after
he had moved out of the Wieck household. The word appeared already here as if it were
part of their regular vocabulary: “During your absence I was in Arabia so that I could tell
lots of fairy tales that you might like—six new Doppelgänger stories, 101 charades, 8
humorous riddles and then some wonderfully scary robber stories and one about a white
ghost—oh, how I’m shaking with fright!”10 What the 21-year old Robert wrote to the 12year old Clara is indicative of their relationship at the time. He evidently relished playing
games with and telling stories to her and her siblings that involved mystery and
impersonation.11 His interactions with her were marked by sibling-like, as well as
flirtatious, playfulness.12
Clara’s coy “apology” may have well been written in the spirit of these ghostly
narratives they indulged in together. (The slightly fatalistic sounding “so ist das Uebel
doch nun einmal geschehen, und ist folglich nicht zu ändern” points towards such
narratives.) The plural form “Doppelgängercompositionen” implies that there are other
10

Letter from Robert to Clara on January 16, 1832, in The Complete Correspondence: “Ich war
während Ihrer Abwesenheit in Arabien um alle Mährchen zu erzählen, die Ihnen gefallen könnten—
sechs neue Doppelgängergeschichten, 101 Charaden, acht spaßhafte Räthsel u. dann die entsetzlich
schönen Räubergeschichten u. dann die vom weißen Geist—hu, hu! wie’s mich schüttelt!” This is the
date according to the recent Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 51. Weissweiler’s edition
states that it is “presumably” from January 11, 1833!
11

See, e.g., his diary entry from July 4, 1831, in Robert Schumann Tagebücher, 1:345-46. Berthold
Litzmann writes in connection with another letter featuring the term: “Diese und die folgenden
Anspielungen auf ‘Doppelgänger’ beziehen sich auf einen Scherz Schumanns, der den Wieckschen
Kindern—angeregt durch E. Th. Hoffmanns Erzählung—viel von seinem geheimnisvollen
Doppelgänger zu erzählen liebte; ein Scherz, den dann Clara für sich aufgriff.” See Litzmann, Clara
Schumann: Ein Künstlerleben (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1902), 1:64.
12

It is important to remember that all of this took place before they became involved in a serious
romantic relationship.
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works she considered as such, as if it almost denoted a type of composition for her. To
my knowledge, Boetticher is the only commentator to pick up on this reference in
connection with her Romance and his Impromptus.13 He observes that the Doppelgänger
idea appeared frequently in Robert’s diaries (without quoting specific passages) and links
it to the composer’s thematic borrowings as musical manifestations of romantic notions
of a divided self.14 Clara’s letter makes it clear that she was familiar with the Impromptus
prior to the publication of either of their sets; the shared undertaking on a shared theme
may have prompted her to call her Op. 3 a “Doppelgängercomposition.”15
Still, why Robert would see from her title that “my Doppelgänger has not been
forgotten” remains tantalizingly vague. If we regard “title” to be a shorthand for title
page, a glance at it (example 3.2) suggests on the one hand that she was referring to her
own name with its bisected light and dark colors (we shall see that in at least one letter to
Robert she signed off her name followed by “Doppelgänger”). On the other and more
likely scenario, she was simply referring to the dedication to Robert. Yet the question of
why she wrote this remark lingers, since she began the letter by stating explicitly “I have
13

Boetticher, 1:138. He errs, however, in conflating her letter quoted above from August 1 with a
letter from June 8, 1834, although both of them play upon the Doppelgänger idea.
14

He does not pursue this thread much further. Besides E. T. A. Hoffmann, Jean Paul Richter, who
coined the term, and Heinrich Heine were also potential and likely sources. The first known usage of
the term was actually spelled “Doppeltgänger” and appeared in Jean Paul’s Siebenkäs. There the
author’s footnote explains it as: “So heißen Leute, die sich selber sehen.” The phenomenon is thus
most closely associated with the sense of sight. See Paul Fleming, The Pleasures of Abandonment:
Jean Paul and the Life of Humor (Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2006), 126, for a definition
and clarification of “doppelgänger” vs. “doppeltgänger.”
15

Supporting this idea is a letter to Robert on July 13, 1833, where she mentions a certain
“Doppelgängerchor” in reference to “Scene fantastique: Ballet des revenants,” from Quatre pieces
charactéristiques, Op. 5. Materials from this piece also made it into one of his compositions, in this
case the first movement of his Piano Sonata in F sharp minor, Op. 11. See Schumann-Briefedition,
Ser. 1, Vol. 4, Pt. 1, 65-66.
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dedicated this modest piece to you.” It seems redundant to say the same thing twice, even
if one is in a straightforward, the other, in a roundabout manner. It is also curious that she
would refer to him in two modes in this letter, directly using pronouns (you, your) and
indirectly as her Doppelgänger.16
At any rate, she claimed that the Doppelgänger appeared without her awareness,
perhaps citing it as unsolicited evidence of his presence in her thoughts or of a complex
relationship to her authorship of the Romance.17 A possible interpretation is that she is
casting it as the work of her “double” rather than herself. If that double refers to Robert,
this has the potential to put a different spin on the view, expressed by Petra Schostak and
more recently Emily Green, that by “dropping” Clara’s name in the title of his Op. 5
Robert was deploying the better-known pianist’s reputation as an “ambassador” for his
work.18 In light of the tangled chronology of sources adumbrated above, Clara could be
obliquely acknowledging that the Romance theme arose with him, and that through
calculation or mutual consent, Robert would publish his Impromptus as being based on a
theme by her, hence effectively swapping compositional roles. Notwithstanding her
explicit reasons for apologizing for her Op. 3, she may be implicitly sorry that she used
16

According to Germanist Andrew Webber, such double-talk crops up in Doppelgänger stories in
various guises. See his Der Doppelgänger: Double Visions in German Literature (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1996), 3 and passim. Theodore Ziolkowski has warned, however, that Webber’s
claims that the Doppelgänger manifests itself in double-talk and other forms sometimes derive from
little more than wordplay. See Ziolkowski’s review of Webber’s book in Modern Philology 96, no. 2
(November 1998): 210.
17

There is, of course, the possibility that “title” does not refer to title page, but rather indeed simply
the title itself. In this case, the Doppelgänger could include other options, such as “Romance” or the
piano. These being objects rather than people or human projections, I find them less plausible.
18

Petra Schostak as paraphrased by Emily Green in “Between Text and Context: Schumann, Liszt,
and the Reception of Dedications,” Journal of Musicological Research 28, no. 4 (2009): 319.
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his theme and claimed it as her own, while he would publish his Op. 5 calling the theme
hers.
Probing further into their usage of the word opens up potentially fruitful lines of
inquiry. “Doppelgänger(in)” figures cropped up sporadically, but markedly, in their
letters at least until 1834. According to Berthold Litzmann, its use derived from the E. T.
A. Hofmann-inspired tales that Robert liked to tell the Wieck children.19 A particularly
striking example comes from the following letter, which he sent to her about two weeks
prior to her “apology” letter quoted above and captures something of his mode as
storyteller of “Doppelgängergeschichten”:
Since there is no chain of sparks to draw us together or even remind us of
one other, I have a mystical proposal. Tomorrow at exactly 11 o’clock, I’ll
play the adagio from Chopin’s Variations and will think intently, indeed
exclusively, of you. Now the request is that you do the same so that we
can see each other and meet in spirit. Our Doppelgänger would probably
meet above the small gate of the Thomaskirche. If there were a full moon,
I’d suggest it as a mirror to reflect my letter. I’m very much hoping for an
answer. If I don’t hear from you and a string breaks tomorrow at midnight,
it is I.20

19

See n. 11.

20

Letter from Robert to Clara on July 13, 1833, in The Complete Correspondence, 1:5. Original
German in Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 63-64:
Da jetzt durchaus keine Funkenkette uns an einander zieht oder erinnert so habe ich
einen sympathetischen Vorschlag gefaßt—diesen: ich spiele morgen Punct 11 Uhr
das Adagio aus Chopin’s Variationen und werde dabey sehr stark an Sie denken, ja
ausschließlich an Sie. Nun die Bitte, daß Sie dasselbe thun möchten, daß wir uns
geistig sehn und treffen. Der Punct würde wahrscheinlich über dem
Thomaspförtchen seyn, als wo sich unsere Doppelgänger begegnen. Wäre Vollmond,
so schlüge ich diesen als Briefspiegel vor. Ich hoffe sehr auf eine Antwort. Thun Sie
es nicht und es springt morgen in der zwölften Stunde eine Saite, so bin ich’s.
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The passage draws upon what must have been narrative tropes of the genre. The meeting
point, the late-night setting, the moon as reflector, a broken piano string all have an
ominous (or rather, mock-ominous) character, evoking the uncanny.21 Eva Weissweiler’s
English edition uses the word “mystical” to translate the German “sympathetischen.”
This seems to me unfortunate because sympathy is integral to the significance of Robert’s
proposal; the more general term “mystical” fails to capture the role of synchronicity for
spiritual communion. “Sympathetisch” in this sense is not common in modern German.
The recent Schumann Briefedition therefore provides a definition from the Grimm
dictionary: “geistig-seelisch mitempfindend, mitfühlend… in geheimer innerer
wechselbeziehung stehend.”22 Robert indicates two means through which he believes

21

Incidentally, certain connections to the Heine poem set by Franz Schubert as “Der Doppelgänger”
suggest themselves. Robert was acquainted with the source of the poem, Heine’s Buch der Lieder, and
may have been familiar with Schubert’s songs. (He encountered the poems by August 1828, according
to Robert Schumann Tagebücher, 1:123. Schubert’s Schwanengesang was first published in 1829, and
as an avid consumer of his published music, Robert could have known this collection as well.) For
example, the meeting point of the Thomaspforte was one of Leipzig’s pedestrian gates into the inner
city. “Der Doppelgänger” (and also “Die Stadt,” another Schubert setting of a Heine poem from the
same collection) thematizes the city and its borders as the locus where the lyric I grapples with a loved
one’s presence and absence, reality and phantasm. (For a psychoanalytical interpretation of the poem,
see Webber, Der Doppelgänger, 14-17.) A perhaps more specific connection is the role of the moon.
In the poem, the key line “Der Mond zeigt mir meine eigne Gestalt” refers to the moon not only as a
source of light at night, but insofar as it discloses the protagonist’s own image, it is reflective like a
mirror. In his proposal, too, Robert enjoins Clara to treat the full moon like a mirror.
22

Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 65. It is in this sense that the term appears in a diary
entry by Robert on July 26, 1831, which shows a fascination with the phenomenon. See Robert
Schumann Tagebücher, 1:357: “Früh kamen Knorr mit einem Wittenberger Studenten; später Juvenal
u. die medizinische Muse [Glock]. Es war ein eigner leiser Ton in uns, den ich nie so empfand; es war
als stünden unsere fünf Geister neben uns u. sähen uns reden. Florestan meinte: die Menschen übten
doch einen großen (moralischen) Einfluß, sympathetische Temperaments—Einwirkung auf einander;
große Ge[ister] müssen es in ihrer Gewalt haben, jede beliebige Gesellschaft in ihre Stimmung
versetzen zu können u. die Geister zu leiten. Eusebius versetzte (er bezog den großen Geist nicht auf
sich, denn bescheiden ist er), er habe es oft versucht, sich ganz u. ganz in das Wesen eines andern
beliebigen Menschen, dem er vielleicht gegenüber gesessen, ohne daß sich beyde ansahen,
hineinzudenken u. mit allen Seelenkräften sich in die andre zu verzweigen, alsbald habe der Andere
aufgesehen, das Interesse wäre stärker geworden pp; bey andern Menschen sey’s ihm nicht gelungen.”
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their sympathies may be activated and their Doppelgängers may meet: his letter and the
piano.
Thomas McCarthy has demonstrated the prevalence of sympathy as a regulative
principle in English romantic epistolary discourse through examples by Robert Burns,
Samuel Coleridge, and Percy Shelley.23 Despite the chronological and geographical
differences, his research offers relevant background here for Robert and Clara’s
correspondence. Several of his observations are pertinent to my discussion. First, physical
distance is the premise of sympathetic exchange, even as the goal of that exchange is
bridging said distance. This we have already witnessed in Robert’s letter, where the
absence of a “chain of sparks to draw us together or even remind us of one other” is the
occasion that gives rise to his “sympathetic proposal.” To ameliorate the separation of
space and time, interlocutors cultivated spontaneity in their tone, so that the other person
could be imagined as being present during the time of reading or writing.
Another way to bridge distance was to project the physical presence of the writer
onto the materiality of the letter itself. McCarthy quotes Shelley as writing to Elizabeth
Hitchener: “our souls can meet for these become embodied on paper.”24 We could draw
upon Clara and Robert’s private vocabulary and rephrase Shelley thus: “our souls can
Like his proposal to Clara, this passage is notable for its close juxtaposition of a desire for sympathetic
connection with the Doppelgänger idea, expressed here by the imaginary presence of the five
interlocutors’ spirits next to them. And the means by which Robert intuits the spirits’ presence is
auditory: “ein eigner leiser Ton.”
23

Thomas McCarthy, “Epistolary Intercourse: Sympathy and the English Romantic Letter,” European
Romantic Review 6, no. 2 (1996): 162-189. See also Grace Egan, “Corresponding Forms: Aspects of
the Eighteenth-Century Letter,” (PhD diss., Oxford University, 2015). I have not yet found
comparable studies of German epistolary discourse during the time in question.
24

Percy Shelley as quoted in McCarthy, 168.
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meet for our letters become our Doppelgänger.” In his proposal, Robert asks Clara to use
the full moon like a mirror for his letter; the reflected image would presumably be his
Doppelgänger at the Thomaspforte. A later exchange furnishes another example of such a
projection. In a letter she sent Robert for his 1834 birthday, Clara signed off her name in
a curious manner:
Dieser geistreiche, originelle und witzige Brief empfielt
Ihnen
in aller Langsamkeit
(Eiligkeit lieben Sie
nicht)
Ihre Freundinn
Clara Wieck.
Clara Wieck.
Doppelgänger.25
By writing out her name twice, she inscribed into the letter her real and Doppelgänger
selves. To this Robert replied in kind: “Ihr Brief waren Sie. Sie standen vor mir
sprechend, lachend, wie immer vom ernst in den Spaß springend, mit Schleiern spielend,
wie Diplomaten—kurz Clara war der Brief—die Doppelgängerinn.”26 Of note here is the
conflation of or transition from something disembodied (i.e. the materiality of the letter
but also Doppelgängers insofar as they are often linked with disembodiment) to
something that is live and active.

25

Letter from Clara to Robert on June 8, 1834, in Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 71.

26

Reply from Robert to Clara on July 10, 1834, ibid, 74.
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McCarthy repeatedly emphasizes the blurring of reader and writer roles. To
correspond in the spirit of sympathy is to consider reading as co-constitutive rather than
passive, as bestowed with a live and creative imagination. More specifically, “Romantic
letters enact a process by which the reader must fill not only textual gaps but also
psychological and emotional needs… The sympathetic reader whose presence is inherent
in every act of letter-writing becomes the one person able to ‘complete’ the letter.”27 The
image of gaps in need of completion recalls the concept of the innere Stimme. This
illusion of presence is partly sustained by the reader, who crafts a response as if it were
elicited in real-time when writing a letter in return. This latter point, that sympathy bring
about identical actions, comes particularly close to four-handedness: “The exchange of
letters, I would argue, gives graphic expression to the Romantic connection between lyric
and sympathy. The reader is ‘moved’ physically as well as emotionally: he puts his
response in writing, thereby enacting not only the same ‘mode of feeling’ but also the
same mode of behavior.”28
The letter is one of two avenues through which Robert suggests that he and Clara
can bifurcate into their real and Doppelgänger selves—the other is the piano. He
fantasizes that by coordinating musical actions upon it, by entering the same inputs at the
same time, a virtual space may open up where their doubles can meet. The keyboard thus
becomes an interface that can activate their point of entry into that space so that two
27

McCarthy, 164.

28

McCarthy, 170. In the line “und du singst, was ich gesungen” from Beethoven’s An die ferne
Geliebte, Op. 98, mirroring behavior is also a strategy for overcoming separation. On allusions to this
very song in the first movement of Robert’s Fantasy, Op. 17, including interpretations by Berthold
Hoeckner and William Kinderman, see Chapter 1.
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physically distant persons may engage. Conversely, Robert warns that their failure to
connect (or rather, her failure—the onus is on her) may result in a technological “glitch”
in the form of a broken string.
He asks that they play the same section of Chopin’s “Là ci darem la mano”
Variations, Op. 2, at the same time. This was a work by a composer who exemplified for
many contemporary reviewers “poetic virtuosity,” that is, a performative or
compositional feature that evinced interiority amid the brilliant style of post-classical
pianism and that appealed to Robert in part for this very reason.29 The theme of the
variations is, of course, a seduction duet from Mozart’s Don Giovanni between the Don
and Zerlina that sings about holding hands before going away together. The Adagio
section of the Chopin in particular provoked Robert to conjure up a suggestive scenario in
his diary that became more amorously vivid in his well-known review of the work
published in 1831:
The Adagio is in B flat minor, to be sure, but I can think of nothing more
appropriate. It seems to imply a moral admonition to the Don. It’s naughty,
of course, but also delightful that Leporello should be eavesdropping—
laughing and mocking from behind the bushes; that oboes and clarinets
should pour forth their charming seduction, and that B flat major, in full
bloom, should signal the first amorous kiss.30

29

Alexander Stefaniak identifies interiority as one way in which nineteenth-century critics elevated
virtuosity beyond physical labor and sensory experience. See his “Clara Schumann’s Interiorities and
the Cutting Edge of Popular Pianism,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 70, no. 3
(2017): 697-765.
30

The quoted excerpt from the published review translated by Henry Pleasants in Schumann on Music
(New York: Dover, 1988), 16. The version in his diary reads: “das Adagio zuredend, wild, moralisch
mahnend, Clarinetten u. Oboen üppig schwellend—die Pause sey der Fall der Unschuld.” Robert
Schumann Tagebücher, 1:351.
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In singling out this very section from Chopin’s Variations in his letter, the flirtatious
intent of Robert’s coded proposal to Clara becomes plain. The furtive excitement of his
invitation is magnified by the meeting point of the Thomaspforte, which was kept closed
at night.31 Furthermore, a scan through the score of the Adagio section (example 3.3)
reveals that the B flat major he cites is nowhere to be found. That is because what he is
referring to is presumably the resolution of the V7 on which the end of the variation
dangles, which is elided with the beginning of the following section, “Alla polaca.”
Picturing Robert and Clara carry out their respective sides of the bargain highlights that
the crucial moment of physical contact, “the kiss,” sits outside of the frame of the
Adagio. It is a resolution that is to be supplied by the players on the basis of prior
familiarity both with the composition and tonal syntax. The edge of the score,
tantalizingly perched on that V7 harmony, becomes a springboard for the imaginary
fulfillment of desire.32
To return finally to Robert’s Impromptus: in addition to the presence of two
personae standing for Clara and Robert (or their Doppelgängers) as observed by Becker
and others, I argue that the longing to establish sympathetic connections as expressed by
their letters inflects Op. 5’s textures in analogous ways. As we have seen from Robert’s
31

This information is from n. 6 for the quoted letter in Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 65.
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Daverio (and following him, Stephen Downes) “corrects” Robert by saying that he must be
referring to G flat major, not B flat major. See Daverio, Robert Schumann, 524, n. 103, and Downes
“Kierkegaard, a Kiss, and Schumann’s Fantasie,” 19th-Century Music 22, no. 3 (Spring 1999): 272. In
the diary entry quoted in n. 30, “der Fall der Unschuld” comes after the “Pause.” This statement is
then followed by a sentence about the finale. Likewise in the published review, his statement about the
kiss in B flat major is followed by a sentence about the finale. This indicates that he indeed meant B
flat major, which transpires after the fermata and elides with the beginning of the finale. Pending an
examination of autograph sources—which Daverio does not cite—his correction remains
unsubstantiated.
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proposal, penned at the height of his preparations for the Impromptus’ publication, he
aspired to take such connections into the musical realm. The proposal was, in effect, that
Clara and he engage in a form of four-handedness by playing a personally significant
piece and envisioning the other person doing the same thing at the same time only in
spatial separation. But this arrangement was in a sense an imperfect medium in that the
Chopin translates Mozart’s vocal duet into a piano-and-orchestra setting. While as a
whole it might therefore be understood to sublimate the operatic characters, it is difficult
to locate their personae in the piano vs. orchestra dynamics (Chopin was noted to play his
Op. 2 as a solo work) or within the piano part itself. The Impromptus “improved” upon
that setup by evoking duet dynamics within a composition for solo piano.
I propose an analogy between the activities of, on the one hand, the sympathetic
reading and writing of letters, and on the other, a single person simulating the experience
of four-hand playing. Each one of these activities is a solitary act that evokes two-way
communication. Each one thereby has a peculiar relationship to temporality and
completion: the moments of reading and writing a letter are in reality separated by time,
yet the lens of sympathy sustains the illusion that one is engaging with the other person in
the here and now. Letters are provisionally complete insofar as they begin and end, and
already contain within themselves a projection of their reply. Similarly, “fourhandedness” can be a strategy to sustain the illusion that the other person is there playing
simultaneously along. And even though that other person is not present, the music is
complete in that it is for a solo pianist. It is important that the point of reference be fourhand piano playing and not other types of duets, such as songs or violin duos. The piano
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was of course the instrument for Clara and Robert, and as McCarthy said with respect to
the epistolary discourse, it is important that sympathy yield the same mode of behavior.
Finally, no other medium of musical performance dramatizes the desire and risk of
sympathetic connection as much as four-hand piano playing.

3.2

Bach fugues four hands
“This evening I dashed through six Bach fugues with Clara at sight with four

hands. I gave the Dutch girl a gentle, sweet kiss, and when I came home around nine
o’clock I sat down at the piano and it was as though virtual [or: nothing but] flowers and
gods issued from my fingers, the idea poured forth so. That was the idea CF.GC.”33 This
entry from Robert’s diary is dated May 29, 1832, and often cited as relevant to the
Impromptus’ history, even though he wrote it a year before composing them.34 In the
intervening time, he returned to the descending-fifths idea in several of his contrapuntal
exercises before working it into the Impromptus and G-minor Symphony. Unfortunately,
Robert did not keep a diary in the year 1833, making this complex gestation hard to trace.

33

Robert’s diary entry on May 29, 1832, as translated in Becker, 577, with my edits in brackets:
“Abends riss ich mit Clara sechs Bacchische Fugen ab, vierhändig a vista prima. Der Holländischen
Maid gab ich einen leisen, schönen Kuss u. als ich nach Haus kam gegen neun Uhr, setzt’ ich mich
an’s Klavier u. mir war’s, als kämen lauter Blumen u. Götter aus den Fingern hervor, so strömte der
Gedanke auch fort. Das war der Gedanke CF.GC.” The translation of the word “lauter” as “virtual”
strays from the original gist.
34

See, e.g., Eismann’s note in Robert Schumann Tagebücher, 1:470, n. 420; Margit L. McCorkle in
Robert Schumann neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke: Thematisch-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis
(Mainz: Schott, 2003), 18; and Daverio, Robert Schumann, 100 and 108.
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But he later noted that the Impromptus were a result of the stimulation generated by his
study of Bach.35
Scholarly attention to the above diary entry focuses primarily on the influence of
Bachian counterpoint. Daverio points to the Impromptus’ “contrapuntal gamesmanship,”
“invertible counterpoint,” and “migrating cantus firmus” as evidence of “the spirit of
Bach.”36 Of equal importance for me, however, is the act of four-hand piano playing as a
means through which Robert and Clara accessed and absorbed musical knowledge.
Creative endeavors could in turn be colored by this experience; his improvisations on the
C-F-G-C idea—literal impromptus—may well have drawn on the sounds and sensations
lingering in his memory from the sight-reading session earlier that evening.
Playing Bach four hands was not an uncommon practice in the early nineteenth
century. In England, for instance, the tireless organist and Bach advocate Samuel Wesley
performed multiple times at the home of Charles Burney.37 There he rendered at least one
violin sonata as four-hand piano music (even though he could play the violin) with
organist Benjamin Jacob in 1809 and the Goldberg Variations on two pianos with
Vincent Novello in 1810. This carried over into more public performance contexts:
Novello and Wesley often played fugues from The Well-Tempered Clavier

35

He wrote in his Musikalischen Lebenslauf bis 1833 (D-Zsch 4871-VII/B1-A3): “Die meiste Zeit
[1831-33] beschäftigte ich mich mit Bach; auch solcher Anregung entstanden die Impromptus op. 5,
die mehr auf eine neue Form zu variiren angesehen werden mögen.”
36

Daverio, 108. By “migrating cantus firmus” he appears to simply mean that the Romanza melody is
in the tenor voice in the fourth and eighth impromptus.
37

For a recent account of this history, see Matthew Dirst, Engaging Bach: The Keyboard Legacy from
Marpurg to Mendelssohn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 129 ff.
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“extemporaneously for four hands, as a last Voluntary”38 to conclude Sunday services at
the Portuguese Embassy Chapel in London, where Novello worked as organist. From
1810 to 1812, “anthology concert” programs at Hanover Square featured Bach’s trio
sonatas for organ played as duets.
Closer to home but somewhat later, in 1842 Schott published a four-hand
arrangement of The Well-Tempered Clavier by Henri Bertini,39 a composer and pianist
whose works and etudes Robert reviewed several times for the Neue Zeitschrift für
Musik. Anonymous reviewers of this arrangement in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung
and The Musical World commended it for alleviating the original’s difficulties without
very substantial alterations.40 Both reviews were part of a long-running discussion about
the challenges, foreignness, accessibility, and suitability of Bach’s keyboard works for
contemporary, especially amateur, pianists. (The topic had been significantly fueled by
Carl Czerny’s controversial editions of this oeuvre that began to appear in 1837.)41

38

Novello as quoted by Dirst, 136, n. 71.
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Le Clavier bien tempéré I collection des préludes et fugues de Jean Sébastien Bach arrangées pour
le piano à quatre mains par Henri Bertini jeune, ed. James L. Bailey (2007), IMSLP, last accessed
November 5, 2019; http://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/4/49/IMSLP172774-WIMA.6d27wtc1sco.pdf.
40

Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 44, no. 16 (April 20, 1842): 335 ff.; The Musical World 20,
no. 1 (January 2, 1845): 5. That the reviewers considered it to remain close to Bach’s text is
somewhat surprising. Bertini allowed himself a more liberal approach in the preludes especially
through doublings, reconfigured hand gestures, and occasional countermelodies.
41

For more context, see Dirst, 157 ff., and Yo Tomita, “‘Most Ingenious, Most Learned, and yet
Practicable Work’: The English Reception of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier in the First Half of the
Nineteenth Century seen through the Editions Published in London,” in The Piano in NineteenthCentury British Culture, eds. Therese Ellsworth and Susan Wollenberg (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007),
33-68.
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Bertini’s arrangement thus likely responded to a general need; it may even have largely
recorded in paper what existed as an unspoken pedagogical practice.
To return to Robert’s diary entry, we cannot determine which Bach fugues he and
Clara sight-read four hands on that evening in 1832. But if we think through what that
would have entailed, two related variables immediately present themselves: the score
format from which they could have played and how they would have negotiated the
distribution of parts. Pieces that were “pre-packaged” for four-hand piano playing were
printed in the familiar format of secondo on the verso and primo on the recto side of a
volume. The task of distributing the parts has therefore already been done. Playing fugues
four hands, however, is a sophisticated exercise, which can quickly reach an impasse.
The pianists would have had to negotiate the distribution of contrapuntal voices, of which
the middle ones in particular may have given rise to spontaneous judgment calls or
discussions about their musical continuity and physical disposition.
If the fugues were drawn from The Well-Tempered Clavier—a very likely source,
considering its centrality to both of their studies at the time42—they would have had to
divide and follow their parts through a two-stave system. The arrangement by Bertini

42

See, e.g., the following entries in Robert Schumann Tagebücher:

April 20, 1832: “Zergliederung der Bacchischen Fugen,” 1:379.
May 24, 1832. “Clara [Wieck] spielte mir die zweite Fuge von Bach vor, deutlich u. klar u. im
schönen Farbenspiel. Ueberhaupt (je) die Fuge, in der man lebendiges Colorit anbringen kann, ist kein
Kunststük mehr, sondern ein Kunstwerk.” 1:396.
May 28, 1832: “Zur Bacchischen Fuge, die Clara [Wieck] spielen mußte, waren die Rechten nicht da,”
1:399. This is in reference to a soiree that took place in the Wieck house on the day before Robert and
Clara sight-read Bach fugues four hands. Eventually, the C#-minor prelude and fugue from book I
became a staple of her repertoire.
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may capture something about Robert and Clara’s sight-reading session; his (prepared)
solutions may bear traces of the issues and possibilities they could have encountered.
Generally speaking, Bertini’s approach ranges from close adherence to the Bach text
(with the exception of abundant articulation and dynamic marks) to freer adaptations that
take advantage of the extra pair of hands. At times he adheres so closely, in fact, that his
“arrangement” looks almost exactly the same as the two-hand version. Such is the case
with the first prelude in C major shown in example 3.4. That it retains its two-handed self
derives from an intrinsic feature of Bach’s prelude: its improvisatory figuration is very
much for a single player at the keyboard and, without substantial recomposition, its
potential to be set as a four-hand duet is nil.
Some arrangements of pieces comprising two voices also look almost the same as
their counterparts, yet bear a crucial difference. The E-minor fugue and F#-major prelude
from book I (see example 3.5) are printed in two-stave systems and seem to be mere
reprints of the two-hand versions. Prefacing each staff, however, are the words “primo”
and “secondo,” soliciting each player to take charge of what is originally the part of one
hand. Which hand the players should use is left to their discretion. The point I want to
stress is that these examples further corroborate the notion of four-handedness by
crystallizing in a public, published medium that nineteenth-century musicians readily
imposed the presence of two pianists onto a score for solo piano, in this case specifically
through a splintered mode of reading that ascribes one staff to one player and the other
staff to the other. Bertini’s arrangements not only trace the score-reading mode that
Robert and Clara may have engaged in as they sight-read Bach fugues, they present
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indirect evidence for that mode as a widespread musical practice among colleagues,
friends, and relatives in private contexts.
Four-voice fugues can also be approached as extensions of the above principle.
The first one in C major, for instance, receives a one-to-one map of voice to hand;43 the
only changes are the doubled or lowered pedal points in mm. 21-22 and 24 ff., and the
fuller voicing of the last chord (see example 3.6). Such reinforcements, which Bertini
applies more liberally in other preludes and fugues, begin to expand or take this music
beyond the realm of two-hands. The bass of the fugue in C minor is doubled in octaves
throughout the last seven measures (see example 3.7) including the theme’s last
statement. This registers the burgeoning desire in the nineteenth century to amplify
Bach’s music in accordance with currently available pianistic resources and
approximations of organ sounds.44
There are passages, however, where a straightforward mapping of voice to hand
would prove too cumbersome. Book 1’s B-minor fugue, for example, features an angular
and chromatic subject that presents obstacles akin to those posed by Beethoven’s Große
Fuge arrangement discussed in Chapter 2. Example 3.8 shows mm. 21-24 in Bach’s two43

Indeed, it is as if two pianists played in this way the Henle edition of this fugue. This modern
edition already takes into consideration variables like voice leading and hand distribution in its
presentation. In the case of this particular fugue, with the exception of only a few measures like 15-16,
each staff neatly carries two voices. There is minimal contrapuntal crossover between upper and lower
staves.
44

As is well known, Felix Mendelssohn described his approach to Bach’s keyboard works in a letter
to Fanny on November 14, 1840: “Ich erlaube mir n¨mmlich die Freiheit sie mit allen moglichen
Crescendos und pianos und ff’s zu machen, Pedal versteht sich, und dazu die Baßnoten zu
verdoppeln… Die Leute schwören das sei gerade so schön wie Thalberg, oder noch besser. Zeig aber
dies Recept Niemanden, es ist ein Geheimniß, wie alle Hausmittelchen.” Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy: Sämtliche Briefe (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2013), 7:331-32.
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hand and Bertini’s four-hand versions. This is one of those thorny passages where voices
cross each other within a single hand. Due to the subject’s leaps, it shifts several times
from the inner to the outer portions of the right hand, challenging the player not only to
maintain the integrity of this voice, but perhaps even more so to follow the stepwise
descent from C#5 to F#4, obscured by the unintuitive fingering required to be able to play
both lines. Equipped with more hands, Bertini can set this passage comfortably for the
primo. Yet he splits both the subject and stepwise descent between the hands, rather than
crossing the hands to retain the allocation of voice to hand. I find that his solution does
not address the difficulties of the Bach, but replaces old obstacles with new ones, as the
leap from slurred pair to slurred pair loses its musical tension.45
The fragmentation of the subject comes to a head at the conclusion of the fugue
shown in example 3.9. Its final appearance is initiated by the secondo’s right hand,
followed by the primo’s right hand, passed on to the primo’s left hand, and back to the
primo’s right hand!46 It must be such passages that prompted the reviewer from the
Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung to bemoan: “Ein besonderes Vergnügen beim Spielen
solcher Musikstücks ist es, den Gang der Stimmen auch mit dem Auge zu verfolgen, was
bei einer vierhändigen Bearbeitung zum Theil wegfallen muss, da die eine Partie oft der
Bequemlichkeit wegen den Gang einer Stimme der zweiten Partie aufgreift, um ihn zu
45

A different peculiarity arises in m. 24. The half note G#4 resolves upward to A. In performance, this
G# must be struck again as part of the 16th-note countersubject. Bertini resorts to convoluted notation
to remind the primo player to hold this note (further affirmed by the tenuto marking). In the process,
he obscures the voice leading.
46

Actually, the C-A#-B succession on top of m. 75 is only a “phantom” continuation of the theme,
since it follows upon the tied C# from the previous measure, and the theme itself seems to pause
before descending to D.
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vollenden.”47 Although this is an extreme instance of fragmentation, Robert and Clara
would have had to confront the issue to a certain degree when sight-reading fugues
together. Such instances could have well prompted analytical conversations where they
clarify for themselves how one player continues the other’s line and vice versa.
Moreover, had they been following their parts in accordance with voice leading, the
primo’s left hand and secondo’s right hand would have had to briefly collide as the primo
reached for the B3 in the theme’s peroration.
Bertini privileged comfort and avoided hand crossings in the B-minor fugue, even
if they could assist the apprehension and performance of voice leading. Yet he did deploy
hand crossing in a remarkable way in book I’s prelude in C sharp minor (example 3.10).
He forfeited the readily available option of allocating the beginning of the melody to the
primo. As a result, it is the primo’s left hand that enacts the imitation in the lower register
in m. 2, so that the players’ arms interlock just like the Schubert Rondo in Chapter 2. The
prelude’s plaintive affect and call-and-response appear to have prompted his decision;
Bertini further emphasizes the duet dynamic by adding countermelodies in mm.15 and
17. We have seen that interlocking arms became an emblem for close relationships in
four-handed discourse during the nineteenth century; Robert and Clara too may have
playfully attempted it. Overall, however, the act of squeezing in two players into this
music means that each player’s territory is compressed, leading to frequent contact, if not
necessarily crossing, between the primo’s left and secondo’s right hands, and even more
so between each player’s two hands.
47

Anonymous review, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 44, no. 16 (April 20, 1842): 336-37.
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I would like to indulge in a brief excursus here about Bach’s The Art of Fugue:
though a less likely candidate than The Well-Tempered Clavier, Robert and Clara may
nevertheless have sight-read parts from it, perhaps as published in Hans Georg Nägeli’s
1802 edition. Example 3.11 reproduces the beginning of the first fugue. The pianists
would have had the option of reading from the open score (but with old clefs) or from a
keyboard, two-stave system.48 In the former, the dissection of the voices would have been
done for them, but the hand choreography may have presented more surprises than the
keyboard score because of all the different clefs. Reading from the keyboard score, the
primo player might have taken the upper staff and the secondo the lower staff, but
questions soon arise from the way it has been laid out. At m. 6, the countersubject looks
cut off because it has suddenly and momentarily shifted to the lower staff (probably due
to printing restrictions like space between the staves and the number of ledger lines).
Dealing with this in a four-hand context would have already entailed an analytical
exercise. This is of course an obvious example which players may dispense with easily
by deciding that the player who begins will assume responsibility for the first two subject
entries and the second player for the latter two. But more complex manifestations of the
same issue abound.
If this edition supplied a notation that synthesized the input of four individual
voices in old clefs and was realizable at the keyboard, Robert undertook exactly the
opposite activity in the early 1830s while copying fugues from book I of The Well-

48
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Tempered Clavier. Example 3.12 reproduces incipits from these. In the C-minor fugue,
he wrote out each of its three voices in a separate staff using treble or bass clef. He then
wrote it out again underneath, but this time using one of the old clefs. (He also furnished
an “imaginary continuo.”) In doing so, he was unwittingly following Wesley’s prefatory
comments to his English edition of The Well-Tempered Clavier from 1810, where the
organist advised writing out the fugues in open score and using that as an opportunity to
practice reading old clefs.49 The next fugues Robert copied, in C major and C# major
(unfinished), he wrote out using old clefs from the outset, having presumably gained
sufficient fluency. This exercise recalls Mozart’s well-known transcriptions of select
fugues from book II of The Well-Tempered Clavier and The Art of Fugue for string trios
and quartets. As Matthew Dirst remarks, because a single player mostly assumes the
responsibility for a single voice, these transcriptions not only reveal Mozart’s desire for
textural clarity in general and distinctly marked entries, but each voice becomes fully and
organically embodied.50
For Dirst, this desire for clarity seeps into Czerny’s 1837 edition of The WellTempered Clavier, which provides fingerings for the express purpose of bringing out the
independence of the voices. Czerny returned to the topic of fugue performance on the
piano in a later publication, writing: “as often as the principal subject recurs, and
especially when it forms an inner part, it must be struck louder than the parts which
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accompany it.”51 Dirst reminds us that Robert held a less academic stance and in fact
publicly groaned about Czerny’s edition that “nothing can be more tiresome or contrary
to the meaning of Bach than to drone out his fugues or to restrict one’s representation of
his creations to a mere emphasis on the successive entries of the principal theme.”52 This
is notwithstanding the fact that he liked to mark the entrances in his own print copies of
Bach fugues. And the copies in example 3.12 represent an exercise in analysis and
musicianship; unlike Mozart’s transcriptions, they do not necessarily correspond to a
personal approach to playing Bach that privileges clarity of voice leading.
As the Czerny quote above intimates, it is the inner voices that suffer the most
from the relation between the horizontal layout of the keyboard and the physiological
property that funnels most of the weight of the arms to the outer sides of the hands.53 It is
also the inner voices that bear the brunt of the repercussions of converting a score from
open to keyboard or vice versa. Surrounded by other voices both in terms of register and
physical configuration, their integrity suffers as they have to be split between the hands,
and as they wind their serpentine way between the upper and lower staves of a keyboard
score. I doubt this concerned Robert as much as it did Czerny; quite the contrary, it must
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have presented heightened opportunities for his sonic imagination. The innere Stimme of
his Humoreske, Op. 20, for instance, is unsounded.
And with that, let us finally return to our starting point, Robert and Clara’s sightreading session. To work on any fugue, let alone one by Bach, entails a steep learning
curve during much of which a solo pianist is mostly occupied managing all the notes,
with the subtle pedaling, silent finger transfers, and other physical contortions involved.
It is only after many of the choreographic kinks have been worked out that the soloist
begins to gain command of the moment-to-moment and longer-range processing of the
counterpoint. Playing Bach four hands as Robert and Clara (and many others) did could
have enabled a swifter apprehension and performance, and an expanded “cognitive
radius” of the whole, where each player might be able to keep track of the current phrase
trajectories of one or two voices at once. This would have been particularly helpful to
Robert at a time when his right hand was severely compromised. The player could listen
and relish much more of the note-to-note and horizontal continuation of the voices under
his or her jurisdiction.
Yet while playing four hands, this cognitive radius struggles to encompass the
totality of the texture because so much of the music is not under a single player’s control
but depends on the other person. In this sense, four-hand piano playing cannot quite lend
the same satisfaction and ability to shape the whole in the way a long-practiced solo
performance does. Nowhere is this more evident than in the inner voices, which (as
previously explained) are often split between the secondo’s right hand and primo’s left
hand, so that the players cannot feel them as organic gestures. These already fuzzy areas
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become sensitive points of transfer as one person must entrust to another the continuation
of his or her voice.
In what follows, I offer a preliminary look at Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus through
the prism of our hypothetical reconstruction of the issues that come up when playing four
hands counterpoint that is designed for two hands. I hope to show that they sometimes
invoke the presence of an added agency or pair of hands to expand the explorations of
doubleness beyond the mapping of Clara and Robert’s personae to melody and bass line.
I should clarify at the outset that I will base my discussion primarily on the 1833 version
of the Impromptus. Because the 1850 version postdates the context I have been
reconstructing thus far, I will not refer to it except for occasional comparisons.
Skipping the introductory bass line for the moment, Robert’s version of the
Romanza (see example 3.1) displays a peculiar distribution of voices. The right hand
stretches to a ninth at mm. 2, 6, 14, and 15 (I have chosen to restart the measure numbers
with the onset of the Romanza and each variation for convenience). The left hand has an
even more onerous task: mm. 2-3 (and the corresponding mm. 14-15) call for two tenths
in succession leading to Cs spanning two octaves at mm. 14 and 16. This is not only wide
but unrealistic spacing. Only the middle section (mm. 9-12) of this little rounded binary
form sits within a more comfortable range for the hands. Otherwise, the left hand makes
for a somewhat clunky performance, and the resulting broken simultaneities evoke the
asynchronies that typically characterize four-hand piano playing. Redistributing the
voices between the hands is not possible the way these measures have been written.
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Setting this awkwardness into relief is the sparseness of the texture. There are
contexts where such wide intervals can appear at home, especially when accompanied by
arpeggiation or pedal markings, which would set the context more obviously within piano
writing. Here the composer does provide pedal marks in just two spots, precisely where
the left hand must manage a two-octave span. Yet the Romanza’s texture suggests fourpart rather than piano writing, a feature that Schumann clarified as he revised the
Impromptus in 1850. As seen in example 3.13, he “cleaned it up” so that it is strictly in
four parts. One could thus infer that the spacings in the 1833 version of the Romanza are
motivated by voice-leading concerns. The tenor voice must ascend stepwise from G3 to
C4 to present smooth voice leading. And if the beginning of the bass line is to be built
upon a sequence of descending fifths, then the C in m. 4 must be an octave lower.54
As I have already mentioned, the descending fifths idea had a history that was
independent from the Romanza’s melody. The former appeared in numerous contrapuntal
studies.55 The earliest source for the latter is, as stated above, an entry in Robert’s diary
likely from September 1830.56 The bass line supporting the melody here is a tonic pedal,
which is how it appears in Clara’s Romance variée as well. (Compare example 3.14 with
54
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example 3.1 again.) Assuming that she based her composition (which Nancy Reich dates
from 1831-33) on his music, the bass’ tonic pedal, the G5 melodic peak in m. 3, and the
E-F-F-E alto voice suggest that her rendition was based on the version of that diary entry.
A different source for just the melody is captured in Skizzenbuch I and given here
as example 3.15. This sketch is undated; adjacent materials seem to situate it sometime
during the year 1832. Although the key is B major, the upper staff can be easily traced to
the Romanza melody due to its intervallic, contour, and rhythmic relationships. Like the
1830 diary entry, it is only four bars long and is unremarkable at first sight. Yet closer
inspection reveals intriguing thought-processes. The lower staff is at once an inversion
and permutation of the upper staff: the first and last measures invert the B major triad,
and the two measures in the middle are switched. Somewhat less obvious is that the
middle two bars also exhibit inversional thinking: beyond their switched order, C#6 acts
as an axis of symmetry that places G#5 and F#6 in inversional relationship. The same
could be said for B#5 and D#6. Since the lower staff does not feature a key signature, it is
unclear whether the B in m. 3 is sharp or natural. B is presumably sharp for tonal
accommodation, i.e. to imply an underlying G# dominant seventh. Whether this sketch
simply records an abstract exploration or was intended for a composition, I argue that it
reflects a concern with the musical representation of duality, here realized by mirror
images along both horizontal (sequence) and vertical (inversion) axes.
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Charles Rosen writes that the first variation (or second impromptu, as per the
first edition) “reveals Schumann at his most personal.”57 He ascribes this largely to its
rather curious notation, which asks for or records something that is physically impossible
at the piano (shown in example 3.16). The accent marks are placed above a tied chord,
that is, at a moment when the chord has been sounding, and little further can be done to
manipulate its decay. (These accent marks are missing from the 1850 version.) It is
precisely at this point that the bass moves, however, turning this chord into a suspension
against the new bass. This impromptu does not feature the Romanza’s intervals that
exceed the range of a pianist’s hand. But the slurred octaves in the left hand would be
managed more easily if a secondo player in a four-handed duet were to take them with
both hands. (Indeed, they recall the many instances in Bertini’s four-hand arrangement of
Bach fugues where an extra available pair of hands prompts him to reinforce a statement
of the subject, especially late in a fugue.) A solo player would have to perform a
sophisticated coordination of attack, release, and pedaling given these octaves’ coming
in-and-out of phase with the right-hand in terms of consonance and dissonance. Of
course, to say that a passage requiring one hand to play a series of octaves would benefit
from being split between two hands might be stating the obvious in many instances. But
the bass’ shake at m. 11 crystallizes the difficulty in a way that takes the context outside
of solo piano music.
The third impromptu, reproduced in its entirety in example 3.17, evokes
multiple agencies in yet other ways. Each staff is written with a different meter, 6/8 for
57
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the left hand and 2/4 for the right. Perhaps Schumann wished to simplify the notation by
avoiding triplets in 2/4 or duplets in 6/8. The net result is that of a heightened
independence between the right- and left-hand staves, as if they were overlapping but
discrete strata, or as if there were two players reading the score of one of Bertini’s twopart arrangements. Within the left-hand part there are three layers of activity, each
suggesting its own rhythmic inflection: the bass melody in dotted halves, the syncopated
dyads, and the eighth-plus-quarter melodic snippets. Collectively, they interlock to create
a three-dimensional 6/8 texture. Schumann significantly altered precisely this aspect
when he revised the impromptu in 1850. Example 3.18 shows that he rewrote the left
hand’s rhythmic notation while retaining the same pitch content and meter. In this
version, the eighth-note beaming subsumes the syncopated dyads under the rolling 6/8
lilt, nearly merging them with the eighth-plus-quarter countermelody. Further weakening
the independent syncopated energy of the dyads is that they are no longer to be held as
the rather laborious ties in the 1833 version would seem to indicate.
The difference between 1833 and 1850 versions of this left-hand passage bring to
mind the divergences between Czerny and Mendelssohn’s notation of a similar passage in
their four-hand arrangements of Mendelssohn’s Venetian Gondola Song, Op. 62, no. 5.
The left-hand part in the two-hand original displays performance challenges that are
comparable to the left-hand part of Robert’s third impromptu. (Compare example 2.13a
with examples 3.17 and 3.18.) Both of them entail wide leaps to negotiate between the
bass line and upper dyads. As we saw in a previous chapter, Czerny and Mendelssohn
took alternate paths when setting this for a secondo player. (The incipits are reproduced
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in examples 2.13b and 2.13c.) I argued that Czerny paints a more static, impressionistic
backdrop in part because it minimizes the effect of the syncopation. Mendelssohn, by
comparison, invites more active participation and interaction with the primo part.
Although the analogy with Robert’s third impromptu is not exact (the syncopation is at
the upper-dyad rather than bass-line layer), the different rhythmic inflections of its two
versions echo those of Czerny and Mendelssohn’s four-hand arrangements.
I will return to Op. 5’s overarching progression from its beginning through the
third impromptu in connection with Beethoven’s so-called “Eroica” Variations, Op. 35.
First, however, some words on the fourth impromptu (excised in 1850): the right hand
must negotiate two lines that are out of phase with each other (see example 3.19). The
end of one unit is the start of another, and the dyads resulting from their coincidence
makes it hard to shape the endpoints. Shaping these endpoints is integral because each of
their appearances in the first four bars constitutes the resolution of neighbor notes or
suspensions.58 Somewhat unsurprisingly, such writing appears to have been inspired by
Bach. If we revisit the B-minor fugue from the Well-Tempered Clavier discussed above,
we find a related passage in mm. 19-20, a sequence with two chains of suspensions in the
right hand where the resolution of one suspension coincides with the peak of suspension
in the other. Like the Romanza, this impromptu also features consecutive wide spacings
in the left hand and additionally involves voice-leading motivated hand crossing in mm.
10-11.
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3.3

The model of Beethoven
From early in their reception, the Op. 5 Impromptus were perceived to be

significantly modeled on Beethoven’s so-called “Eroica” Variations, Op. 35. Already in
1837, Liszt, in his review for the Gazette musicale of early Schumann publications,
wrote: “As a whole, the impromptu [sic], to a certain degree, ranks among those
compositions that belong to the family of variations that were patterned after Beethoven’s
E-flat Major Variations, which is based on a theme from his own Eroica Symphony.”59
The truth is that we do not know whether Schumann was acquainted with the variations
for piano by 1833. Bodo Bischoff’s authoritative study of his engagement with
Beethoven has pointed out a surprisingly meager exposure to his piano music through
1832. There is, however, one composition of immediate relevance that we know he did
study: the Eroica Symphony in a four-hand arrangement.60
Nevertheless, the reception history inaugurated by Liszt has remained
unchallenged. Indeed, in Rosen’s and Daverio’s commentaries, they take the
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indebtedness somewhat for granted. Rosen remarks on the basis of Op. 5’s lone bass line
introduction and the culminating fugue whose subject is this introductory bass:
“Schumann’s imitation is so uncharacteristically servile that we must assume he
expected us to notice the model.”61 Daverio similarly pins the influence to an opening
structured around a “double theme” and the fugue that ends the set: “both begin with the
bass theme alone (followed, in Beethoven’s case, with three contrapuntal variations),
proceed with the introduction of the melodic theme and an extended series of variations,
and close with an impressive fugal finale.”62 These observations hold regardless of
whether the comparison is drawn with the variations for piano or the finale of the
symphony.
To elaborate on Rosen and Daverio’s observations, the opening of Beethoven’s
Op. 35 imports into the variation genre the “form as process” that characterizes many of
his middle-period sonata-form movements.63 After starting with the bass alone (which is
reinforced by the two hands playing across three octaves) the texture grows incrementally
as cued by the a due, a tre, and a quattro markings. A due adds a countermelody against
the bass (now in single notes). A tre appears to be mostly in two parts, but the left hand
itself traverses two distinct voices that are separated by register, causing it to cross above
and below the right hand and perform a call-and response dynamic. A quattro not only
brings an enriched texture but also increased rhythmic activity. As Christopher Reynolds
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argues, this additive process (at one stage worked out in open-score format in one of his
sketchbooks, somewhat unusual for Beethoven) reflects the Fuxian tradition of
contrapuntal study that proceeds cumulatively from two to three to four parts.64
Example 3.20 further visualizes that this layering is combined with a
progressively upward shift of the bass line’s register. After ascending one octave at a
time, the long-delayed fully-fledged theme finally arrives when the register of the bass
line meets that of the melody.65 The bass and melody (the two components of Daverio’s
“double-theme”) are thereby engaged in a “process of becoming” with the “Thema”
marking its end. The Thema is staged as a moment of clarification; the growing
cacophony of polyphonic accretion gives way to a distilled melody and accompaniment
in an easy-to-follow contredanse rhythm. Thus, Beethoven’s opening is not only
processual but also incorporates a clear and linear teleology. After the structural
downbeat of the Thema’s arrival, the variations formally commence with the melody’s
rhythmic diminution typical of classical variations.66 This paves the way for my
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discussion, which extends and revises the role of the “Eroica” in Schumann’s
Impromptus. While it was indeed a model in crucial respects, they chart a trajectory that
is many ways antithetical to the teleology of Beethoven’s Variations.
Daverio’s parenthetical mention of the “Eroica’s” contrapuntal variations implies
that their procedures were not a point of reference for the Impromptus. Indeed, if they
had been, a terraced process would have bridged the initial statement of the bass and the
Romanza’s melodic theme. Subjecting the roughly four-part texture of the Romanza to
the transition of Beethoven’s intermediary variations would produce something
resembling example 3.21 (for clarity of demonstration, I illustrate this with the “cleaned
up” voice leading in the 1850 version). This scenario lends the onset of Clara’s melody
the status of a delayed structural downbeat in an analogous fashion to the onset of the
Thema in Beethoven’s Variations, imparting a teleological, upbeat-downbeat relation to
bass line and melody. To harken back to my earlier discussion about the uncommonly
wide spacing of the intervals here, this process could have been carried out by two
persons, with each player assuming responsibility for one staff.
Perhaps this is indeed one of the modes of engaging with the Romanza that was
available to Robert and Clara on the basis of their private musical practices. It is a mode
that would have to a certain extent echoed their playing as they sight-read Bach fugues
four hands, each voice entering one at a time with the fugal subject, and may have well
overlapped with the improvisations upon the C-F-G-C idea that Robert pursued that
evening. While highly suggestive and extremely satisfying as a performance approach to
the Romanza, however, we must contend with the reality that, for reasons that we shall
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never know, this is not the form in which Op. 5 ultimately appeared in print. And yet, I
propose that the “Eroica’s” influence extends beyond what Rosen and Daverio have
recognized to include the contrapuntal variations, albeit at a different moment and to a
completely different effect. To see why, we will need to retrace some of the steps
traversed above by our analytical observations about the first three impromptus now with
the Beethovenian model in mind.
After the presentation of the Romanza, impromptus 2, 3, and 4 (numbers
according to the 1833 version) invoke the classical diminution principle by exhibiting
progressively smaller note values on the musical surface. One predicate of this principle
is that the identity of the melody remains recognizable as it undergoes foreground
elaboration. By keeping the memory of the theme alive in the listeners’ consciousness,
they can be in a position to discern the inventive skills of the composer or improviser as
he or she moves through more florid variants of the theme.67 Yet in Schumann’s Op. 5,
this nod to eighteenth-century practice operates in tandem with a parallel process that
runs counter to it. In the second impromptu (example 3.16), the theme’s melody is
absent from the score. Although the right hand strikes full chords, the texture can be said
to be in two parts: the thematic bass and the right-hand chords. The bass in octaves is the
only discernible melodic material, while the right hand resembles an inner-part
accompaniment. The overall effect is that of an incomplete texture. Instead of “walking
the listener through” melodic variations, it goads performers and listeners to project their
fresh memories of the Romanza (or even variations of their own invention) on that empty
67
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space in the treble clef staff. In this way, the impromptu draws on the innere Stimme idea
to animate variation form.
The third impromptu (seen in example 3.17) adds further layers from the
Romanza. What was the tenor line there is now on top and functions as a melody, and the
overall texture is in three parts. As we have seen elsewhere, the octaves in the right hand
invoke a common timbre of four-handed piano playing. The thematic melody does not
appear at first, but only emerges in m. 9, that is, at the repetition of the eight-bar phrase.
Yet this appearance is short-lived; it retreats again at m. 17 and reemerges in m. 25.
Notably, the second impromptu has no internal repeats: perhaps its state of incompletion
suggests that there are not sufficient stimuli yet, the information too thin, to justify them.
The third impromptu, in contrast to the two previous ones, features internal repeats for
both sections of the binary form. The resulting form is an AA’BB’ in which Clara’s
melody peeks through the texture only at the second rotation through each section. That it
appears only at the internal repeats, intermittently, is suggestive: the melody is not
integral to this variation; it fades in and out, as if it were an insertion to be played, sung,
or heard internally, but left unperformed. It only surfaces as an inner voice, not just in the
sense of a middle voice between the bass and treble, but also as a melody contained
within the octaves of the right hand—it appears as an innere Stimme.68 One can plausibly
imagine Robert leaving it out when playing it himself, especially since the beginning of
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this melody in mm. 9 ff. targets the problematic third finger that ended his pianistic
aspirations by the end of 1832.
The question of repeats is hence not only a matter of schematic form—it becomes
part of an aural exercise. What I am suggesting is that the second and third impromptus
trace a mode of interaction whereby the melody is physically absent yet sustained by the
inner ear. Although the melody does eventually appear, the ways in which it is inscribed
on the page blur the boundaries between states of performance or consciousness in that it
could be supplied silently rather than outwardly performed.69 The act of playing one
voice while contemplating another is one of the essential lessons in musicianship that is
cultivated by means of counterpoint. To evaluate these observations against Beethoven’s
“Eroica,” impromptus 2 and 3 do proceed according to an additive logic, but they do so
less obviously because they do not exhibit a precise accretion in the number of voices in
the Fuxian manner. Every voice of the Romanza—with the exception of the alto—is
layered in succession from the bottom up. Impromptu 2 reintroduces the bass line (not
alone this time, though still as part of what looks like an incomplete texture); impromptu
3 adds the tenor line and, at the internal repeats, the soprano line. In contrast to the
Beethovenian model, however, the thematic melody in the third impromptu is embedded
in the overall texture, not above. Rather than a moment of clarification, it appears as if a
mirage or recollection. This owes in part to another difference between the two variation
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sets, namely, that by this point in Op. 5 the Romanza is already familiar material.70 The
temporality is thus altogether different: for Beethoven, the Thema is a (provisional) goal
of a teleological process; for Schumann, the Romanza seems to exist in the past or even
out of time.
Most of the subsequent appearances of Clara’s melody are fleeting and cast as if
surfacing and vanishing unexpectedly. (It is in this way that Brahms quotes it in his
Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9, as well, which I discuss in the next
chapter.) They manifest in different voices and at different junctions of the form. Some of
them partake in the innere Stimme idea by having a supplemental quality—they do not
sound integral to the coherence of the textures in which they are nestled. In the fourth
impromptu (see example 3.19 above), it is presented by the tenor, and rounds out the
form by appearing in the first four measures of A and last four measures of B. In the
sixth impromptu (not given here), it emerges in a manner that recalls the third: it is in a
middle voice (this time in the tenor) in tandem with ascending parallel octaves in the
right hand. In the seventh impromptu (also not given), it is an interpolation in the first
turn of the B section, whose sudden change of mode leads to a repeat of B so that it may
end in its original minor mode.
I now turn to the finale, a section of Op. 5 that has also been compared to the
“Eroica” Variations. (Example 3.22 reproduces the last two pages.) Rosen writes: “The
finale of the Impromptus returns to the model of Beethoven, although now inflected by
70

Interestingly, from Beethoven’s perspective too, the buildup to the theme’s appearance in Op. 35,
which generates such a sense of anticipation, may have likewise been colored by memory. The theme
had already appeared in the ballet The Creatures of Prometheus and, before that, as a contredanse.
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the influence of Bach.” As he notes, Schumann emulates the fugal gigues that conclude
so many of Bach’s suites and toccatas. He describes the excerpt boxed in example 3.22
as combining “a most unpianistic texture with a remarkable pianistic effect. The passage
demonstrates a particular aspect of the influence of Bach on the early nineteenth-century
musician: the attempt to play the organ works on the piano. This page appears to require
a pedal keyboard, as it is strictly impossible for two hands to encompass all those
notes.”71 As I have argued, such gesturing towards music that exceeds the capability of
two hands occurs elsewhere in the set as well, starting with the Romanza itself.
The finale is the section of Op. 5 where I would argue that the importance of
which Eroica served as Schumann’s model begins to make itself felt. While Rosen cites
Bach’s organ music, or perceptions of it, as the background against which the textures of
that passage might be analyzed, I would say that a closer point of contact must have been
the Eroica Symphony.72 Schumann likely owned a four-hand arrangement of it at this
time, and the symphony loomed large in his own symphonic aspirations.73 The timing of

71

Rosen, 666-68.

72

Robert and Clara certainly did endeavor to play the organ during their Dresden years and rented a
pedal piano to practice on in 1845. These pursuits yielded the Six Fugues on the Name Bach for organ
or pedal piano, Op. 60, and Studies in Canonic Form and Four Sketches, Opp. 56 and 58, for pedal
piano (or for three to four hands). All of these greatly postdate the time of the Impromptus, however.
73

See n. 60. Cross-checking Bischoff’s information with the Beethoven thematic catalog strongly
suggests that the arrangement he owned was by Czerny. For a table of arrangements of Beethoven’s
symphonies, see Beethoven thematisch-bibliographisches Werkverzeichnis, eds. Kurt Dorfmüller,
Norbert Gertsch, and Julia Ronge (Munich: Henle, 2014)
Evidence of the Eroica’s significance for the young Schumann can be gleaned from a page of
Skizzenbuch V containing a very early attempt at a symphony in C minor in which he doodled (among
other things) “Sinfonia eroica von B” and “Napoleon Buonaparte.”
Another early attempt at a symphony in E flat major bears traces of both the Eroica (in its key and
triple meter) and the scherzo of the Ninth in its bare ^1-^5-^1 opening. This is transcribed in Jon
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the Impromptus’ composition and publication coincided with his return to the unfinished
Symphony in G minor. The first movement had been premiered in Leipzig on November
18, 1832, but he had not finished, or even started writing, all of the other movements. As
is well known among Schumann scholars, he worked on its fourth projected movement at
about the same time as Op. 5, and the two finales do reveal unmistakable crosspollination.
Both of them feature a fugal section with the descending-fifths idea as its subject
in a lilting compound meter. The awkwardness Rosen correctly points out thus stems not
only from contrapuntal but also symphonic pursuits. The finale of the Impromptus
interfaces between the pianism that represented Schumann’s primary musical medium
and his imagination of orchestral textures.74 (Incidentally, Beethoven’s Variations for
piano, Op. 35, likewise represented a midpoint between his earlier “Prometheus” ballet75
and later Eroica Symphony.) The rumbling bass tremolos, which are otherwise
exceedingly rare in his piano writing, and the thick fortissimo chords suggest orchestral
timbres. Moreover, impromptus 2 and 3 seem more closely related to the Eroica
Finson, Robert Schumann and the Study of Orchestral Composition: The Genesis of the First
Symphony, Op. 38 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 3-4.
74

Finson reconstructs how the budding composer reduced selections from Beethoven’s orchestral
works for the piano as exercise. He regards his transcriptions of the second movement from the Fourth
Symphony and Third Leonore Overture to be for piano four hands, but a glance at the autographs only
suggests short score. They date from 1833. See Finson, 5-6.
75

An intriguing, though unsustainable, connection that arises from the confluence of Beethoven’s
Prometheus-Eroica and Schumann’s Doppelgänger-Impromptus networks is that between a lone bass
line and lifeless or disembodied figures. Although in the ballet Beethoven introduced the contredanse
in its full guise from the outset, I wonder if the image of Prometheus gradually animating lifeless
statues informed his decision to lead into the contredanse through such an additive process in his later
reworkings for the Eroica piano variations and symphony finale. Was there an association between
bass-generated, passacaglia-like music and lifelessness or disembodiment, and might this have colored
later music, say, Schubert’s “Der Doppelgänger” and the beginning of Schumann’s Op. 5?
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Symphony finale than to the “Eroica” Variations for piano. The former plays on
suspensions and resolutions, like the variation in the symphonic finale that would
correspond to the a due in the piano variations. The third impromptu’s duple against
compound triple meter recalls a similar rhythmic profile in the variation that follows in
the symphonic finale.
The teleology of Beethoven’s piano variations leading up to the Thema could be
said to undergird its own finale in a similar manner. As Example 3.23 shows, the finale
of Op. 35 comprises three large sections: an initial fugue with a subject derived from the
bass, followed by two homophonic settings of the melodic theme harkening back to the
binary form of the Thema (the first features the melody in the top voice and the second
features it in the lower parts). Finally, the music elides into a coda that goes back and
forth between tonic and dominant harmonies. Polyphony as musical process begins to
break off at m. 111, as it reaches a dominant pedal and gives way to homophony, just as
in the opening of the entire set, where counterpoint gave to way to the Thema’s
contredanse. (The coda of the symphony’s finale presents an analogous process in more
elaborate form.)
Like the “Eroica,” the principal subject for Schumann’s fugal finale derives from
the bass line; unlike it, however, the melodic theme does not make a full encore
appearance in its original homophonic setting. Instead, it emerges in medias res and is
marked by extreme fragmentation. As seen in the last three lines of example 3.22, the
fugue gives way back to the gigue, which culminates with a structural downbeat in m.
151. This downbeat is announced by the return of the bass, fff and fortified by double
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octaves. (One more time, the texture here and the measures leading up to it resemble the
sonic masses generated by four-hand piano playing; the mordent in m. 161 especially
complicates a solo performance.) In the beginning of the set, the bass line introduction
and the Romanza were in a binary form where the B section repeated with an echo, pp,
effect. The valedictory fff statement returns to its original ABB’ form, but then retreats
from the musical surface at the very end of B, shown by the diminuendo across mm. 16465. This retreat, along with our expectations for an echo of the B section, forms the
backdrop for the return of Clara’s melody in m. 167. The sonic impression is as if this
melody had been ongoing throughout the fff bass line, like an innere Stimme, but it only
becomes audible once the strident octaves give way.
The piece (in)famously ends with no definite melodic closure. Here too—and in
stark contrast with the first movement of the Fantasy, Op. 17, Schumann’s “Beethoven
monument”—the overall trajectory subverts that of the “Eroica” Variations. Whereas
Beethoven frames the melodic theme as the distilled culmination of a teleological process
(something that would be remade in its general outlines in the Fantasy), Schumann makes
no effort to frame it as such in either the beginning or the ending of the Impromptus. As it
returns, it begins to fragment and evaporates midway; like the Adagio from Chopin’s Op.
2, the resolution, the point of contact between two personae, is left to be projected outside
the frame.
*

*

*

After Clara enclosed her Romance variée, Op. 3, with her “apology” letter to
Robert, he responded to her in the following terms: “But I’ll give you only my sincere
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thanks and, if you were here (even without your father’ permission), a squeeze of your
hand; then I’d perhaps express the hope that the union of our names on the title page
might in the future be a union of our views and ideas.”76 Her youthful composition is still
largely colored by the post-classical style. Its passagework (much of it in the right hand
and printed in small note heads), its nearly excessive dynamic and performance markings
give the impression that her score aspires to record a performance. While there are
echoes of Op. 3 in Robert’s Impromptus, his piece bears the (self-conscious) stamp of
Bachian and Beethovenian discourses. It is hard not to sense some reservation in his reply
to Clara; as much as they wished to connect musically, their sympathies were not in sync
in the compositional realm.

76

Letter from Robert to Clara on August 1, 1833, in The Complete Correspondence, 1:8. Original
German in Schumann Briefedition, ser. 1, vol. 4, pt. 1, 68: “Ihnen aber gebe ich nichts, als einen
herzlichen Dank und, wären Sie gegewärtig, (selbst ohne Erlaubniß des Vaters) einen Händedruck;
dann würde ich etwa die Hoffnung aussprechen, daß die Vereinigung unserer Namen auf dem Titel
eine unserer Ansichten und Ideen für spätere Zeiten seyn möchte.”
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CHAPTER 4
MEMORY, HOPE, AND BRAHMS’S
VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY ROBERT SCHUMANN, OP. 9

When Johannes Brahms wrote a set of variations on a theme by Robert Schumann
during the summer of 1854, he was not the first to do so: a year before, Clara Schumann
had written variations on the same theme as a birthday surprise for her husband. Both sets
were eventually published at the same time as Brahms’s Op. 9 and Clara’s Op. 20,
respectively. Curiously, two months after he had more or less finished the composition,
but prior to publication, Brahms added two more variations. One of these in particular—
what became Variation 10—is well-known for a remarkable musical quotation that
harkens back to Clara and Robert’s past, and whose source is the music discussed in the
preceding chapter: Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3, and Robert’s Impromptus, Op. 5.
The present chapter reevaluates Brahms’s Op. 9 Variations in general and
Variation 10 in particular through the perspectives developed thus far in this dissertation.
The work’s transparent voicing and diaphanous surface lend it a rarefied quality that sets
it apart from his other piano writing at this time. In what follows, I argue that suggestions
of musical presence and absence, and duetting textures enabled by counterpoint and fourhandedness, contribute towards this quality and interact to yield expressive meaning.
Supported by hitherto neglected strands in contextual evidence in the correspondence,
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diaries, and autographs, I elucidate how these layers came together to release their
emotional power at a particular time in the year 1854.

4.1

Düsseldorf, 1854
The year brought deep upheaval for the Schumann family. On February 27,

Robert plunged into the Rhine after suffering from anxiety and aural hallucinations. He
was rescued and returned home, but Clara was advised to stay away. This was both for
his sake, so as not to agitate him, and hers, as she was pregnant. She temporarily stayed
with Rosalie Leser (a neighbor and close friend) while Robert’s admission into an asylum
was secured. On March 3, Brahms and others began to arrive in Düsseldorf to offer
support. Robert was transported to Endenich on the next day, which was then several
hours away from Düsseldorf.
In the aftermath of these events, Clara engaged in various activities to help her fill
the void of his departure and sustain his presence in some way. A week after he left and
exhausted by the persistent company and inquiries from people, she retraced one of his
favorite walks in order to imaginatively commune with him in privacy.1 By partaking in
an activity that Robert relished, she nurtured this relationship in the face of geographical,

1

Diary entry on March 12, 1854: “Sonntag, den 12. März, machte ich allein einen Spaziergang über
Bilk und die Felder! Die Leute drangen alle so sehr in mich, ich müsse spazieren gehen, so wollte ich
denn wenigstens einen seiner Lieblingsspaziergänge machen und ging deshalb allein—ich wollte ganz
ohne alle Störung allein bei ihm sein. Die Sonne schien so herrlich! Immer dachte ich, ob er sie wohl
auch sieht, ob er dann gar nicht an mich dächte—ich meinte immer, er müsse mich fühlen!” Quoted in
Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann:Ein Künstlerleben (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1905), 2:306.
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emotional, and psychological distance. She harbored the hope that, by concentrating on
him in this manner, she could somehow transcend their physical separation, that a kind of
telepathic connection would enable him to feel her presence. Another avenue through
which she reenacted something he enjoyed is the surviving Blumenbuch, a notebook she
“received from Johannes to keep flowers for my dear Robert in Hamburg on November
16, 1854.”2 We shall later gain a sense of the deep significance she invested in flowergiving during the year 1854.
The Blumenbuch brings to the fore Brahms’s role as facilitator and consoler
during this time, a service he rendered primarily through music. The day before Robert
was taken to Endenich, Clara reports in her diary: “Brahms came over from Hannover
today, and at once came to see me. He said he had only come to comfort me with music
[in Musik Erheiterung zu verschaffen], if I had any wish for it.”3 This primarily took the
form of playing (even singing) among friends: Brahms above all, but also Albert
Dietrich, Julius Otto Grimm, and Joseph Joachim, when he was in town. The latter made
a brief visit on March 5, and thus began the nearly ever-present music-making, at the
home of either the Schumanns or Rosalie Leser. While such sessions had been common
in the Schumann home, they naturally acquired a different meaning in Robert’s absence.
2

This book has been beautifully published as Blumenbuch für Robert 1854-1856, eds. Gerd Nauhaus
and Ingrid Bodsch (Frankfurt am Main: Stroemfeld, 2006).
3

Diary entry on March 3, 1854, in Litzmann as translated by Grace Hadow in Clara Schumann: An
Artist’s Life (London: Macmillan, 1913), 2:60. She then wrote on April 10: “Der gute Brahms zeigt
sich immer recht als ein tieffühlender Freund! Er spricht es nicht viel aus, aber man sieht es an seinen
Gesichtszügen, seinem sprechenden Auge, wie er mit mir um den Geliebten, den er ja so hoch verehrt,
trauert. Überhaupt ist er auch darin so liebenswürdig, daß er jede Gelegenheit aufsucht, mich durch
irgend etwas Musikalisches aufzuheitern.” Quoted in Litzmann, Clara Schumann: Ein Künstlerleben,
2:311.
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Now they presented a double-edged sword that at once comforted and distressed Clara.
Their effect on her mood was such that her mother, who had also come for assistance,
vowed to forbid the music on at least one occasion.4 The collaborative music-making
must have helped nudge Clara out of her grief by requiring her full presence, so that
absorption did not devolve into self-absorption. In the subsequent months, the passing of
time was punctuated by regular reports from Endenich about Robert’s evolving condition
and these sessions with Brahms and friends.
Table 4.1 in the Appendix outlines who played what, and when, insofar as one
can tell from Clara’s diary excerpts reproduced by Berthold Litzmann. It reveals an
overwhelming prominence of Robert’s compositions in the weeks following his
departure, with other composers gaining traction only in May. The information is not
complete (and unfortunately never will be), but the emphasis on Robert’s music is only to
be expected in light of the situation. Another trend is the focus on his more recent and
unpublished projects, most notably the violin sonatas (likely owing to Joachim’s visits)
and Scenes from Goethe’s Faust. Perhaps surprisingly, there is scant mention of solo
piano music until late April, and no songs; the bulk of the repertoire comprised works for
chamber and larger forces.

4

Letter from Mariane to Woldemar Bargiel on March 9, 1854: “Sie giebt wieder Stunden und kann
besonders durch Musik, die täglich des Abends durch die jungen Leute gemacht wird, stundenlang
abgezogen werden, nur gestern war sie sehr aufgeregt davon, und ich werde es auch heute nicht
geschehen lassen, da es Musik ist, die mir selbst übermenschlich erscheint für den Verstand!” Quoted
in Robert Schumann in Endenich (1854-1856): Krankenakten, Briefzeugnisse, und Zeitgenössische
Berichte, ed. Bernhard Appel (Mainz: Schott, 2006), 65.
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The importance given to Robert’s recent and ambitious compositions suggests
that the sessions were opportunities to shape his public image within their private circle.
The Scenes from Faust may have been especially significant in this regard. This project
was marred by a tortuous compositional history that took a physical and psychological
toll on him, a struggle which he did not hesitate to express to others.5 Clara would often
explain such overexertion from composing and conducting as the primary cause of his
deteriorating condition.6 Within their circle, she, Brahms, and J. O. Grimm (another
friend who stayed in Düsseldorf during this difficult time) could find solace in casting the
work as the fruit of artistic sacrifice.7
The existence of contemporary piano reductions accounts for most of the
orchestral works listed in the table, most of them for two hands, some of them for four

5

On the compositional history, see Laura Tunbridge, “Eupherion Falls: Schumann, Manfred, and
Faust” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2002), 38-49. Given the nearly ten-year gestation of Scenes
from Faust and the fact that Parts I and II (penned during what is generally considered Robert’s “late”
period) were not performed until after Wasielewski’s contentious biography, the work became
embroiled in discussions about his lucidity.
6

See, e.g., how Clara framed the root of Robert’s malaise to a friend on April 10, 1854: “Sie dürfen
übrigens nicht glauben, daß sein Geist gänzlich gestört! Nein, es waren nur Beängstigungen, die Folge
einer starken Gehörsaffektion waren, und Ihn in einen schwermütigen Zustand versetzten, aus dem er
sich nicht herauszureißen im Stande war. Blieben die Beängstigungen aus, so schrieb er componirte
mir sogar noch in der letzten Woche seines Hierseins ein rührendes, frommes Thema, mit reizenden
kleinen Variationen, unterhielt sich mit Jedem so, daß man nichts merken konnte. Doch die Unruhen
(es sind seine Nerven durch zu vieles Jahrelanges Arbeiten in hohem Grade überreizt) kehrten immer
heftiger wieder, und so drang er zuletzt selbst darauf, in eine Anstalt gebracht zu werden, und sagte
mir, und den Ärzten, nur da könne er geheilt werden, zu Hause nicht.” Quoted in Schumann in
Endenich, 90-91.
7

Letter from Julius Grimm to Joachim on April 9, 1854, in Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, ed.
and trans. Styra Avins and Josef Eisinger (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 42: “Often, when
[Clara] speaks of him, or after playing some of his things, she breaks into sobs… We, i.e. Kreisler and
I, have spent many wonderful hours with her; she shared many manuscripts with us, among them the
most divine: Faust—she at the piano, playing from the piano score, we following the full score with
eye, ear, and soul…”
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hands. In terms of four-hand repertoire, the table mentions Robert’s Spanisches
Liederspiel (later published as Spanische Liebeslieder, Op. 138), Bilder aus Osten, and
Overture, Scherzo, and Finale. The overtures for Faust, Hermann und Dorothea, and
Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream could have also all been played in four-hand
versions.8 For the choral ballades and Requiem, Brahms may have either sung or played
the vocal parts at the piano, or both. The mediation between public and private spheres is
a common theme in critical reflections on the ubiquity of piano arrangements of
orchestral and chamber works during the nineteenth century. Thomas Christensen
stresses (by way of Theodor Adorno) the blurring of genre and performance space that
they effected.9 For our cohort of highly accomplished musicians, their music-making in
these sessions involved a heightened chamber-like collaboration and intensity. Their
closed environment could free their sonic imaginations from the irritations of an illprepared orchestra, chorus, or unappreciative audience, and create an echo chamber, as it
were, where their musical opinions were mutually reinforced and amplified.
Of critical importance for our purposes is that Clara and Brahms played piano for
each other and with each other as four-hand duet partners, with him now taking Robert’s
spot at the piano. As Adrian Daub has said, the very ubiquity of four-hand piano playing

8

For a list of the piano reductions of Robert’s oeuvre during his lifetime, most of them carried out or
supervised by the composer himself, Clara, and other close colleagues and family members, see Ute
Scholz, “Ohne Klavierauszüge geht es nicht! Ihr Quellenwert und ihre Edition in der Neuen
Schumann-Gesamtausgabe,” in Klavierbearbeitung im 19. Jahrhundert: Bericht über das Symposion
am 23. November 2012 in Köln, ed. Birgit Spörl (Mainz: Schott, 2016), 39-43. For Midsummer
Night’s Dream, there is a four-hand arrangement of the overture by Mendelssohn.
9

Thomas Christensen, “Four-Hand Piano Transcription and Geographies of Nineteenth-Century
Musical Reception,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 52, no. 2 (Summer 1999): 283.
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contributed to its near-invisibility.10 Our protagonists are unremarkable in this regard;
they hardly draw attention to the practice per se. Yet there is evidence that betrays the
high value Brahms placed on playing with Clara. Grimm wrote to Joachim on April 9:
“[Brahms] asks you to send him, as soon as possible, his [four-hand] arrangement of your
Hamlet Overture; he wants to look it through, change it where necessary, and mainly, to
play it with Frau Schumann.”11 During a period in the summer of 1854 when both Clara
and Brahms traveled separately, he wrote to her: “At any moment I could turn back and
would not be tempted again to leave Düsseldorf this summer. Being together with you
and making music with you in such an alive and inspired way, hearing news of your
beloved husband, ah, how can I dispense with that even for a short time.”12
In the preceding, I have aimed to show how Robert’s family and friends coped
with his departure and tried to memorialize him. This was the general backdrop from
which Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 9, eventually arose. I
propose that the ongoing efforts to comfort Clara through collaborative music-making
seeped into this work. These circumstances, I argue, inflected both the contrapuntal
intensity and variety of duetting textures staged by Op. 9, as well as other projects from
the year 1854.

10

Adrian Daub, Four-Handed Monsters: Four-Hand Piano Playing and Nineteenth-Century Culture
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 1.
11

Letter from J. O. Grimm to Joachim on April 9, 1854, in Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, 42.

12

Letter from Brahms to Clara on August 15, 1854, in Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, 51.
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4.2

Clara’s Op. 20 and Brahms’s Op. 9
On May 24, 1854, Clara performed for Brahms and J. O. Grimm her yet-

unpublished Op. 20 Variations on Robert’s “Albumblatt” in F# minor from Bunte Blätter,
Op. 99: “I played my variations on a theme of Robert’s, which made me terribly sad; it is
just a year since they were composed, and I was so happy, thinking of surprising him
with them.”13 She had written them for Robert’s birthday the previous year, following
their (especially his) penchant for presenting fresh compositions on dates of special
significance. At the time of her May performance for Brahms and Grimm, however, her
morale was at a low point. Glimmers of improvement in Robert’s state turned out to be a
false start.
Brahms was at work on his own set soon after hearing Clara play her variations.
Though the timing of his composition was also close to Robert’s birthday, almost as a
counterpart to Clara’s variations, he presented the work to her only on June 15, after she
gave birth to the last Schumann child. She noted in her diary: “Brahms sought
replenishment for my heart, he wrote music for me, also variations, based on the intimate,
glorious theme in which I immersed myself so deeply as I wrote the variations for dear
Robert, and moved me deeply through his tender attention.”14 One of this chapter’s aims

13

My translation. Original German in Litzmann, Clara Schuman: Ein Künstlerleben, 2:317: “Ich
spielte meine Variationen über Roberts Thema, die mich aber schrecklich traurig stimmten, denn
gerade ein Jahr ist, daß ich sie komponierte und so glücklich in dem Gedanken war, ihn damit zu
überraschen.”
14

My translation. Original German in Litzmann, Clara Schuman: Ein Künstlerleben, 2:320: “Brahms
sorgte für Labung für mein Herz, er komponierte mir über das innige herrliche Thema, das ich so tief
in mich aufgenommen, als ich vorm Jahre die Variationen für den geliebten Robert komponierte, auch
Variationen und rührte mich tief durch seine zarte Aufmerksamkeit.”
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is to ponder in what sense Brahms’s Op. 9 Variations could have represented “Labung”
for Clara.
Striking are the manifold ways in which Brahms assumed Robert’s gestures. The
very premise of sharing a theme with Clara harkens back to Robert’s early piano music
and as already mentioned, specifically mirrors the Impromptus, Op. 5, as a response to
her Romance variée, Op. 3. Brahms’s drawings of “B” or “Kr” (standing for Brahms and
Kreisler) using the double bars at the end of most variations in his autograph of Op. 9
recall Robert’s signing off the pieces of Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6, “E” or “F” (for
Eusebius and Florestan).15 While this is a quirk that Brahms developed before meeting
the Schumanns, it might have been encouraged and refined by his affinity to and
immersion in Robert’s literary and musical world. A myriad of allusions to Robert’s
music have been observed by scholars,16 and the free-handed variation style, from which
Brahms later famously distanced himself, has been ascribed to Robert as well.17 Scholars
have also spotted the controversial Clara cipher.18
Unsurprisingly, the combination of these traits and the compositional
circumstances surrounding Op. 9 have supplied fertile ground for hermeneutical

15

Variations 4, 7, 8, 14, 16 are signed “B”; variations 5, 6, 9, 12, 13 are signed “Kr.”

16

See, e.g., Oliver Neighbour, “Brahms and Schumann: Two Opus Nines and beyond,” 19th-Century
Music 7, no. 3 (Spring 1984): 266-70.
17

Elaine Sisman, “Brahms and the Variation Canon,” 19th-Century Music 14, no. 2 (Fall 1990): 13253.
18

Sisman believes that variation 11 deploys a version of the Clara cipher. See Sisman, 149. David
Brodbeck concurs in “The Brahms-Joachim Counterpoint Exchange; or, Robert, Clara, and ‘the Best
Harmy between Jos. and Joh.,” Brahms Studies (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994), 1:70,
n. 58.
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speculation. In his 1862 article about Brahms’s early opuses, Adolf Schubring wrote:
“Schumann found himself back then in a hopeless state in Endenich; his favorite student
Johannes sings for him in advance a Nänie, full of the most touching lament and deepest
melancholy.”19 This description has resonated powerfully ever since, even though, as
Paul Berry reminds us, this is a “characterization that juggles chronology: Schumann still
lived for two more years after the work was completed, and his friends harbored hopes of
a recovery for much of that time.”20
The appearance of a tune in variation 10 more than twenty years later from
Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3, and Robert’s Impromptus, Op. 5, has naturally attracted
attention as well. Hermann Danuser called Op. 9 as a whole a homage to Robert—a line
of interpretation that goes back at least to Max Kalbeck21—and the musical quotation a
homage to Clara.22 John Daverio drew attention to the fact that Brahms originally called

19

My translation. Original German: “Schumann befand sich damals hoffnungslos in Endenich; sein
Lieblings-schüler Johannes singt ihm im Voraus eine Nänie, voll der rührendsten Klage und der
tiefsten Wehmuth.” See Adolf Schubring, “Schumanniana No. 8,” Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 56, no.
14 (April 4, 1862): 110. Here he was referring to the Latin naenia, an elegy, not to be confused with
Brahms’s choral composition from 1881 by the same name. He writes further: “Es ist eine große,
düstere, tiefe und Schwere Musik, die hier ertönt, die würdigste Nänie, die jemals einem Meister von
seinem Schüler gesungen worden” (111).
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Paul Berry, Brahms among Friends: Listening, Performance, and the Rhetoric of Allusion (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2014), 132. Even before Robert’s death, an 1855 review of Op. 9 by Louis
Köhler was full of elegy: “Das Thema von Schumann ist wie eine Trauerweide, die ihre matten
Zweige über eine Urne hängen läßt. Dürften wir solchen Vergleich weiter führen, so möchten wir
sagen: Brahms Variationen stehen zu dem Thema in so innerer Beziehung, wie etwa das Gemüth des
Trauernden zu der Weide, den er sieht ja in jenem Baume ein Symbol seines eigenen Wesens.” See
Signale für die musikalische Welt 30, no. 13 (March 1855): 97.
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Max Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms (Vienna: Wiener Verlag, 1904), 1:181: “Brahms hatte im Sinne,
zusammen mit Frau Klara dem erkrankten Meister eine Huldigung darzubringen.”
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Hermann Danuser, “Aspekte einer Homage Komposition,” in Brahms-Analysen (Kassel:
Bärenreiter, 1984), 92.
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his composition “Little variations on a theme by him. Dedicated to her.” For Daverio,
“the fact that Brahms could not bring himself to utter the names of either Schumann or
Clara is a sign of the reverence he had for both… As the author of this deft combination
of thematic strands, Brahms, too, adds his voice to the duo. Hence, the layered
interpolation in the tenth variation makes for a triple image in which the young Brahms
fulfilled his desire to enter into spiritual communion with the older couple.”23 More
recently, Dillon Parmer offered a related interpretation: “It is tempting to see in Brahms’s
tenth variation a musical image of the larger compositional connections: Clara and
Brahms, with their individual compositional styles, together compose a set of variations
on the same theme as homage to the older composer—her husband, his mentor.”24
In the spirit of Berry’s criticism of Schubring above, I pay closer attention to
chronological details in order to uncover hitherto unexplored interpretive horizons.
Surviving documents show that the composition of Op. 9, especially the addition of
Variation 10 around August 12, coincided with a turn for the better in Robert’s condition
and renewed hope for Clara, Brahms, and friends. This prompts me to ask whether there
is something affirmative about this music, notwithstanding the recurring themes of
mourning and homage in its reception. Furthermore, the emphasis on Brahms’s intentions
and compositional strategies has not been sufficiently accompanied by a consideration of
how the work’s dedicatee, namely Clara, might have experienced and engaged with it.
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John Daverio, Crossing Paths: Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002), 145.
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Dillon Parmer, “Musical Meaning for the Few: Instances of Private Reception in the Music of
Brahms,” Current Musicology 83 (Spring 2007): 118.
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Berry’s research has invigorated how we think of Brahms’s allusions by treating them not
as static entities ossified in the realm of composition, but rather as nuggets of shared
knowledge and experience that his friends could actively engage with in the realms of
performance and listening, potentially unlocking a range of complex emotions.
In what follows, I argue that an exploration of “twoness” pervades much of Op. 9,
culminating in an idealized duet with the addition of Variation 10. I will then take two
approaches to the musical quotation in Variation 10 that have yet to be considered in the
literature: 1) Brahms’s more-or-less contemporaneous piano arrangement of the scherzo
movement from Robert’s Piano Quintet, Op. 44; and 2) the timing of variation 10’s
addition by reconstructing a particular subnarrative in the documentary evidence.
Through these angles, we can move beyond the idea of a homage to the Schumanns and
invest the musical quotation with more immediate significance.

4.3

Duetting strategies in Brahms’s Op. 9
The Op. 9 set seems designed for solitary rumination rather than to be performed

for or shared with others; it also displays duality in many forms. My hypothesis is that
this allowed Clara to enact various duet contexts. I base this hypothesis on the
biographical context given above—where our protagonists deployed collaborative musicmaking to conjure up the presence of someone absent—and the musical context
developed throughout this dissertation—where contrapuntal textures and intersections
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between two-hand and four-hand piano playing suggest rich, if ambiguous, possibilities
for evoking musical personae.
The following table summarizes Op. 9’s more obvious duetting strategies:
Variation

Duet types

3

Statement-response

7

Statement-response

8

Canon at the 8ve

10

Canon and inversion

14

Canon at the 2nd

15

Canon at the 6th

Statement-response and canon are some of the most common means through which a
single keyboardist can create the illusion of multiple musical agents. Out of a total of 16
variations, no fewer than four feature canons, a markedly high number. But other
variations could also be said to exhibit duality: Variation 5 features a back and forth
rhythm that evokes two conflicting forces and renders the hand coordination unintuitive
(see example 4.1). Danuser described it as “Imitationsdialog.”25 (Variations 4 and 6
exhibit rhythmic imitation as well; indeed as others have noted, Variation 5 picks up the
former’s accompanying figures.) Although the short length and interaction between the
repeated rhythmic units do not convey the strong statement-response impression that
some of the variations listed in the table do, Variation 5 calls attention to the intriguing

25

Danuser, 98.
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hand choreography that pervades much of Op. 9. Building on the spectrum between real
and metaphorical piano duets developed earlier in this dissertation, I suggest that many of
the duets staged in this work are often inflected by aspects of four-hand piano playing.
This manifests itself through the combination of features that we noted about the excerpts
analyzed in chapter 2: as a result of contrapuntal craft, the chamber-like interaction of
statement-response, and the physicality whose meanings are colored by the real or
imagined presences of two people in duet contexts. The semblance of twoness is thus
experienced in multiple modalities.
Variation 1 is not listed in the table because it does not display such features; it
nonetheless merits discussion as a counterpart or pendant piece to the theme. It exhibits a
different, more abstract sense of duality, as a kind of refracted mirror image of it.
Example 4.2 reproduces the theme, as well as Variations 1 and 3, which create intriguing
connections. Traditionally, the first variation of a set immediately introduces a new
rhythmic figuration to mark a new pacing. That is not the case here. The thematic melody
is now in the bass, an octave lower from its original context. This might be a rather
straightforward mirror image, insofar as the left hand plays the same pitch classes that
had been ascribed to the right hand in the theme (that is, until the left hand begins to
deviate in m. 14). But “refraction” comes into play when the theme’s tenor and alto
voices, which consisted of smooth neighboring motions, crisscross to yield a highly
disjunctive top line.
Harmonically, Variation 1 counteracts the theme by constantly willing itself into
the dominant C# major. Its opening sonority immediately pries open the theme’s
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concluding PAC.26 In example 4.2b, I have marked with an asterisk a number of related
sonorities. The verticalities thus labeled in mm. 1, 3, and 5 push with growing insistence
towards C# major: as a lower neighbor in m. 1, as V7 in m. 3 (locally, V7/V in F#
minor), and as viiº7 over C# pedal in m. 5. When the latter sonority appears in mm. 9-16,
it is at home, since the whole passage is in the context of C#. C# major is arrived at
precariously in m. 17 (the ^5-^4-^3-^2 descent in mm. 15-16—where the top line is at its
most melodic—does not resolve to ^1 like its analogous passage in the theme), but as the
bass rises to D in the next measure, it ushers an unprecedented D major sonority. The
bass continues its chromatic ascent, and mm. 21-22 expand the viiº7 sonority that has
appeared throughout the variation. This time, rather than pushing towards C# major, the
grip loosens as the bass descends for the cadence in F# minor.
This concluding section features wide spacing in the left hand that fragments and
reconfigures the theme. The word “refraction” can apply here too: the thematic return
begins with the repeated bass C# in m. 17, but then travels to the tenor’s B-A-G#-A. The
wide spacing makes breaking up verticalities almost impossible to avoid in performance
at mm. 18-19. The physical coordination required, replete with Brahms’s col pedale,
recall mm. 17-18 of Robert’s theme. Gestural recall converges with harmony here to take
the variation to a different place. In the theme too, the actions required to play mm. 17-18
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In private conversation, Frank Samarotto expressed the sensation that, when listening to the first
bars of Variation 1, it is as if they represented the beginning of the B section of the theme. The layout
for the relevant page of the autograph that Brahms gave to Clara in mid June 1854 gives fodder to his
intuition. The theme and Variation 1 were penned within a single page. Because of the consistency of
meter, rhythm, and figuration, and because the end of the theme fills up a system until its right-side
edge, the visual impression is as if Variation 1 were a continuation of the theme.
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encourage the performer to adopt a psychological stance that departs from the preceding
material. A kind of liberation is enabled by stepping on the pedal, relishing the left hand
leap, bittersweet dissonances, and interlocking thumbs that heighten the intimacy of the
moment. This experience tinges the remainder of the theme, so that the return of the
opening material and harmony at m. 21 seems to be greeted with resignation. We will
revisit this moment as it is taken up by another variation below.
Variation 3 displays some notable connections to Variation 1 (example 4.2
juxtaposes the two side by side for viewing ease). The right hand’s arpeggiated chords
spanning a 10th in mm. 7-8 and 19-20 recall the similarly arpeggiated chords in mm. 1314 in the earlier variation. Measures 15-16 are similar in both with respect to rhythm,
articulation, and gesture; the harmonic function is analogous too, as the floating halfcadential passage overwrites the theme’s PAC at this junction by bridging to the return of
the opening. A lowering of the register down an octave for the thematic melody in the
bass follows. This brings us to the most obvious connection, the shared premise between
the two variations: the thematic melody is now enunciated by the left hand, which yields
intriguing harmonic possibilities. On this connection, Jeffrey Swinkin observes that
“Variation 3 restored the theme’s melody to its original register but assigns it to the left
hand. Variations 1 and 3 are thus, in a sense, inversely related: whereas in variation 1 the
melody is inverted (octave displaced) but the hands maintain their normal positions, in
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variation 3 the melody is in the ‘correct’ registral position but the hands are inverted
(switched).”27
Indeed, Variation 3 exhibits a rather unusual disposition of the hands. The right
hand features two-bar units that alternate between middle and upper registers, creating a
statement-and-response dynamic. The alternation of register causes the right hand to
dovetail around the left, moreover, crossing it to reach to its left and returning to its
default position. A clear pattern is established by the first 12 measures, that is, exactly
one half, of the variation: two measures of crossed hands are followed by two measures
of uncrossed hands, etc. The pattern thus goes “hand in hand” with the two-bar
hypermeter. It even seems to be coordinated with the ebb and flow of harmonic stress and
relaxation. The tension is therefore both physical and harmonic, whereas uncrossed hands
are associated with release. If we compare mm. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, the correlation
between crossed hands and greater dissonance becomes discernible. There is also
increasing tension among the two-bar units that have hand crossing: mm. 1-2 are less
dissonant than mm. 5-6, which are less dissonant than mm. 9-10.

Example 4.2c

attempts to convey how these different parameters converge or, as we will see in the
variation’s next half, as we will see in the variation’s next half, diverge.
Measure 10 contains a 9th chord loaded with ambiguity. Then a fissure: as the left
hand’s C# descends to C natural, the music breaks away from the sound world of F#
minor and A major. The C dominant 7th chord points to an F horizon (whether major or
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Jeffrey Swinkin, “Variation as Thematic Actualization: The Case of Brahms’s Op. 9,” Music
Analysis 31, no. 1 (March 2012): 49.
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minor does not become clear until Ab appears in m. 14). The disruption is not only
harmonic; it reverses the contour, as ascending triplets become descending triplets. The
choreography of the hands is also disrupted. A full four bars of hand-crossing replace the
previous alternation between crossing and uncrossing every two bars. They project a
larger unit both hypermetrically and harmonically. The overall effect is that of distortion.
Dominant prolongations typically generate anticipation for the arrival of their tonics, but
these four bars, with their overwhelmingly descending contours, sound exhausted. The
performer’s twisted body yields equally twisted dissonances.
The F-minor horizon finally emerges in m. 17, but it is never established by its
root and thus never materializes. At this juncture one expects a harmonic and thematic
return. Measure 17 does provide it, but it is “off.” (This juncture is problematized in
Robert’s theme as well.) It is at once a point of furthest remove and a return to more
familiar territory: familiar, insofar as certain characteristics from the first half of the
variation reappear (the ascending triplets, the right hand’s alternation between middle and
high registers); a point of furthest remove, insofar as F minor is a remote key from F#
minor. Not only are they tonally distant, with minimal overlap between their pitch
collections, but a keyboardist also experiences them as a reversal of black and white keys.
This can effect a curious kinesthetic defamiliarization.28 Measures 19-20 reproduce
almost verbatim mm. 7-8 (except for the left hand being now an octave lower), but the
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This recalls Paul Berry’s discussion outlined in the Introduction, where the postlude of “Alte
Liebe,” Op. 72, no. 1, both calls up and defamiliarizes an allusion to the Capriccio, Op. 76, no. 1.
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shift down a half step and the black-white key reversal defamiliarizes this familiar
material.
Perhaps most important for our purposes, with the thematic melody an octave
lower, the hand crossing has notably disappeared. This as much as the harmonic distance
signals the different psychological state at this point. Having repeatedly negotiated which
hand plays sopra, and following the extended intertwining of mm. 13-16, the more
normative separation of the hands in mm. 17 ff. becomes highly marked. This aspect is
extremely palpable when one attempts the exercise of playing the variation as if it were a
four-hand duet, with secondo taking over the lower staff and primo the upper. The hand
disposition in mm. 17 ff. projects not only physical but also emotional detachment.
Measures 21-24 jolt the variation back the tonic F# minor (and in a way that strikes me as
harmonically unintuitive). The thumbs interlock in the penultimate measure before the
hands come to rest in a more standard but still intimate position, lending an aura of
finality through a conclusion of sorts about the relationship between the hands throughout
the variation.
To be clear, I am not implying that there is four-hand duet secretly inscribed here.
Instead, I am proposing that, through conventions of four-hand piano playing, certain
gestures acquired a recognizable range of meanings that could become a point of
reference for musicians like Brahms. Physical proximity is one such gesture. Without the
real presence of two people at one instrument, the crossing of arms, hands, and thumbs
would not have the potential to carry associations with interpersonal intimacy. Applying
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the lens of four-hand piano playing highlights mm. 17-20 as a point of not only harmonic
but also psychological distance.
Like Variation 3, Variation 7 creates a statement-response dynamic through an
alternation between high and low registers (see example 4.3). The regular shifting of the
arms to the right and left of the keyboard brings to mind Brahms’s Intermezzo in F
minor, Op. 118, no. 4, as discussed by Steven Rings (see Introduction). There, the middle
section in A-flat major distills the canonic process running through much of the piece to a
basic presentation. A chord or single note per bar in the right hand (which later become
pairs of dyads and chords) is mimicked by the left hand an octave below. The
exaggerated lateral movements draw uncommon attention to the hand choreography,
which in turn draw the performer and audience’s attention to the contrapuntal procedure.
In Variation 3, the contrapuntal procedure is chromatic voice-leading rather than canon,
and it is maybe obfuscated rather than clarified by the lateral movements. Here as in
Variation 7, one can well imagine two players, primo and secondo, taking turns to play
their calls. A different aspect of four-hand piano playing from the hand crossing of
Variation 3 is thus evoked.
Variation 8 is the first of the four variations in Op. 9 that incorporate canon, and
it introduces the technique gently. The right hand opens by retracing the chromatic
descent from the beginning of Variation 7 (see example 4.4a). The texture grows
gradually after the right hand’s espressivo lonely entrance, bass notes begin to appear late
in m. 4, and the tonic root only arrives in m. 6. The left hand shadows the melody without
completely revealing itself as a canon. (In his comments on the Variations, Joachim
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remarked on Brahms’s concealment of his art.29) The left-hand tremolos bearing the
canonic response seem less an independent voice than reverberations of the melody wie
aus der Ferne, an effect that is surely facilitated by the canon’s being at the octave. Due
to the register and melody’s contour, the passage where the reverberating voice gains
most flesh and blood coincides with the closest contact between the hands. This occurs at
the end of the variation’s apex in m. 16. While the two thumbs have already interlocked
in mm. 2-3 and 7-8, this moment of melodic and formal climax intensifies the gesture as
the left hand launches itself nearly three octaves up to B4 and the right hand finds itself
superimposed over the left hand. In her set of variations, Clara also composed a canon
where the thumbs interlock, shown in example 4.4b. Her variation elaborates that
pregnant measure (m. 17) in Robert’s theme into a recurring textural pattern. The theme
features a mostly four-part, chorale-style writing punctuated with keyboard-style writing
at the cadences, evoking a communal voice even within the modest scope of this
“Albumblatt.”30 But we have seen that m. 17 turns the focus inwards: the pedaled leap
and cradling thumbs are an invitation to the performer to indulge in a kind of
“Träumerei.”31 Clara’s notation of the left hand clearly draws on the theme here.
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Letter from Joachim to Brahms on June 27, 1854: “Du wunderbarer Baumeister, wie bescheiden
verhüllst Du deine Kunst, wie verschämt verbirgt der Schmuck sich: alle die Kanons, alle
Verkürzungen, Verlängerungen des Basses, tun sie nicht, als entzögen sie sich unsern Sinnen am
liebsten?” Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Joseph Joachim (Berlin: Verlag der Deutschen
Brahms-Gesellschaft, 1908), 1:45.
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On the communal vs. individual voice in another modest piece, see Kofi Agawu on “Der Dichter
spricht” from Kinderszenen, Op. 15, in Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 140-42.
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In Robert’s “Träumerei” from Kinderszenen, Op. 15, left-hand arpeggiations, some of which are
also notated with smaller note-heads, appear to signal the transition to an inner dream world after the
more declarative first measure. If we pursue the metaphor further, the reappearance of this first
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Such a union of learned counterpoint and expressive Innigkeit finds its summit in
Variation 10 of Brahms’s Op. 9. It carries the canonic processes that have been present
throughout the set even further by combining it with inversion. Example 4.5 offers a
score labeling the various canonic and inversional relationships that structure this
variation. To begin, the melody in the right hand is the theme’s bass line, superimposed
on its inversion played by the left hand. The inversional relation can be experienced in a
tactile way in mm. 1-8, since the two lines could nearly be performed with mirroring
fingerings. Brahms intensifies the counterpoint by setting the inverted voices (now as
soprano and alto) canonically in mm. 9-12, and then further by continuing the inversion
between soprano and bass, the latter in yet another canonic relationship to the tenor in
mm. 21-24.
This contrapuntal tour de force is couched in lyricism, recalling Steven Rings’s
observation that Brahms stages artifice in a way that renders it unspeakably tender.
Arguably the most eloquent variation, this (like the next one) was not part of the set as
Clara received it in mid June, nor as Brahms played it for her in the last days of July. The
loose sheet on which they were penned was dated August 12 by Brahms. Its key of D
major introduces a drastic change of affect, without which the major mode would not
have emerged until the last two variations. In what follows, I will argue that the
composition of this variation was tied to Robert’s fluctuating condition; but first, a detour

measure at various intervals marks the cyclic process of anchorage in wakefulness and then drift into
reverie. But Robert’s penchant for notating bass notes in smaller note-heads surfaces in radically
different affective contexts as well. See, e.g., the Fantasy, Op. 17.
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via Brahms’s arrangement of Robert’s Piano Quintet illuminates the musical quotation
that closes Variation 10. Then my reconstruction of a subnarrative in the communication
between our three protagonists imbues the quotation with further meaning. Throughout
this discussion, the timeline given as Table 4.2 in the Appendix will help anchor the
reader in the complex chronological details.

4.4

August-September, 1854: Brahms’s piano arrangement of Robert’s Piano
Quintet, Op. 44
The mood had relaxed sufficiently in the Schumann household by August 10 that

Clara felt that she could treat herself to a four-week trip to Ostende. In addition to the two
new variations for Op. 9, Brahms schemed while she was away to surprise her with
another project. He reported to Joachim in a letter dated September 12, 1854:
“Tomorrow, the 13th, is [Clara’s] birthday; I have fulfilled a longstanding wish of hers
and arranged the Schumann Quintet for 4 hands. To keep her from suspecting anything, I
secretly removed the manuscript from her cabinet while she was away in Ostende.”32 One
movement was singled out for special treatment. Later in the same letter, he added
enigmatically:
I had fun making this little joke: the Scherzo from the Quintet has been
arranged for

32
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| Frau Schumann
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Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, 62.
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She laughs about this sort of thing.33
As often happens when intruding into the correspondence of others, there seem to be
prior knowledge and context here that we are not privy to, yet might be integral to the
significance of Brahms’s remark. A scherzo may well lend itself to humor, but what is
the joke? Brahms evidently trusted that Joachim would “get it” from his letter, even
before knowing the arrangements at all. Moreover, the phrase “this sort of thing” appears
to group this joke into a category of more-or-less common phenomena.
Although my question cannot be definitively answered, we can gather that there
were two types of arrangements, which are distinguished not only by performing forces
(the Quintet for four hands vs. the Scherzo for two hands) but also the degree to which
they were written for Clara. On the one hand, there is a four-hand arrangement of the
Quintet, occasioned by her “longstanding wish” and upcoming birthday. It was probably
meant for her to play with others, but it also had the potential to be published in order to
widen access to this staple of her repertoire. In her diary, the longstanding wish was
Robert’s rather than her own, and she regarded the four-hand Quintet arrangement at least
as much a gift for Robert as for herself.34 On the other hand, there is a two-hand
arrangement of the Scherzo to be performed exclusively by Clara. Its autograph
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Ibid, 63.
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Litzmann, Clara Schuman: Ein Künstlerleben, 2:330: “Brahms, der liebe Mensch, den ich wirklich
lieb haben könnte wie einen Sohn, überraschte mich so, daß ich ganz ergriffen war, und zwar mit dem
4-händigen Arrangement von Roberts Quintett und dem 2-händigen des Scherzos. Ich hatte ihm früher
einmal geäußert, daß Robert ein solches Arrangement immer gewünscht, und nun hatte er es während
meiner Abreise gemacht. Er erfreute mich ja doppelt, es war ja zugleich eine Überraschung, die er
ihm, meinem geliebten Robert, bereitet…”
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reproduces Brahms’s joke quoted above, marking it as a private document intended just
for her. Unfortunately, this is the only extant musical source from the entire project. It
remains unknown whether the two-hand arrangement took the place of or was in addition
to a four-hand arrangement of the movement at the time.35
Example 4.6 shows the heading of the autograph given to Clara, which replicates
the peculiar layout of the text in Brahms’s letter. Does the vertical alignment of
“Pianoforte” and “Frau Schumann” invite the viewer to regard them as one, Clara’s
personhood somehow equivalent to the entity of the instrument? Or does it signal two
participants, at times competing, others collaborating, engaged in a fanciful duel or duet?
I argue that the circumstances presented so far—the intertwining of four-hand and twohand arrangements, as well as Brahms’s enigmatic joke—strongly suggest that this
Scherzo arrangement is to be considered against the backdrop of four-hand piano playing.
As we shall see, part of the “joke” consists in asking her to do more than what two hands
can elegantly manage at the piano, forcing her to undertake a Herculean task intended for
two pianists (or even five musicians if we consider the quintet’s original form).36 Yet in
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When Brahms sent the four-hand arrangement of the Quintet to Breitkopf & Härtel for evaluation in
January 1855, the Scherzo was almost certainly arranged for four hands. There is no mention of a
change in performing forces in the publisher’s rejection letter: “Unfortunately, listening to and
watching the performance has convinced us that the piece cannot and must not be published in this
form… two very seasoned players, who are very interested in Schumann’s music, encountered such
difficulties that we have to assume the wider public would be scared off…” Johannes Brahms
Briefwechsel (Tutzing: Schneider, 1974), 14:18. Could a comparison between the difficulties of the
two- and four-hand arrangements of the Scherzo have helped elucidate the nature of Brahms’s joke?
36

In her dissertation on Brahms’s piano arrangements, Valerie Goertzen does not deal with the joke
remark, but regards the heading as showing his devotion to Clara. See “The Piano Transcriptions of
Johannes Brahms,” (PhD diss., University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, 1987), 41. She also
attributes the arrangement’s cumbersome features, highlighted by a comparison with Theodor
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his typically ironic fashion, Brahms couches something earnest. The emphasis that the
word “allein” acquires implies another possibility: that this arrangement is for Clara alone
not only in the literal sense—to be played by herself alone—but also intended for
herself—i.e. not to be played for others and holding private meaning.
A comparison between Brahms’s arrangement and the quintet version shows that
he adhered quite closely to his model (example 4.7). The opening measures copy the
piano part of the quintet nearly verbatim, with the first pitch deviation being an added D4
for the left hand in m. 6.37 There appears to be a redistribution among the hands of the
first three eighth notes in mm. 4 and 6, as Brahms clearly assigns them to the right hand.
But a more meaningful redistribution occurs in mm. 7-8: here the octaves that are split
between the pianist’s hands in the Quintet are to be played solely by the right hand.
While this detail does not translate into pitch deviations, it engenders a very different
experience in the performer. As rapid right-hand octaves, they acquire a fixed hand
position and different inflection. This rewriting is likely a strategy to approximate the
interaction among the various parts in the Quintet, where the ascent in the violins and
piano in mm. 7-8 is interjected by a descending “but” from the piano (mm. 9-10). Within
the confines of the arrangement, a single piano must evoke the relay of the different
instruments; splitting the hands in mm. 7-8 would lessen the contrast of the interjecting

Kirchner’s more “practical” version of the same, to Brahms’s arranging habit at this time to reproduce
as much from the original as possible (36-69).
37

Perhaps a reinforcement of the chord, but also a remnant of Robert’s autograph from which Brahms
was working. There this D is part of the chord in the right hand, but was later crossed out.
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voice in m. 9. The same rationale might apply to mm. 17-18. We are thus invited to read
meaning into the pianist’s hands.
Measures 25-32 are subjected to somewhat more radical rewriting (example 4.8).
The crisscrossing of ascending and descending lines, all within a relatively high register
and light texture, pose serious complications for a piano arrangement. One would be
hard-pressed to find a solution that avoids inelegant breakups of vertical simultaneities
and unintuitive allocation of voices to fingerings. And yet, I still wonder about Brahms’s
decisions here. The melodic ascent that begins on the pickup to m. 25 is one octave lower
than in the Quintet. The right hand initiates this voice’s descent while it must at the same
time articulate the entrance of the next voice from Ab5 (one octave higher than in the
Quintet) before this voice is doubled in octaves and the left hand takes over the
continuation of the first voice’s descent in mm. 27-28, which necessitates rolling some
chords. Brahms’s arrangement of this passage is as unwieldy as my preceding sentence. It
requires him to deploy three staves for visual ease. It is here, I believe, that his humor
begins to reveal itself. Were this arrangement for four hands, the passage would work
well if the secondo player took over the lower two staves and the primo player the top
staff. The fun may lie in Clara’s struggle with this insufferable piano writing.
Example 4.9 shows the opening of the Scherzo’s first trio section. The lyrical
melody here is encumbered by an exceedingly awkward arrangement: it is to be
punctuated by alternating right and left thumbs, while both hands must at the same time
reach out to play the eighth-note figures. Brahms’s setting makes it difficult to achieve
his legato marking and approximate the beautiful line of the first violin in the quintet
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version. It is rendered clumsily by having the melody split between the two hands’ least
delicate fingers. Yet the passage also draws on markers of musical intimacy: in four-hand
piano playing and piano writing generally, physical proximity often carries over into the
affective realm. The thumbs are like two agents who struggle to remain close and play the
theme as one while they are pulled away by the rest of the hand. Lyricism and
awkwardness combine to humorous effect.
Most remarkable of all, Brahms invokes a striking gesture here that is specific to
Robert. As seen in example 4.9, Brahms jotted the following remark four measures into
the trio: “durch innere Stimmen zu ergänzen.” Written in three staves with the melody in
the middle surrounded by accompanimental figurations in the upper and lower staves, his
arrangement of this section makes overt reference to the well-known instance of
Augenmusik in Robert’s Humoreske, Op. 20, discussed in Chapter 1. In the Humoreske
passage, a middle staff bearing the melodic core of the passage is suggestively labeled
“innere Stimme,” while the upper and lower staves contain figurations that trace the
melody like a paper cutout. There are no instructions as to how to handle the exceptional
notation: the innere Stimme’s small print and frequent overlap with the left hand quietly
rule out the possibility of playing it. As it turns out, this melody, though silent, finds
reverberations of itself in the right hand. The player is invited to listen through these for a
middle voice supplied by the auditory imagination whose identity is a canonic dux. The
Humoreske passage appears to stage a duet with oneself or an imagined, distant partner.
In the Brahms arrangement, the melodic core that is in the middle staff is to be
played, but the physical choreography demanded makes it difficult. Ear and body strain
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to bring it out. And Brahms’s “zu ergänzen” exhorts the performer to fill in with further
innere Stimmen whose pitch content is not notated. A comparison with the quintet version
shows that these innere Stimmen are nothing other than imitative responses to the
melody. Brahms did not write this canonic entrance in his arrangement; Clara must
presumably have supplied them from her memory. Only those who are intimately
familiar with Robert’s music would have recognized the provenance of Brahms’s gesture
and known what the missing innere Stimmen are. The arrangement of the trio section
appears to parody a duet. But, as often in Brahms, humor masks and coexists with
something earnest. In both passages, a sense of privacy is reinforced by the fact that only
those “in the know” would be aware of the presence (or absence) of the innere Stimmen.
And the very expression “innere Stimmen” carries associations of intimacy.
What emotional impact could Brahms have wanted his Scherzo arrangement to
have on Clara in light of their extraordinary situation? The occasion was Clara’s birthday,
a day for which Robert typically prepared elaborate celebrations and gifts. Through his
arrangement of the Quintet, Brahms appropriated two of Robert’s gestures: he presented
Clara a freshly completed project, as Robert often did on Clara’s birthdays, and he
deployed Robert’s innere Stimme technique. This was Clara’s first birthday without
Robert since their marriage, and the innere Stimmen referred to a work, the Humoreske,
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composed during Robert’s prolonged separation from Clara as he sought a future in
Vienna.38
I now turn to how this detour into the Scherzo arrangement sheds light on the
musical quotation in Variation 10 from Brahms’s Op. 9, which I argue features analogous
strategies in a less obvious form. The musical quotation is also like an innere Stimme
whose sources in the Schumanns’ earlier music would be immediately identified by those
in the know. The fact that it is embedded in a middle voice is significant. Those who have
struggled through counterpoint of more than two voices at the keyboard will concur from
personal experience that handling middle voices poses special challenges, like awkward
non-legato fingerings and passing them from one hand to another. But counterpoint does
not have to be something didactic, something to be demonstrated by banging out the
voices, especially their entrances. Rather, counterpoint can also be a process through
which we listen intensely to these evanescent middle voices, and past the remainder of
the texture and unintuitive physical choreography. The quotation may even be treated like
an innere Stimme: not to be actually played out but heard in the imagination. Working
through such a layering of voices thereby acquires associations of interiority. It is as if the
player were eavesdropping into private thoughts.
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Another possible reference to the Humoreske surfaces in Brahms’s fiendishly difficult arrangement
of the Scherzo’s second trio section. The figurations here resemble the cascading sixteenth notes
(often in octaves) of an Intermezzo section in the Humoreske.
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4.5

July-August, 1854: Say it with flowers
After Robert was transferred to Endenich, Clara relied on reports from doctors

and friends like Wasielewski and Christian Reimers for reports on his condition, which
were mostly meager and unreliable. She finally received some reassurance from the
doctors around April 10, but by late May what progress had been made appeared to be a
false start. She wrote in her diary on May 23 that she had begun to lose hope.39 In such a
state of mind she played her Op. 20 Variations for Brahms and J. O. Grimm the next day:
“I played my variations on a theme of Robert’s, which made me terribly sad; it is just a
year since they were composed, and I was so happy, thinking of surprising him with
them. This year I must spend his birthday alone, and he will not even know the day!”40
This diary entry registers Clara’s apprehension about Robert’s upcoming birthday. Its
final clause refers to the strange circumstance that after being admitted to the psychiatric
hospital her husband displayed a kind of amnesia about much of his life and lack of
interest in the external world. On June 8, she figured, he would remain oblivious to the
fact that it was his 44th birthday. The selective memory seemed to efface that which
should be most important to him (that is, his family, friends, and music) and was
experienced particularly acutely by her and Brahms. It was a deep source of pain for
Clara that he gave no outward signs of his thinking of her, that he could have possibly
abandoned her in this thoughts.
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The pain was probably exacerbated by the fact that they had to rely on reports
from the doctors or second-hand reports from friends to learn how Robert was faring.
These communications were far from transparent. In fact, there was a kind of censorship,
both obvious and subtle, in place among the various parties. For the doctors’ part, they
considered it advisable to avoid objects, people, and memories that could stir strong
emotions in him. This not only included anything having to do with his wife and children,
but even the printed materials that he was allowed to read were censored: journals might
mention his condition or stature as musician and composer. The most immediate goal was
for him to attain a certain level of peace of mind. Recollections or desires in relation to
his loved ones had to arise from his own consciousness and volition rather than be
imposed from the outside. The doctors were careful about what they chose to report to
Clara, and Brahms cautioned her to keep her cool when she wrote to the doctors, so as to
encourage them to be more forthcoming with her.41
This form of “treatment” had already begun before he came under the care of the
doctors in Endenich. Following Robert’s rescue after his leap into the Rhine, Clara was
strongly urged to keep her distance from him, not only in view of her pregnancy at the
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time but also to not provoke his anxiety or distress. She was to remain with her neighbor
and close friend Rosalie Leser until the day he was transported to Endenich. During these
few days, she sent him a pot of violets and other tokens of affection. On the day of his
departure, she sent a bouquet of flowers. It is worth quoting the relevant passage from her
diary because it signals a pattern of interaction that would continue through the spring
and summer of 1854 until the couple finally began to correspond in September:
“Saturday, 4th, dawned. Oh God! The carriage stood at our door,
Robert dressed in great haste, got into the carriage with Hasenclever and
the two attendants, did not ask for me or for his children, and I sat there at
Frl. Leser’s, in a dull stupor, and thought that now I must succumb…
The weather was glorious, so at least the sun shone on him. I had
given Dr. Hasenclever a bunch of flowers for him, and he gave them to
him on the way. For a long time he held them in his hand without noticing
them, then all at once he smelled them, at the same time smiling and
pressing Hasenclever’s hand. Later on, he gave a flower from the bunch to
everyone in the carriage. Hasenclever brought his to me—with a bleeding
heart I kept it.”42
At the end of March, Brahms and J. O. Grimm visited the hospital to discuss
Robert’s condition directly with one of the doctors. Brahms then wrote to Joachim that
“Schumann remembers which mountains he’s been on, and that he picked flowers in
Düsseldorf, and which he would like; (he did recently pick some for himself). If he is
thinking of such things, it is quite impossible that he would not also think of his wife.”43
The news for Clara were bittersweet: “Robert was significantly calmer and longed for
flowers, which he always had in Düsseldorf. Ah, I was so upset again by this, for I
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thought, if he thinks of the flowers he had here, should he not also think of me? Why
does he never ask for news of me? Or does he shut up this longing in his heart?”44 Thus
both Brahms and Clara linked his ability to think of flowers from Düsseldorf directly
with his ability to think of her. (It turns out that Robert did refer to his wife, according to
a doctor’s note from April 20, albeit within the context of a disturbing hallucinatory
episode; this information was probably not relayed.45)
Made aware that Robert wished for flowers, Clara asked the doctors to grant her
permission to send him a bouquet from time to time. Permission was granted, but with a
huge caveat: Robert would not be told that the flowers were sent by her. Instead he would
always be told that the flowers came from an attendant in the asylum. Thus the
censorship was enforced in the give-and-take of flowers as well. A painfully unilateral
mode of communication ensued, whereby Clara tried to make herself felt by sending him
flowers, which he was never told that they were sent from her. Nevertheless, Brahms
expressed the hope that through Robert’s receipt of her flowers, a mysterious force would
be kindled that could stir his memories of her. On April 7, Brahms enclosed for Joachim
the most recent report from the doctors and added: “I don’t remember anymore if this
letter [from the doctors] states that Frau Schumann may send her husband flowers. I
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therefore mention it here. Don’t you believe in sympathy?”46 The word “sympathy” here
does not refer to pity, of course, but rather something like sympathetic resonance, a force
that could cause something to react similarly even at a physical distance. An expectant
Clara expressed her disappointment after her first bouquet on April 7; the flowers seemed
not to be having their desired effect.47 Robert appeared to show his pleasure, but to her
disappointment, made few inquiries about her flowers: “He looked at the flowers I sent
him with pleasure, he smiled and nodded, but made no comment. My Robert, should you
not have thought of your Clara?”48
It was immediately after her wistful performance for Brahms and J. O. Grimm on
May 24 of her Op. 20 Variations that Robert’s condition began to improve noticeably.
How his progress manifested itself to them has implications for Brahms’s Op. 9. The
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timing of his addition of Variation 10, I argue, is related to these signs of improvement.
As table 2 shows, Robert’s condition made a marked turn for the better, after fits and
starts, at the end of May. His progress continued gradually through the summer of 1854.
Finally in June, Clara and Brahms began to get consistently encouraging news from the
doctors. She wrote in her diary on June 6: “Today I received the best news from the
doctors that I’ve had till this day. Robert… asked a few questions which showed that he
is beginning to remember the past.”49 And Brahms wrote to Joachim of “marvelous signs
of a returning memory.”50 Yet there continued to be a glaring and painful omission in his
recovering memory. He still did not mention his wife or say her name. If he did, the
doctors did not report this most fervently awaited news to Clara. The first signs of
Robert’s attempt to reach out to her, of a sympathetic resonance, were two bouquets sent
in close succession in late July. The first arrived on July 20, when Clara was in Berlin, so
it was up to Brahms to inform her of the happy news from Düsseldorf:
I cannot refrain from writing to you in a few lines how glad and
deeply moved I am about the wonderful news you received this morning.
Have I not then always been right when I said to you that your dear
husband is thinking of you, but a vague shyness holds him back from
speaking out your name.
How often I was ashamed of wanting to comfort you with a
premonition, and now it has been fulfilled so splendidly.
The flowers should not bring greetings, but the promise of an
imminent reunion.
I want to stop so that I don’t excite your mind too much with my
premonitions of a prompt, prompt reunion.51
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And after the second bouquet, on July 26, Brahms reported to Joachim:
Yesterday evening Fräulein Hartmann returned from Bonn. At the
ship [landing], where all of us, including Frau Schumann, awaited her, she
presented Frau Schumann with a bouquet of flowers from her husband.
This time, encouraged by Fräulein Reumont, he had consciously
chosen some preciously wonderful roses and carnations; (the last time he
didn’t know whom he was picking them for). Fräulein Reumont again
asked him, where to and to whom: Oh, of course you know that! Was his
answer. So he had not forgotten the last consignment.
You know, he asked recently whom the flowers in his room came
from. He was told, and will always be told unless he asks explicitly
whether they came from his wife, that they came from Fräulein
Reumont.52
Let us pause here for a moment. We have had two possible modes of
communication between Robert and Clara: First, verbal, which was not really a viable
option, given that his cognitive capacity was compromised. Verbal communication was
only possible indirectly through interlocutors like doctors and friends. Second, there is
the exchange of flowers, which has a material immediacy, but is something only
temporary, something that decays with time. As a speech act, it is most vague. On the one
Ich kann nicht unterlassen, Ihnen in einigen Zeilen zu schreiben, wie sehr
erfreut und wie tief bewegt ich bin über die wundervolle Nachricht, welche Sie
diesen Morgen empfingen. Habe ich denn nicht immer recht gehabt, wenn ich Ihnen
sagte, Ihr teurer Mann denke wohl an Sie, eine unbestimmte Scheu werde ihn aber
abhalten, Ihren Name auszusprechen.
Wie oft schämte ich mich, Sie trösten zu wollen mit einer Ahnung, und jetzt
hat sie sich so herrlich erfüllt.
Die Blumen sollen nicht Grüße bringen, sondern die Verheißung eines nahen
Wiedersehens.
Ich will aufhören, damit ich Ihnen nicht den Kopf zu heiß mache durch
meine Ahnungen von baldigem, baldigem Wiedersehen.
52
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hand, Robert was never told the true sender of the flowers; on the other hand, notice how
in these letters people around them assumed that the flowers picked by Robert were
intended for his wife. We saw Brahms say that with the first bouquet, he did not know
whom he was picking them for. But when Robert was pressed with the question of whom
the second bouquet was intended for, his answer was ambiguous: “you know!” The truth
is that he never directly answered this question.
We are now approaching a position from which to understand Brahms’s addition
of Variation 10 on August 12. Two pieces of evidence suggest that its composition was in
part a response to this developing situation. On a loose sheet containing variations 10 and
11 and appended to his Op. 9 autograph, Brahms wrote on top of Variation 10: “Rose und
Heliotrop haben geduftet.” While this is well-known, its meaning has remained
inscrutable or been explained away as a flourish of romantic or poetic fancy. But we can
now appreciate the reference to flowers in light of the context given above. No mere
conventionally poetic motto, at stake was no less than the mutual recognition between
husband and wife, however foggy that recognition may have been on Robert’s side at the
time. It is hard to imagine that Brahms did not think of the heightened significance
ascribed to the bouquet give-and-take when he decided upon this heading, especially so
when we also take the second piece of evidence into account. In contrast to the flowery
inscription, this one has attracted much attention: the musical quotation at the end of
Variation 10. Its source is of course the couple’s first public compositional collaboration:
Clara’s Romance varié, Op. 3, and Robert’s Impromptus, Op. 5, as discussed in Chapter
3. If Brahms wanted to evoke the glow of the couple’s past, he would have been hard-
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pressed to select a better source. The young Clara called this at the time one of her
“Doppelgängerkompositionen” because of its shared musical material with Robert’s Op.
5, and she dedicated the work to him. For his part, Robert combined the melody
attributed to Clara with the bass line C-F-G-C, a motive that features so prominently in
his Impromptus that the overall effect is that of a double variation of sorts. As Claudia
Stevens Becker notes, the two motives are like “equal protagonists,”53 in keeping with
Robert’s “treatment of motives as personae.”54
Brahms famously announced to Joachim that in one of the two variations added
later to his Op. 9 “Clara speaks.”55 The comment has been naturally taken to refer to the
quotation at the end of Variation 10. Now it gains renewed meaning in light of the
context I have been reconstructing thus far. Both the flowers and quotation may have
been staged by Brahms as modes of alternative communication at a time when verbal
failure was a concrete reality for Robert and Clara Schumann. If sending flowers was an
equivocal reaching out with an uncertain meaning for their addressee, the quotation may
have perhaps been intended as a self-presentation more immediate than words. What
Brahms has done is to construct an imagined repair in the lines of communication by
linking the vague addressers and addressees of the flowers to a musical quotation that
was ascribable directly to a specific person. This is the hinge that points towards a
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biographical interpretation. The duets that I described in the previous variations may
appear highly speculative. Indeed, the procedures noted could have arisen out of
intellectual investigation irrespective of the personal circumstances. But the addition of
Variation 10 guides our interpretation of Op. 9 as a whole in a particular direction. The
musical quotation is the crux that puts a name to what could otherwise be an abstract
voice in the musical texture. Not the vague senders and receivers of flowers, the
interweaving of music derived from Robert and Clara stages an imagined moment of
mutual recognition and reunion.

4.6

Epilogue: (Un)intended misremembrances between 1854 and 1894
The foregoing discussion aimed to establish that in composing his Variations on a

Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 9, Brahms tapped into a deep reservoir of multivalent
references with awareness of how they could steer Clara’s reception. I now conclude with
two occasions where Robert and Clara, at radically disparate points in time, engaged with
the musical quotation at the end of Variation 10.
A number of scattered documents offer glimpses into Clara’s reception. On the
cover page of the autograph that Brahms sent her in mid June was a conventional
dedication: “Frau Clara Schumann in inniger Verehrung von J. B. d. 15 Juni 54.” But on
the verso side of the page, there was a less conventional one: “Kleine Variationen über
ein Thema von Ihm / Ihr zugeeignet.” The pronouns “him” and “her” have been
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interpreted as a sign of bashfulness or a desire for intimacy.56 Here, their juxtaposition
can be understood in connection to the twoness, the various duetting configurations that
appear throughout the set. Brahms’s dedication makes the depiction of a couple readily
apparent in a way that using the proper names would have done less directly. Her
response to the dedication was somewhat enigmatic: “You have given me deep joy with
your tender attention. What I felt when I read your dedication I cannot say, yet you knew
it already, inasmuch as you wrote it, and so accept my written thanks, the sincerest,
which I hope to give you soon in person.”57
The musical quotation in Variation 10 possessed a personal significance for her
that I believe has yet to be remarked upon by scholars. She wrote in her diary on
September 14 (two days after she sent Robert a letter at the request of his doctors, and a
day before she received his reply, thus reestablishing their communication after more
than six months): “Brahms has had a splendid idea, a surprise for you, my Robert. He has
interwoven my old theme with yours—already I can see you smile.”58 The entry suggests
that she understood this moment in Variation 10 as an idealized duet between her and her
husband. What is more, her expectation of his smile implies the expectation that he would
recognize the gesture; Clara’s theme, in other words, is being deployed here as a kind of
aide memoire for him. This scenario imagined in Clara’s diary entry was to play out in
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real life, without achieving the desired result. Robert received a parcel on October 6 that
likely included an exemplar of Brahms’s soon-to-be-published Op. 9.59 He acknowledged
its receipt to Clara on October 10, and appears to have engaged with the piece intensely,
playing it at the piano available to him in Endenich, jotting down cursory observations
about it, and drafting letters to Brahms. In a letter to Brahms dated December 15, Robert
reported on his ability to play them and posed a question: “Eine Erinnerung, von der mir
Clara schrieb, steht wohl S. 14; woraus ist sie? aus einem Lied?”60
The letter from Clara referred to here has not survived, so we have no record of
when or how she broached the subject of the “Erinnerung.” Robert’s question for Brahms
suggests that she either assumed that he would be able to place the quotation or that she
was subtly testing Robert’s memory. More than two months after receiving a copy of Op.
9, however, Robert had apparently yet to comment on this moment. A quick scan through
the first edition confirms that the quotation is indeed printed on page 14. But alas, the
smile of recognition was not to be. His inability to place its source must have been a
devastating blow for her, as this piece of shared knowledge and lived experience went
unidentified. In other words, what should have been a most visceral connection became
instead yet another instance of communicative failure.
Evidence of the deep significance Clara invested in its recognition can be found in
the published version of her variations. Sometime between Brahms’s addition of
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Variation 10 in August and the publication of Clara’s variations as her Op. 20 in late
1854, she included the quotation in her own set as well (see example 4.10). It is likewise
embedded as a middle voice and clearly staged as a memory, since its appearance is
conjoined with the resurfacing of an earlier variation. Many decades later, Ferdinand
Schumann, grandson of Robert and Clara, published a series of his diary entries about her
from his youth in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. In one entry from 1894, Ferdinand
relates how her now 74-year old grandmother talked to him about her Op. 20 Variations.
She particularly singled out the musical quotation: “Grandmother said that she had left
the variations on the table for Grandfather on his birthday and waited to see if he would
be able to spot the reminiscence. And he found it immediately.”61 Since the quote was
tucked in a middle voice at the end of the set, it was probably an exaggeration to say that
he found it immediately. But what makes this scenario implausible is that the autograph
she presented to Robert on that occasion is missing the quotation. It is likewise absent in
a second autograph she prepared as a gift for Brahms in July 1854.62 Clara added the
quotation to her variation only after Brahms had done so, more than a year after she had
composed the variations for Robert’s 1853 birthday, and well after he had been admitted
to the Endenich psychiatric hospital. Clara’s misremembrance, unintentional or
deliberate, is a measure of the significance the quotation and Robert’s recognition thereof
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held for her, a poignant example of the redeeming and consoling functions of rewriting
personal memory.
*

*

*

This chapter focused on two complex musical gifts from Brahms to Clara written
under extraordinary personal circumstances during the year 1854. I have argued that both
depend on the presence of two personae, actualized as duets and inflected by four-hand
piano playing, in addition to a manifold references for their affective potency. If
Brahms’s Op. 9 Variations did so subtly, evoking serious learnedness and nuanced
sentimentality, his Scherzo arrangement from the Piano Quintet drew upon humor too.
Earlier in the chapter, I raised the question: in what ways could the variations
have aimed to “replenish her heart”? One possibility is that the Variations offered Clara
ample material to engage in idealized duets whereby she could evoke the presence of
another person or feel as if there were another person. As we have seen, this simulated
experience is both sonic and physical. Contrapuntal intricacy invites the performer to
reflect upon the musical material and physical disposition. Canons are conducive to
creating an interpersonal dynamic not only because of the melodic imitation among the
voices but also because their staggered utterances means that the voices feel supported by
the other as they bridge over phrase beginnings and endings. The concept of the innere
Stimme, captured most eloquently in Robert’s Humoreske, lives on in both the Scherzo
arrangement and Op. 9 Variations. Through it a pianist enacts interiority in two ways: as
a middle voice embedded between outer voices, it asks the hands to suggest more than
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their usual melodic or accompanimental roles through special care in choreography and
listening; as a voice to be felt or heard within rather played, the performer experiences the
simultaneous presence and absence of musical personae. These are some of the complex
musical ways in which Robert’s family and friends navigated trauma and disability in the
wake of his transfer to Endenich.
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CONCLUSION

The concepts of innere Stimme and “four-handedness,” and their attendant
techniques of counterpoint and variation, are like particles that come into contact in
various combinations, releasing sparks of expression and meaning when they do so. Thus
no single one can be teased out discretely, but always implicates one or more of the
others. The reader will nonetheless have noticed the prominence of variation form
throughout this dissertation. This is no accident. Robert Schumann and, especially,
Brahms notably based several of their variation sets on themes by persons who were
close to them. As such, they may be thought of as larger duets intertwining two voices:
the theme’s composer and the person engaging with it through the variation process.1
While it is not my purpose to contribute to the already extensive scholarship on this form,
one outcome of my project is that the concept of the innere Stimme holds rich
implications for nineteenth-century variation procedures. Chapters 1 and 3 posit that it
offered Schumann a middleground or alternative avenue to negotiate the melodic
diminution and passacaglia tradition that had largely characterized variations in the

1

As a point of contrast, variation did not figure prominently in Chopin’s output, except for youthful
sets based on popular operatic tunes. The type of intimacy in his music is generally quite distinct from
the Schumann-Brahms circle, something I shall briefly touch on in Chapter 2.
A beautiful example of the intertwining of voices mentioned here is perhaps Stephen Hellers’s
Variations, Op. 142, based on Schumann’s “Warum?” and “Der Dichter spricht.” The latter only
emerges in the epilogue, which Heller titles “Schumann spricht.”
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eighteenth-century, as well as other issues of form that extend beyond theme and
variation.
Much of this dissertation has been devoted to building a set of ideas, practices,
and techniques from the bottom up by means of examples. I have limited myself to the
immediate Schumann-Brahms circle partly to maintain some consistency, both in terms
of the persons involved and shared aesthetic sensibilities and compositional strategies. A
logical extension of this project would be to venture beyond this immediate circle. Felix
Mendelssohn and Ignaz Moscheles, for example, cultivated their friendship through fourhand practices, even improvising together in this form. One could extend this inquiry
further historically and geographically to determine more precisely to what extent the
ideas, practices, and techniques discussed here were unique to the Schumann-Brahms
circle, to what extent shared by others. Corpus studies tracing recurring or salient features
of four-hand piano writing would provide securer footing for what I have called “fourhandedness.” And perspectives from music cognition, on the one hand, and historical
pedagogy and ear training, on the other, could shed light on the activities of auralization
and vocalization that fed into the concept of the innere Stimme.
One of the dissertation’s direct outcomes is to suggest new approaches to pieces
and their notation. Most of the repertoire discussed in this dissertation was not designed
to be performed in public settings. Within the privacy of one’s home or circle of friends
and family, people engaged with music in flexible and creative ways that have not fed
into modern concert practice. I have raised the prospect of unusual performance contexts:
splitting a score for solo piano between two players, isolating and layering voices in the
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manner of canons, auralizing or vocalizing music that escapes the hands. That a piece
designed for a soloist could invite modes of musicking which exceed its putative medium
has broad ramifications for performance and analysis. Notation can look flat on the page,
as if all the information necessary to render it were there, as if every note stood on a level
playing field. The evocations of presence and absence I have teased out introduce new
layers and dimensions corresponding to different degrees of interiority and intimacy.
(These layers are distinct from the hierarchical notions of prolongation that characterize
Schenkerian theory.) Edward T. Cone already derived some analytical implications from
filtering select Brahmsian sonic surfaces through the lens of the innere Stimme. Similarly,
reading four-handedness into two-handed works introduces a textural grit, a pixelated
topography that activates rather than smooths out what resists control from the pianist’s
two hands.
As a performing musician, I remain committed to the search for musical meaning.
But the shape that meaning takes is not necessarily that of a generalized affect or a
subsuming narrative. Although my purpose has been to explore hitherto uncharted means
of musical communication, pinning down what my protagonists communicated is neither
straightforward nor fully possible. Indeed, one of the red threads weaving through this
dissertation is that meaning cannot be reduced or congealed into a fixed interpretation.
Even though my project has ventured into hermeneutic territory, I have endeavored to
honor the ultimate polyvalence of meaning. What I might say instead is that the case
studies in Part II (and many of the shorter vignettes in Part I) derive their affective power
from a certain “eventness” and presence. Like Schumann asking Clara Wieck that they
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coordinate their spatially separate but simultaneous playing of a musical passage, like
Brahms exclaiming that in one of his Op. 9 variations “Clara speaks!” and his coaxing
her to fill in an incomplete texture from his piano arrangement of Schumann’s Piano
Quintet with inner voices, the significance of these gestures resides first in the sheer act
of engaging in a musical activity together, whether in real life or the imagination, whether
in a real or imagined present. The innere Stimme and four-handedness are strategies for
individuals to inventively encompass or remember and reenact such joint activities. As
such, the coming together of agents they enable is of a special order—they are duetting
dynamics sublimated into one’s solo practice.
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APPENDIX
EXAMPLES

Example 0.1
Fernand Khnopff: En écoutant du Schumann (1883)

222

Example 0.2a
Brahms: Intermezzo in F minor, Op. 118, no. 4, mm. 1-14

5

10

Example 0.2b
Brahms: Intermezzo in F minor, Op. 118, no. 4, middle section

223

Example 0.3
Brahms: Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 116, no. 5, opening

224

Example 1.1
Robert Schumann: innere Stimme from Humoreske, Op. 20

7

13

19

Example 1.2
Robert Schumann: later variant of innere Stimme passage

Example 1.3
Brahms: “Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer,” Op. 105, no. 2 (top)
Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 119, no. 2 (bottom)
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Example 1.4
Robert Schumann: Gesänge der Frühe, Op. 133, no. 2

4

7

10

13

16

Example 1.5
Robert Schumann: Gesänge der Frühe, Op. 133, no. 1

8

16

24

32

Pedal

Example 1.6
Robert Schumann: Fantasy, Op. 17, first movement, end

*

!

Example 1.7a
Schumann’s “favorite” passage in the Fantasy, Op. 17, as quoted in a letter to Clara Wieck on June 10, 1839
From Kinderman, The Creative Process in Music from Mozart to Kurtág, 89.

Ex. 3.1. Musical excerpt in Schumann’s letter of 10 June 1839.
Example 1.7b
Schumann’s favorite melody in context
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Ex. 3.2. Continuation of passage in second subject area, recapitulation
of first movement, Fantasie, op. 17.
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corresponds closely to the molto adagio at “und du singst” in Beethoven (Ex. 3.3).
Schumann’s conspicuous use of silence suggests a rapport of music with that which
lies soundlessly beyond.
It is striking that Schumann’s passage, drawn here from the second subject area
in the recapitulation of his movement, can correspond so closely with Beethoven’s
coda. For the fantasie is in C major, and this parallel involves Schumann’s use
of E ♭ major for a recapitulation of the second theme, a highly unusual, quite unBeethovenian procedure. Yet in terms of the musical symbolism of Schumann’s
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Example 2.1a
Schubert: Rondo in D major, D. 608, end (Diabelli, 1835)
CODA

Example 2.1b
Schubert: Rondo in D major, D. 608, end (autograph, 1818)
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Example
2.2
Felix Mendelssohn: Songs without Words, Op. 38, no. 6
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Example 2.3a
Felix Mendelssohn: Op. 92 Andante introduction, secondo part
From Todd, “Zu Mendelssohns ‘Allegro brillant’ Op. 92,” 258

R. Larry Todd

Notenbeispiel 3a: Mendelssohn, Duo op. 92 (Andante-Einleitung, Thema A und Thema B), Secondo-Part

Example 2.3b
Felix Mendelssohn: Op. 92 Andante introduction, primo part
From Todd, “Zu Mendelssohns ‘Allegro brillant’ Op. 92,” 259

Zu Mendelssohns „Allegro brillant" op. 92: Ein Duo fur Clara Schumann

Notenbeispiel 3b: Mendelssohn, Duo op. 92 (AnJanZe-Einleitung, Thema A und Thema B), Primo-Part

259

Example 2.4a
Mendelssohn: Op. 92 Allegro second group (per Krakow autograph, with arm crossing)
Secondo
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Example 2.4b
Mendelssohn: Op. 92 Allegro second group (per Paris autograph, without arm crossing)
Secondo
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Example 2.5
Brahms: Piano Sonata in F minor, Op. 5, 2nd movement

Der Abend ddmmert, das Mondlicht scheint,
Da sind zivei Herzen in Liebe vereint
Und halten sich selig umfangen.
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Example 2.6a
Robert Schumann: Romanze, Op. 28, no. 2

Example 2.6b
Robert Schumann: Romanze, Op. 28, no. 2, sketch (D-BNu Schumann 4)

Example 2.7a
Robert Schumann: “Träumerei” (top) and “Am Kamin” (bottom), from Kinderszenen, Op. 15

Example 2.7b
Redistributed inner voices in “Träumerei” (top) and “Am Kamin” (bottom)
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Example 2.8a
Brahms: Intermezzo in E minor, Op. 116, no. 4

Example 2.8b
Brahms: Intermezzo, Op. 116, no. 4, autograph
(D-Hs AB 1926, BraWV, S. 467)

Example 2.9
Felix Mendelssohn: Themes of Opp. 54, 82, and 83

8

7

14

6

14

Example 2.10a
Mendelssohn: Variations, Op. 83, theme, for two hands, autograph
(D-B Mus.ms.autogr. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, F. 20)

Example 2.10b
Mendelssohn: Op. 83a, theme, for four hands, autograph (D-B N.Mus.ms. 241)

Secondo

RETURN

Example 2.11a
Felix Mendelssohn: “Frühlingslied,” Op. 62, no. 6, four-hand arrangement
Primo
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Example 2.11b
Mendelssohn/Czerny: “Frühlingslied,” Op. 62, no. 6
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Example 2.12a
Felix Mendelssohn: Song without Words, Op. 62, no. 1, two-hand original

Example 2.12b
Felix Mendelssohn: Song without Words, Op. 62, no. 1, four-hand arrangement
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Example 2.12c
F Eno.
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Mendelssohn/Czerny:
Song without Words, Op. 62,
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Example 2.13a
Felix Mendelssohn: Venetian Gondola Song, Op. 62, no. 5, two-hand original

Primo

Secondo

Example 2.13b
Felix Mendelssohn: Op. 62, no. 5, four-hand arrangement

Example 2.13c
Mendelssohn/Czerny: Op. 62, no. 5

Example 2.14a
Felix Mendelssohn: Song without Words, Op. 62, no. 3, two hand original

Example 2.14b
Felix Mendelssohn: Song without Words, Op. 62, no. 3, four-hand arrangement
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Example 2.14c
Mendelssohn/Czerny: Op. 62, no. 3
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Example 2.15a
Robert Schumann: Polonaise for four hands (1828)

Example 2.15b
Robert Schumann: Papillons, Op. 2, no. 5, mm. 1-8 (1830-31)

Example 2.16
Chopin: Piano Sonata in B flat minor, Op. 35, 3rd movement
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Example 2.17
Chopin/Fontana: Piano Sonata in B flat minor, Op. 35, 3rd movement, middle section
From Kallberg, “Chopin’s March, Chopin’s Death,” 19th-Century Music 25, no. 1 (2001): 8

19 TH
CENTURY
MUSIC

31

Primo

31

Secondo

38

Primo

38

Secondo

{37} Primo

{37} Secondo

Example 1: Four-hand texture in Fontana’s arrangement of the March.

The gestation of the March thus appears to
have been more complicated than has commonly been portrayed. The evidence that the
work was composed in 1837 is ambiguous, since
it is not clear that the presentation manuscript
actually represents a portion of the “March” as
eventually published. And consideration of the
abandoned four-hand sonata in connection with

Fontana’s later four-hand arrangement of the
March raises the possibility that the movement
dates from as far back as 1835.
The Fr enc h Ed it io n Pr o l if er a t es
As if in recognition of the long and complicated gestation of the March, its printed sources

9

Example 2.18
Robert Schumann: Fantasy, Op. 17, first movement, excerpts from “Im Legendenton”
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Example 2.18 (continued)
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Example 2.18 (continued)
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Example 3.1
Introduction and shared themes in
Clara Wieck: Romance variée, Op. 3 (top)
Robert Schumann: Impromptus on a Theme by Clara Wieck, Op. 5, 1833 version (bottom)

1

9

Example 3.2
Title page of Clara Wieck’s Op. 3

Example 3.3
Chopin: Adagio from Variations on “Là ci darem la mano,” Op. 2 (Vienna: Haslinger, 1830)

Example 3.4
Bach/Bertini: Prelude in C major

2

re

1. en ut majeur
J.S.Bach

Prélude

arr. H.J.Bertini

Allegro.
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legato.

cres.

4
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p

pp

7

f

10

cres.

13

dimin.

16

p

pp

J.S.Bach (1685–1750) : Le Clavier bien tempéré, 1.re prélude et fugue en ut majeur

Example 3.5
Bach/Bertini: Two-part textures in WTC I
Fugue in E minor (top)
Prelude in F sharp major (bottom)
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Fugue à 2 voix
Allegro.

3
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Primo
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Secondo
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13. en fa dièse majeur
J.S.Bach

Prélude
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Secondo
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sf
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dim.
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p

arrangées pour le piano à quatre mains par Henri Bertini jeune (1798–1876)
10

6

rall.

cres.

rall.

J.S.Bach (1685–1750) : Le Clavier bien tempéré, 1.re prélude et fugue en ut majeur
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Example 3.6
Fugue in C major (mm. 19-end) from Bach’s WTC I (right) and Bertini’s four-hand arrangement (left)

Example 3.7
Bach/Bertini: Fugue in C minor from Bach’s WTC I
with doubled bass until the end
14
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J.S.Bach (1685–1750) : Le Clavier bien tempéré, 2.e prélude et fugue en ut mineur
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Example3.8

Fugue in B minor (mm. 21-24) from Bach's WTC I with Henri Bertini's four-hand arrangement below
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Example 3.9

Fugue in B minor (conclusion) from Bach's WTC I with Henri Bertini's four-hand arrangement below
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J.S.Bach (1685–1750) : Le Clavier bien tempéré, 4.e prélude et fugue en ut dièse mineur
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Example 3.10
Bach/Bertini: Prelude in C sharp minor from WTC I
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f

arrangées pour le piano à quatre mains par Henri Bertini jeune (1798–1876)
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Example 3.11
J. S. Bach: Contrapunctus 1 from The Art of Fugue (Zürich: Nägeli, 1802)

Example 3.12
Robert Schumann: Incipits from copies of fugues in C minor (top) and C major (bottom) from Bach’s WTC I
(Skizzenbuch V, D-BNu NL Schumann 17)

Example 3.13
Robert Schumann: Impromptus on a Theme by Clara Wieck, Op. 5, 1850 version

Von Paderborn n. Detmold
321

Allegretto al Paganinj
..::--...

Example 3.14
Earliest sketch of Romanza incipit from Robert’s diary (probably September 1830)
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05DEs kann vorkommen, daß Einfachheit eine künstlerische
Siinde wird.
Für die Eintragungen auf dieser Seite wurde das Heft im Querformat
verwendet.
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Schumann. Tagcb. 1

Example 3.15
Sketch of Romanza incipit
(From Boetticher, Robert Schumanns Klavierwerke 1:143)

Example 3.16
Robert Schumann: Impromptu no. 2 (1833 version)

9

Example 3.17
Robert Schumann: Impromptu no. 3 (1833 version)

6

12

17

22

28

Example 3.18
1850 version

Example 3.19
Robert Schumann: Impromptu no. 4 (1833 version)

Example 3.20
Beethoven: Opening layers of the “Eroica” Variations, Op. 35

Example 3.21

Example 3.22
Robert Schumann: Impromptus, Op. 5, finale, end (1833 version)

Example 3.23

Known participants
Clara
Joachim

Clara
Joachim
Brahms
Dietrich
at Rosalie Leser’s

Clara
Brahms

Clara
J. O. Grimm
Dietrich
Brahms

Clara only

Date
March 5

March 6

March 13

March 16

March 17

Schumann: Unspecified works

Schumann: Faust I and II, WoO 3

Cohn: Piano Sonata

Schumann: Violin Sonata in A minor, WoO 2
Schumann: Das Glück von Edenhall, Op. 143
Schumann: Des Sängers Fluch, Op. 139

Known Repertoire
Schumann: Unspecified works

Ich habe nun so lange Zeit keinen Ton geübt, wenn ich aber vom
Robert spiele, ist’s mir, als ob ein höheres Wesen meine Finger
leitete; ich fühle sie nicht mehr, und ist es mir, als würde mein
ganzes Sein Musik (Litzmann II, pp. 307-8)

Ich spielte heute dem Brahms—Grimm und Dietrich sangen—den
ersten und zweiten Teil des “Faust” vom Robert… Ich war wieder
tief ergriffen—der Mann, der das geschaffen, war ja mein und
jetzt mir so furchtbar entrissen. (Litzmann II, p. 307)

Nachmittag kam Brahms und spielte mir die Sonate von Cohn vor.
(Litzmann II, p. 306)

Abends musizierten wir, Joachim und ich, wieder bei Frl. Leser
(bei mir zu Haus konnte ich mich nicht dazu entschließen) bis 9
Uhr, wo Joachim abreiste… Wir spielten Roberts dritte Sonate in
A-moll, und heute haben wir beide sie erst so recht mit dem
Animus gespielt, wie es sein muß. Ich hatte sie schon früher in
mich aufgenommen, aber Joachim konnte sich noch das letztemal
in Hannover gar nicht recht hereinfinden. Heute war er begeistert
und ich mit. Es ist das einzige, was mir Linderung schaffen
kann—seine Musik! Da gehe ich darin auf, sie ergreift mich aufs
tiefste, lindert aber doch auf Minuten meinen Schmerz, der dann
freilich um so lauter wird, wenn ich fertig bin, dann fühle ich
doppelt die Wucht des harten Schicksals, ihm nicht mehr die Hand
in Verehrung drücken zu können, nicht mehr ihm selbst es sagen
zu können, wie sehr seine Werke mich begeistern. (Litzmann II,
pp. 304-5)

Um 11 Uhr kam Joachim, und da gingen wir mit ihm, Brahms und
Dietrich “Das Glück von Edenhall” und “Des Sängers Fluch” von
Robert durch. Es ergriff uns alle tief! (Litzmann II, p. 304)

Remarks
Nachmittags und abends entschloß ich mich, mit Joachim zu
musizieren; wir machten Musik von Ihm. (Litzmann II, p. 304)

Table 4.1: Music-making sessions in 1854 after Robert’s departure and Brahms’s arrival, collated from Litzmann, Clara Schumann

Clara
Hasenclever
Brahms?
J. O. Grimm?
Dietrich?
Becker?

Clara
Brahms
J. O. Grimm?
Dietrich?
Becker?
Clara
Brahms
at Rosalie Leser’s

Clara
Mariane Bargiel
etc.?
Clara only

March 21

March 23

March 27

April 14

March 26

Clara
Brahms
Becker

March 18

Brahms: Piano Trio, Op. 8

Schumann: Piano Trios, Opp. 63, 88, 110

Brahms: Piano Trio, Op. 8

Schumann: Neujahrslied, Op. 144
Schumann: Spaniches Liederspiel, Op. 138
Schumann: Hermann und Dorothea overture,
Op. 136

Schumann: Faust I and II
Schumann: Geister Variations, WoO 24

Schumann: Faust III, WoO 3
Grimm: Violin Sonata

Endlich heute spielte ich einmal wieder für mich allein! Oft habe
ich das Klavier geöffnet und immer wieder geschlossen, es war
mir dann immer so weh ums Herz, daß ich nicht konnte. Brahms’
neues Trio, welches ich mit Wasielewski und Reimers, die beide
zu den Feiertagen herkommen wollen, spielen will, zwang mich
zum Studieren. (Litzmann II, p. 312)

Abends spielten wir der Mutter Roberts 3 Trios vor. (Litzmann II,
p. 310)

Abends spielt mir Brahms bei der Leser sein neues ganz geniales
Trio vor, verstanden aber habe ich es noch nicht vollkommen. Ich
kann mich noch immer nicht recht mit dem vielen Tempowechsel
in seinen Sachen befreunden, und dazu spielt er sie so willkürlich,
daß ich heute z. B., trotzdem, daß ich nachlas, ihm nicht folgen
konnte, ebenso war es für die Mitspieler sehr schwer, darin zu
bleiben. Es sind aber herrliche Sachen in diesem Stücke!
(Litzmann II, p. 310)

Nachmittag Neujahrslied, 4-händiges spanisches Liederspiel und
Ouvertüre zu “Hermann und Dorothea” vom Robert mit den
jungen Herren durchgespielt. (Litzmann II, p. 309)

Nachmittag kam Dr. Hasenclever mit den jungen Musikern, und
da gingen wir wieder den ersten und zweiten Teil des “Faust”
durch. Abends Symphonieprobe von Roberts zweiter
Symphonie… alle gingen in die Probe, ich blieb allein mit meinem
tiefen Schmerze in Roberts Zimmer; seine Variationen erlabten
etwas mein krankes Herz, nachher brach aber der Schmerz um so
heftiger hervor—ach, er litt ja schon so schwer als er sie schrieb!
(Litzmann II, p. 309)

Nachmittag dritten Teil des “Faust” vom Robert durchgegangen.
Der geliebte, teure Mann, in seinen Werken schafft er mir selbst
die schönste Linderung meiner Schmerzen! Abends spielte
Brahms mir mit Becker eine Sonate von Grimm vor, der ein sehr
talentvoller Komponist ist, was man besonders bei seinen Liedern,
die mir Brahms neulich einmal zeigte, herausfühlt. (Litzmann II,
pp 308-9)

Heute abend kam Brahms, Grimm und Dietrich und außer Frl.
Leser auch Frl. von Noville und Wittgenstein. Herr Brahms hatte
mir versprochen, ersterer einige seiner Kompositionen
vorzuspielen… Er spielte viel, und mit immer neuer Bewunderung
höre ich ihm immer zu… Ich sehe ihn auch so gern beim Spielen!
Hat sein Gesicht schon an und für sich einen edlen Ausdruck, so
veredelt es sich beim Spielen doch noch viel mehr!... Dabei bleibt
sein Spiel immer ruhig, d. h… seine Bewegungen sind immer
schön, nicht etwa wie bei Liszt und andern… Ein Zufall führte
Frau Seeburg und Frl. Salomon aus Leipzig diesen Abend
hierher—sie blieben ein wenig. (Litzmann II, p. 314)

Brahms: Piano Sonatas Opp. 1 and 2

May 7

Clara
Brahms
J. O. Grimm
Dietrich
Leser,
Von Noville und
Wittgenstein?
Seeburg
Hedwig von Holstein
(née Salomon).

Brahms brachte mir Lieder [Op. 3] von sich. Einige darunter sehr
eigentümlich! Aber alles, was er mir zeigt, sind schon früher
komponierte Sachen,—ich möchte wissen ob er hier gar nichts
komponiert oder ob er etwas Größeres vielleicht vor hat. Litzmann
II, p. 314)

April 28

Schumann: Requiem, Op. 148
Schumann: Carnaval, Op. 9
Schumann: Papillons, Op. 2

Heute nachmittag… spielte ich mit Brahms und Grimm das
Requiem vom Robert, ach, wie ergreifend ist das! Wie herrlich
und fromm empfunden!… Später abends spielte ich den Karneval
und—die Papillons! Da ging die ganz alte Zeit wieder an mir
vorüber! (Litzmann II, p. 313)

Clara
Brahms
J. O. Grimm

Ich spielte mit Joachim Roberts Manuskript A-moll Sonate—mit
gleicher Begeisterung als damals vor 6 Wochen. Abends… D-moll
Sonate, die uns alle aber so ergriff, daß wir nichts weiter spielen
mochten. (Litzmann II, pp. 312-13)

April 23

Schumann: Violin Sonata in A minor WoO 2
Schumann: Violin Sonata in D minor, Op. 121

Wir spielten sogleich das Brahmssche Trio, das Joachim noch
nicht kannte… Am Abend wiederholten wir das Trio, und nun ist
mir alles ganz klar darin… Außerdem spielte Joachim seine neuen
3 Charakterstücke… Wir schlossen unsre Musik mit Roberts
reizenden humoristischen Phantasiestücken mit Violine und
Cello… Ach, ich dachte immer dabei an ihn und frug mich immer,
wie es nur möglich sei, daß ein so heiterer Geist, ein so neckischer
Humor der Schwermut anheimfallen könne. (Litzmann II, p. 312)

Brahms brachte mir drei Stücke, worunter auch seine sehr
geistvolle “Erinnerung an Mendelssohn” (Litzmann II, p. 313)

Clara
Joachim

April 18

Brahms: Piano Trio, Op. 8
Joachim: Drei Stücke, Op. 5
Schumann: Phantasiestücke, Op. 88

April 21

Clara
Joachim
Hermann Grimm

April 17

Clara, Brahms

Clara
Brahms
Von Sahr
J. O. Grimm

Clara
Brahms

Clara
Brahms

Clara
Brahms
J. O. Grimm
at Klems’

May 8

May 13

May 16

May 19

May 24

Brahms: what would become Op. 15
Schunke: Sonata
Clara: Variations on a Theme by Robert
Schumann, Op. 20
Schumann Op. 66 and Op. 52

Schubert: Piano Sonatas in A minor and D
major
Clementi: Piano Sonata in B flat
Mozart: Fantasy and Sonata
Mendelssohn: Midsummernight’s Dream
overture

Schumann: Piano Sonata, Op. 11

Brahms: Piano Sonata, Op. 5
Schubert: B-flat major sonata, D. 960

Schubert: Piano Sonata in A minor, D. 537
Weber: Rondo from Piano Sonata in D minor,
J. 206
Clementi: Unspecified work

Sehr unwohl. Nachmittag riß mich die Musik etwas heraus. Ich
probierte mit Brahms bei Klems 3 Sätze einer Sonate von ihm für
2 Klaviere. Diese kamen mir wieder ganz gewaltig vor, ganz
originell, großartig und dabei klarer als Früheres. Wir spielten sie
zweimal, und Sonntag will ich sie ihm mit Dietrich vorspielen,
damit er von weitem den Zusammenklang der Instrumente
beurteilen kann. Er und Grimm kamen dann noch mit zu mir.
Brahms spielte mir noch Schunkes an Robert dedizierte reizend
zarte, geistreiche Sonate vor… und dann spielte ich meine

Brahms spielte mir die A-moll und D-dur Sonaten von Schubert,
über die ich eben in Roberts Schriften Herrliches gelesen, und die
B-dur Sonate von Clementi… Nachdem spielten wir noch eine
Phantasie und eine Sonate von Mozart und die ewig geniale
Ouvertüre zum “Sommernachtstraum”. Das war viel Musik auf
einmal, aber sie ist mein einziges Labsal, und dann sind es ja nur
Du, mein Robert, und deine Lieblinge, die wir pflegen! (Litzmann
II, p. 316)

Brahms spielte mir heute wieder Roberts Fis-Moll Sonate vor, ich
war aber so tief betrübt, daß mich selbst nicht die Musik zu
zerstreuen vermochte—es war ein schlimmer Tag heute!
(Litzmann II, p. 316)

Brahms… spielte seine F-moll Sonate; dann Schuberts…
wundervolle B-Dur-Sonate, von der besonders der erste und
zweite Satz ganz entzückend schön ist… Brahms spielt die
Schubertschen Sachen aber auch wundervoll, besonders die Sätze
die er im Tempo nicht übertreiben kann—sonst tut er das wohl
gern! (Litzmann II, p. 315)

Brahms… spielte mir wieder vieles vor, von Schubert A-moll
Sonate, von Weber Rondo aus der D-moll Sonate, von Clementi
einen Satz, und alles auswendig! Ich bin immer voller
Bewunderung über den großen Geist in diesem kleinen Menschen!
(Litzmann II, p. 314)

(See also “Fliegendes Blatt aus Düsseldorf,” in Eine Glückliche:
Hedwig von Holstein in ihren Briefen und Tagebuchblättern, pp.
114-17.)

Clara
Brahms
Dietrich

Clara
Brahms

Clara
Brahms
at Rosalie Leser’s

May 28

May 31

June 5

June 8

Clara
Brahms

May 25

Deutsche und ungarische Volkslieder
Weber: Piano Sonata in D minor, J. 206

Ungarische Volkslieder

Brahms: what would become Op. 15
Schumann: Op. 58/3, Op. 56/4

Liszt: Piano Sonata and other pieces

Heute am frühen Morgen schon brachte mir Brahms die deutschen
und ungarischen Volksweisen, welche er mir aufgeschrieben…
Ich sprach ihn nicht, ich möchte niemand heute sprechen.
(Litzmann II, p. 319)

Brahms spielte mir nachmittags deutsche Volkslieder vor…
Abends spielte mir Brahms bei Frl. Leser wieder recht viel vor, die
D-moll-Sonate von Weber und eine Menge ungarische und
deutsche Volkslieder, wozu er immer wieder neue interessante
Harmonien macht. (Litzmann II, pp. 318-19)

Gegen Abend spielte mir Brahms einige wunderschöne ungarische
Volkslieder vor, von denen besonders der ungarische
Nationalmarsch ganz herrlich ist. (Litzmann II, p. 318)

Heute spielte ich Brahms’ Sonate mit Dietrich diesem vor und
dann mit Brahms dieselbe noch einmal. Mit höchstem Interesse
und Freude habe ich sie wieder gespielt.—Das ist ein prächtiges
Werk!... Ich spielte Roberts F-moll Skizze und As-dur Kanon—
beides gelang mir vortrefflich, ich war begeistert im alleinigen
Denken an ihn; er hörte ja beide Sachen immer gern von mir!
(Litzmann II, p. 318)

Liszt sandte heute eine an Robert dedizierte Sonate und einige
andre Sachen mit einem fruendlichen Schreiben an mich. Die
Sachen sind aber schaurig! Brahms spielte sie mir, ich wurde aber
ganz elend… Das ist nur noch blinder Lärm—kein gesunder
Gedanke mehr, alles verwirrt, eine klare Harmoniefolge ist da
nicht mehr herauszufinden! Und da muß ich mich nun noch
bedanken—es ist wirklich schrecklich. (Litzmann II, p. 317)

Variationen über Roberts Thema, die mich aber schrecklich traurig
stimmten, denn gerade ein Jahr ist, daß ich sie komponierte und so
glücklich in dem Gedanken war, ihn damit zu überraschen. Dies
Jahr muß ich seinen Geburtstag allein verleben, und er weiß ihn
nicht einmal!… Wir spielten noch vierhändig die Bilder aus Osten
und Ouvertüre, Scherzo und Finale vom Robert. Es spielt sich
nicht leicht mit Brahms; er spielt zu willkürlich—auf ein Viertel
mehr oder weniger kommt es ihm gar nicht an… (Litzmann II, pp.
316-17)

Clara
Brahms
Müller?

July 31

Brahms: Piano Sonatas, Opp. 1 and 2 and
Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann,
Op. 9

Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Robert
Schumann, Op. 9

Nachmittags spielte Brahms seine C-Dur und Fis-moll-Sonate und
die Variationen noch einmal. Ich war noch nie so ergriffen
gewesen von seinen Kompositionen als heute. Die Fis-moll Sonate
war mich noch nie so klar gewesen bis auf den letzten Schluß, der
mir sehr phantastisch erscheint, aber meinen Herzen nicht wohltut.
(Litzmann II, p. 324)

Brahms spielte seine Variationen über Roberts Thema, die mich
heute so ergriffen wie noch nicht zuvor—Beethovenscher Geist
weht über dem Ganzen. (Litzmann II, pp. 323-24)

In between: Clara’s brief trip to Berlin and unmentioned musicmaking

[Brahms] sorgte für Labung für mein Herz, er komponierte mir
über das innige herrliche Thema, das ich so tief in mich
aufgenommen, als ich vorm Jahre die Variationen für den
geliebten Robert komponierte, auch Variationen und rührte mich
tief durch seine zarte Aufmerksamkeit. (Litzmann II, p. 320)

Here the musical record breaks off in Litzmann, as Clara leaves for a spa in Ostende on August 10.

Clara
Brahms
Müller?

July 30

June 15

Example 4.1
Brahms: Op. 9, variation 5

Example
4.2a2a
Example
Theme
from
Robert
Schumann
’s Bunte
Blatter,
Theme from Robert Schumann’s Bunte
Blätter,
Op.Op.
99 99

Example 2a
Theme from Robert Schumann’s Bunte Blatter, Op. 99
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Brahms: Variation 1 from Op. 9
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Example 4.2b
Brahms: Op. 9, variation 1

Example 2b
Brahms: Variation 1 from Op. 9
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Example 4.2c
Brahms: Op. 9, variation 3
AU

Example 2c
Brahms: Variation 3 from Op. 9
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Example 3
Brahms: Variation 7 from Op. 9

Var. 7

to

Example 4.3
Brahms: Op. 9, variation 7

Example 4.4a
Brahms: Op. 9, variation

Example 4.4b
Clara Schumann: Op. 20, variation 6

Example 4.5Example 5
from Op. 9
Brahms:Brahms:
Op. 9,Variation
variation1010
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Table 4.2: 1854 timeline
March 3

Brahms arrives in Düsseldorf

March 4

Robert is taken to Endenich

Early April

Clara is requests and is granted permission to send her husband flowers

April 10

Clara’s diary: Der Arzt sagt, was in der kurzen Zeit (ach, wie so lang für mich) nur
zu hoffen gewesen wäre, das wäre erreicht, — der erste Schritt zur Besserung!

April 25

Doctor’s letter: Es lasse sich jedoch noch immer keine sichere Aussicht auf einen
günstigen Ausgang der Krankheit eröffnen, wie ich zu glauben schiene…

May 2

Brahms to Joachim: Schändliches Wetter und leider, schlimmere Nachrichten aus
Bonn lassen es hier trübe werden. Schumann hat anhaltend einige Tage
Gehörstäuschungen gehabt. Wir müssen auf besseres Wetter und dann von neuem
auf längere Ruhe hoffen. Die letzte Hoffnung ward weider nichtig. Schumanns
Zustand ist wieder derselbe wie hier in Düsseldorf. Frau Schumann leidet furchtbar.
Die beiden letzten Briefe haben sie entsetzlich aufgeregt.

May 14

Again good news from Endenich. Clara to Marie von Lindeman: Von meinem
teueren, geliebten Manne, habe ich in den letzen 14 Tagen recht leidliche
Nachrichten gehabt! Seine Besserung schreitet langsam, sehr langsam aber
vorwärts.

May 16

Clara’s diary: Noch immer zeigen sich die Gehörstäuschungen und irre Reden… das
alleschmerzlichste aber ist mir, daß er selbst, wenn er von Düsseldorf spricht, wohl
Hasenclevers erwähnt, aber meiner mit keiner Silbe! Sollte er an meiner zu ihm
zweifeln, weil ich mich bereden ließ, von ihm zu gehen? Ach, Robert, meine Liebe ist
ja so unendlich, daß du sie ja fühlen mußt!

May 23

Clara’s diary: Bekam ich wieder Nachricht vom Arzt, — leider immer dieselbe…
Ach, ich fange an ganz auf bessere Nachrichten zu resignieren!

May 24

Clara plays her Variations Op. 20 for Brahms

May 30

Clara to her mother: Robert war recht heiter gewesen, eher zu lebhaft, als
niedergeschlagen, sein Gang rüstiger wie sonst, sein Aussehen viel besser, sein
Appetit u. Schlaff sehr gut, sein Bedürfniß am Tage zu ruhen geringer wie früher;
auch fragt er nach Manchem in seiner Umgebung, wonach er früher nicht gefragt,
zeigt also mehr Interesse für Anderes, aber häufig lächelt er oder spricht leise vor
sich hin, was den Aertzten keine angenehme Erscheinungen sind, und sie können
nicht den inneren Grund erraten…

June 6

Clara’s diary: Ich erhielt heute die besten Nachricht vom Arzt, die ich bis jetzt
überhaupt erhalten. Robert war ruhig, ohne Gehörstäuschungen, ohne
Beängstigungen, redete auch nicht irre und tat einige Fragen, welche bewiesen, daß
er anfängt, sich der Vergangenheit zu erinnern… Ach gäbe der Himmel, daß dies
endlich ein Schritt der Genesung wäre.

June 11

Felix Schumann is born

June 15

Brahms sends Clara his Variations Op. 9 (they did not include Variations 10 and 11)

June 19

Brahms to Joachim: Herr Schumann frug einmal den Arzt, ob nicht Dr. Hasenclever
und zwei andre Leute ihn nach Bonn gebracht hätten; ein andres Mal, ob man nicht
von Düsseldorf Kragen für ihn geschickt hätte, sonst möchte der Arzt darum
schreiben, er wünsche sie jetzt zu tragen. (Seit einem Vierteljahr hat er nie daran
gedacht.) Einst frug er auch, in welcher Richtung Godesberg liege, und erzählte, daß
er dort einen Sommer zugebracht! Sind das nicht wunderbare Zeichen von
rückkehrendem Gedächtnis?

July 15

Clara to Emilie List: Ich kann Dir doch wenigstens etwas bessere Berichte geben.
Mein teurer Robert befindet sich besser, aber es geht sehr langsam!… Was mich
aber so unendlich betrübt ist, daß er noch nie nach mir oder den Kindern gefragt —
denkt er nicht an uns, oder ist es Scheu? Fühlt er sich noch nicht stark genug nach
uns zu fragen? Fürchtet er die Aufregung? Diese Fragen stelle ich mir unendlich
oft…

July 17

Clara offers her Variations for publication to Härtel

July 20

Clara receives first bouquet from Robert

July 26

Clara receives second bouquet from Robert

July 30 and 31

Brahms performs his Variations Op. 9 for Clara

August 12

Brahms adds variations 10 and 11

Sometime afterwards

Clara revises her Variations Op. 20 in response to Brahms’s added variation 10

September 12

Robert’s “first” inquiry about his wife; he doctors ask Clara to write to him and thus
their correspondence begins

September 14

First letter from Robert to Clara

October 6

Robert receives an exemplar of the first edition of Brahms’s Op. 9

Example 4.6
Heading of Brahms’s manuscript gift to Clara of the Scherzo arrangement
(D-B Mus.ms.autogr. Brahms, J. 7)

Example 4.7
Robert Schumann: Piano Quintet, Op. 44, Scherzo movement

Example 4.8
Scherzo in quintet (top) and arranged (bottom) versions, mm. 21 ff.

Example 4.9
First trio of the Scherzo in quintet (top) and arranged (bottom) versions

Example 4.10
Clara Schumann: Op. 20, end of variation 7

